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1. Executive Summary
Packers have been around for nearly as long as malicious software has been in development, this
report looks at the use of packers, obfuscators and encryptors in modern malicious files focusing
on Windows executables.
I begin by examining the types of packers in use today, including those not used by malware but
for legitimate software protection, and explore the use of advanced packing protection
mechanisms including the use of packers on kernel mode root kits. I investigate the reasons that
malware developers use packers; to aid in evading detection, identification and analysis.
I perform two cases studies to measure the impact of packers on the security industry; one with
my own packed samples, one with live samples. In both cases there is a significant impact in both
identification and detection of malware. I research methods used by the security industry to
combat the highlighted problems; the development of generic unpackers that work over many
types of packer, the development of automation to aid analysis and improve identification and
the techniques of whitelisting and reputation based analysis to better prioritise samples for
analysis.
I turn to manual unpacking and how the security industry can tackle packed files when they are
flagged for analysis. I perform two cases studies to assess the difficulty of manual unpacking; one
on known samples and one on samples packed with unknown packers including kernel rootkits. I
develop two techniques for generically unpacking these samples; one which works across
different malware families, one which is family specific, but fail to unpack the kernel rootkits due
to complexities that exist in unpacking within this environment. I research how to defeat a
number of protection mechanisms to aid in this unpacking but discover that protections are not
used as heavily as anticipated and are trivial to overcome in most cases. I investigate complex
packer techniques to overcome analysis systems; those that can break generic unpacking, those
that break automated analysis systems and those that require extra analysis resource because
they run in the kernel.
I examine other types of malware to assess whether use of packers and techniques to unpack
them are following the same trends as Windows malware and observe this to be the case for Java
script, Java, Portable Document Format and Android APK.
I investigate a targeted attack in a fifth and final case study and discover that in this instance
packing and obfuscation is not used. I assess this to be likely to the simplicity of the malware and
the focused targeting involved in this attack.
Finally I conclude by looking at who is winning the battle of packed malware; the malware
developers or the security industry. After careful analysis I determine that since the security
industry is on the back foot and malware developers are achieving their goals that the malware
developers are coming out on top and this does not look to be changing in the near future.
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2. Introduction
Since the dawn of malicious software, there has always been a need for anti-malicious software,
or an anti-virus industry. Both pitted against each other one trying to develop applications that
cannot be detected, the other trying to develop tools to detect and mitigate the malicious
applications. Once motivated by egotistical motivation the malicious software business is now
proliferated with malware for financial gain and espionage. Throughout the history of this battle
there has always been a third party developer involved; the developer of tools to conceal those
malicious applications from the security industry. This means that in addition to a wealth of
malware and wealth of security products there is also a wealth of tools, packers, obfuscators and
encryptors to protect the malware from those security tools.

2.1. Report Aims
This report aims to thoroughly investigate the current state of play with packers, obfuscators and
encryptors, looking at how they involved in modern malicious software and reviewing the
techniques in use by both the malicious actors and the security industry that have in both cases
been developed over years of experience. Finally ending with a forward look as to how this may
continue into the future. The aim of this report is then broken down into the following four
specific objectives:







Understand what packers, obfuscators and encryptors exist in modern malware,
understand how and why they are used and have an appreciation of the techniques
incorporated by these tools.
Understand how these packers, obfuscators and encryptors impact on current antivirus solutions and intrusion detection systems in terms of both detection and
identification.
Understand and assess how the security industry combats the problems introduced
by packers, obfuscators and encryptors.
Assess who is winning the battle between the malware developers and the security
industry on identification and detection, have an appreciation of how this may look
going forward into the future.

The report will contain research into the area of packers, obfuscators and encryptors covering
overviews and specifics looking into defences from both a malware and security product
perspectives. There will be case studies including a range of packers and current malware samples
as well as more detailed practical’s demonstrating the difficulties in unpacking malware. Finally
there will be analysis and conclusions of the current state of play that will lead to hypotheses for
how this subject matter will look in the future.
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2.2. Scope
The subject of packers, obfuscators and encryptors is wide and could cover a vast amount of
detail on a number of different topics. As such it is important to clearly define a scope that will be
covered within this report.
Obfuscation is a large area of research within the field of intrusion detection systems; this report
will be focusing purely on binary obfuscation used in malware samples and will not be looking at
obfuscation on the network layer or obfuscation of hidden system files.
This report will focus on Microsoft Windows x86 malware as it is both the most common and
most investigated, and part of this report will be to utilise this wealth of knowledge to make
assessments as to what the model of packing and obfuscation may look like on other platforms.
As such the final sections of hypothesis and analysis will touch on the likes of JavaScript, Java, and
other byte code types such as the .NET framework and mobile platforms such as Android.
However the bulk of this report will specifically focus on Windows and the x86 Intel chipset. Both
user mode and kernel mode are within the scope of this report as the differences between the
complexities involved make up some of the analysis included.
Tool, builders, packers and samples used are restricted to those that could be obtained freely or
from open source. All tools have been obtained where possible freely and all those used will be
included in the reference section. All the malware builders and packers were obtained from open
source research so do not include either paid for products or copies run through criminal services.
All samples have been obtained through a Virus Total research account.
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3. What are Packers, Obfuscators and
Encryptors?
This section of the report will investigate what Packers, Obfuscators and Encryptors are
how they work, how they are used in modern malicious software as well as any legitimate
uses they may have and finally analyse what actors using them may be trying to achieve.

3.1. Overview of Packers, Obfuscators and Encryptors
This overview will give an insight into what a packer actually is, the types of packer in use today
and how some of these work.

3.1.1. What are Packers?
A packer is an application that takes a standard executable as an input and transforms it either
through compression or encryption into a packed executable [1]. This packed application can
then be run on its own, without the need of the original packer, and as far as the user is
concerned it will execute exactly the same as the original version. This is achieved through the
inclusion of an unpacking stub within the application [2]. When a normal unpacked application is
loaded the OS loader executes the program by loading the relevant sections into memory,
resolving the applications imports and exports and then transferring code execution to the
original entry point (OEP) of that application. When a packed program is loaded this is not the
case; instead the OS loader will load the unpacking stub first, this will then unpack the application
in memory, fix up the imports and exports and then transfer control over to the OEP. This
transformation process has a number of beneficial properties for both legitimate and malicious
software.
The original use of packers, when bandwidth and hard disk space were both limited, was to
reduce the size of the executable file [3]. However it was quickly noticed that by compressing
parts of or the entirety of an application made it difficult to signature. Not only would the file
hash be different but the new executable will have changed significantly too. The process of
packing also removes artefacts that enable static analysis of a file such as the strings included in a
normal executable or the original import table that would betray the files capabilities. Indeed by
examining a packed file you are actually examining the strings and import table of the unpacking
stub and that normally requires only a basic set of API’s and no strings at all.
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The process of packing then stymie’s basic static analysis meaning that full reverse engineering or
dynamic analysis will be required in order to get an understanding of how the packed file works.
This makes packers ideal for both legitimate software protection and malicious applications that
are attempting to avoid anti-virus and intrusion detection system signatures. This protection can
be enhanced further by utilising armouring techniques such as; anti-disassembly, anti-debugging,
anti-emulation, anti-memory dumping, anti-VM execution and polymorphic code [4].

3.1.2. Types of packers
Currently packers come in many flavours; some are open source and are freely available, others
are sold as commercial software protection tools and some are available only as services run by
criminals, referred to as server side polymorphism techniques [1]. There are also many types of
packers ranging from compressors whose primary purpose is to reduce file size with the evasion
of anti-virus signatures as a secondary, through to full scale software protection systems that
utilise encryption, anti-reverse engineering tricks and virtual machine code obfuscation [5]. Below
are some examples of the types of packers in use today.

1. Compressors:
These are amongst the simplest type of packers; they take a file as an input and transform it using
compression algorithms such as aPLib or LZMA. They may compress the file as a whole or
compress sections of the file separately. The unpacking stub will require the decompression
algorithm to extract the original application. What makes compressors trivial to handle is that the
decompression algorithm will be fairly easy to detect and once known a simple de-compressor
can be written to automate the extraction of the original file.

2. Encryptors:
These are very similar in nature to compressors taking the original file and transforming it to a
packed file, but this time using an encryption algorithm. As with compressors once the algorithm
is identified it is trivial to build a decryptor. The encryption actually offers no additional
protection as the key must be included in the unpacking stub.

3. Bundlers:
These can combine the previous two techniques and is used to embed files into other
applications. This acts as an alternative to a traditional packer, removing the need for the
unpacking stub, since the application within which the file is embedded will perform the
necessary decompression or decryption; this method shares the weaknesses of the compressor
and encryptor.
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4. Mutators:
These will utilise polymorphic or always changing code to protect the most vulnerable part of the
packed file from static signatures, the unpacking stub [6]. What a mutator will do is modify the
low level instructions within an application and replace them with different but equivalent
instructions and additional garbage code. A security product would now require an emulator to
understand the codes activity well enough to unpack it.

5. Protectors:
Up to this point none of the aforementioned packers have utilised any armouring techniques. A
protector will likely integrate some level of encryption, compression and mutation with antireverse engineering techniques to thwart both automated systems and reverse engineers from
being able to unpack the original file.

6. Virtualisation:
Amongst the most complex packers available are virtual machine code obfuscators. They do not
merely encrypt or compress the original file but instead convert it into data that is executed as a
new set of byte code instructions for a virtual machine. Each byte, as in standard assembly
languages like x86 and ARM, will represent an opcode or part of an operand, but what values
represent what opcode’s will not be known outside the packed application. The unpacking stub
will then be replaced by a virtual machine that will “execute” these instructions, completely
obscuring the underlying assembly and never leaving an unpacked sample in memory. The most
complex and sophisticated packers of this type use different combinations of instruction sets for
each new file and even integrate protection mechanisms into the virtual machine processor.
So there is vast array of packers out there; covering multiple sources, a range of capabilities from
trivial to unpack compressors right up to whole virtual machines with bespoke instruction sets.
The purpose of packers is also very versatile; whether they are used for legitimate software to
enable licensing and prevent crackers or for malicious software to avoid anti-virus and security
researchers.

3.1.3. How packers work
The last section covered a cross section of the different packer types that are in use today. In each
case the implementation of how they work will vary based on type, so a compressor will work
differently to virtual machine obfuscator. However the basic premise is the same in all cases; take
a valid executable file, apply the necessary transformations to that file and output a packed
executable.
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Figure 3-1: The packer transformation

This section splits all the packer types into three categories; packers based on an unpacking stub,
packers that utilise protection and packers that utilise virtual machine obfuscation techniques.

1. Unpacking Stub:
Both compressors and encryptors utilise an unpacking stub. A packer that utilises an unpacking
stub will need to take the original file and apply the necessary algorithms to that file; this can be
for the whole file minus the headers, section by section or block by block across each section. This
data is then stored in a packed section. An unpacking stub then needs to be written that
understands how to parse this packed data. It will contain the inverse of the algorithm, a parser
to parse the packed data, a key if encryption was used and code to rebuild the import table in
place of the Windows loader. The following diagram represents this process and is an excerpt
from the book Practical Malware Analysis [8].
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Figure 3-2: Comparison of an executable before and after packing

In order to understand the complexities around imports in packed and unpacked samples it is
important to understand how Windows handles imports and what they used for. To gain access
to the Windows functionality, API calls are required to execute functions from other libraries.
These functions are referred to as imports as they require importing from other libraries. These
libraries are accessed through dynamic link libraries or DLLs.
A DLL can be statically or dynamically linked; statically linked DLLs mean all the code is compiled
into one executable which is incredibly inefficient which is why dynamic linking is usually used.
There are two types of dynamic linking [9]: In Load Time Dynamic linking, which means imports
are resolved when the process is loaded, or In Run Time Dynamic linking, which means that the
imports are not loaded until the executing process requires them.
PE file loading is a complex process that means parsing and resolving a number of structures
within the header in order to make sure the process is set up correctly to run. Import resolution is
one of the functions the loader must complete whilst loading a PE into a process and involves the
parsing of the files import data directory. This data directory is used to resolve the addresses of
all the executables required external functions into the Import Address Table (IAT) [10].
In contrast dynamic loading requires only two functions to be imported from the Kerenel32 DLL
on initial load; The LoadLibrary function and the GetProcAddress function [11]. These are then
used to dynamically load the modules using LoadLibrary, and the function addresses using
GetProcAddress.
Since the loader cannot be responsible for loading the imports of a packed file as it cannot see
them, it can only load the imports associated with the unpacking stub. Since these imports will
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need to be run time dynamically linked a good indication of a packed file can be a small number
of imports, including LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress [12].
Although a packed file can now no longer be signatured upon it is a trivial process to write a
signature to detect the unpacking stub. This is when a mutator can be utilised to make signaturing
this stub more difficult, the techniques used by a mutator can be categorised as polymorphic and
metamorphic code transformations.
Polymorphism is the overarching term used to describe the transformation process that
encryption and compression techniques are a part of. More advanced polymorphism will
overcome the ability to signature the unpacking stub and involve rotating or scrambling certain
elements of its code [13]. A table could be used to record all positions of bytes that could be
swapped and what alternative codes could be used; the packer can then simply make a random
selection each time the file is packed. This technique could be used scramble an unpacked
executable but is generally considered too complex and thus more efficient to use on just the
stub.
Metamorphism is the next step up from polymorphism incorporating a code analysis engine into
the packer [14]. This code analysis engine allows for much more complex transformations
including; register swapping, replacing instructions for functionally the same instruction using
different operands, reversing conditions; checking inequality instead of equality, insertion of
garbage code and reordering the position of the functions within the program. None of these
actions are trivial and require full disassembly of the code to take into account any size or
positional changes.
The techniques discussed make up the genetics of a basic stub based packer demonstrated in the
diagram below.

Figure 3-3: Process to produce a packed sample with an unpacking stub
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2. Protectors:
A protector will follow the same methodology as an unpacking stub; however during the
compilation of the stub a number of additional code snippets will be included for protecting the
stub from analysis.
Despite avoiding signature checks if it was identified as worth analysing the sample could
successfully be reverse engineered via manual and automated means, in most cases skipping over
the packer entirely and jumping straight to the file inside.
A protector’s aim is different it makes the assumption that the file will eventually be analysed in
wants to make this process as difficult as possible, raising the bar for skill required to analyse the
file.
The protector may add these code snippets for protection before or during the code that
implements unpacking code, if the code is unpacked in multiple sections interleaving protection
code between each section is a good approach. There are multiple protection methods used by
these type of packers that I will list below and cover in detail later in this report [15]:






Anti-Dumping
Ant-Debugging
Anti-emulation
Anti-disassembly [16]
Anti-Virtual Machine [17]

In addition the sample being protected may also utilise some of these techniques, however by
this point it is likely possible that a portion, if not a complete copy, of the unpacked file can be
obtained anyway.

3. Virtual Machine Code Obfuscation:
Using a virtual code obfuscation packer does not require the implementation of an unpacking
stub; instead the original application code is decompiled and converted into a new byte code
specified by the obfuscator. This is a complex process as not only must the obfuscator understand
the original code, e.g. x86, but must also convert it to a new byte code type. The really advanced
commercial code obfuscators have multiple different virtual machine byte patterns that they can
use, meaning that a reverse engineer cannot simply learn the workings of one VM to unpack all
files packed with that obfuscator.
Before a virtual machine obfuscator can do anything it must establish the instruction set that it
wishes to use, how it handles the flow of program execution, how it will handle memory such as
stacks and heaps and how many registers of what types it will use [18]. Quite often a set of
instructions for another assembly language or a cut down version of one may be selected.
Once all these have been determined, the obfuscator must disassemble and convert the original
application and transform it to the new language, sometimes this requires an intermediary
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language to be used first if there significant differences in the way that the original and new byte
code assembly languages work [19]. Amongst the complexities in this process is how the
obfuscator handles system API calls, protecting the dynamic loading of these requires dynamic
loading, without using strings and the provision of interface between the two code types, as the
system calls themselves will execute under X86.
The final step in building the application is to output a virtual machine interpreter; this is a similar
concept to the unpacking stub and is also where the vulnerability lies for reverse engineers to
analyse to understand the VM byte code. As with the unpacking stub a protector can be used to
minimise this vulnerability. Unlike typical unpacking stubs the obfuscated code once executed is
not usually stored in its original state, although if the interpreter is badly configured in handling
this code is possible for the de-obfuscated code to remain in memory.
The flow chart below demonstrates how each of these steps is followed by the virtual machine
code obfuscator to produce the packed file output.

Figure 3-4: Process to produce virtual code obfuscated executable

If you add protection to the interpreter this seems like the most secure solution to pack files,
however it is not without its drawbacks. The process of running a VM in this way is a kin to
software emulation and is slow, the process for producing these files is also very complex and it is
easy to write a bad VM interpreter that leaks information about the API calls or used such as
strings. Often these are reserved for commercial software protection against software crackers
and potentially only for sensitive code sections rather than whole applications.
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3.2. Analysis of Available Packers, Obfuscators and Encryptors
The types of packer’s that are seen in use can be broadly split into three categories [20];




Open source free to download and use.
Commercial products usually associated with legitimate software protection.
Solely malicious packers shared and distributed only between criminals.

Each has advantages and disadvantages to both the malware developers and the security
vendors. Open source packers are easily accessible to analyse by security vendors but cannot be
guaranteed as malicious, thus must be unpacked to check if a file is malicious. Commercial
packers are very difficult to unpack offering advantages to malware developers however they are
licensed and these licenses can be tracked and used to identify when they have been used for
malicious purposes. Finally there are malicious packers, sometimes run as services in the criminal
underground. Detection of these packers can be attributed to malicious behaviour but since the
security vendors do not have access to these tools it is difficult to write detections for them.
Since there is no way to gain access to the malicious criminal underground packers this section
will cover how some open source and commercial packers work. This is by no means a
comprehensive list of all those available, indeed Symantec research into packers in 2008 [21]
revealed over 2000 variants in over 200 packer families so it is fair to assume that there are now
many more.

3.2.1. UPX
The Ultimate Packer for eXecutables [22] (UPX) is one of the simplest and commonly used packers
in the use, even today [23]. It has not been designed with protection or anti-analysis in mind and
even beginner malware analysts will likely be able to easily unpack a sample packed with UPX
manually. In addition it can be unpacked automatically using the UPX packer itself illustrated
below:
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Figure 3-5: UPX Unpacking Option

UPX is a basic compressor [24], it takes all sections of the original binary, except the resource
section, combines them into one, and then compresses them using a compression language called
UCL [25] which is an open source implementation of the Not Really Vanished (NRV) algorithm and
has been selected for speed and compression ratio. The output from UPX contains three sections.
The first is entirely virtual and contains no physical data; it is where the file will be decompressed
into, the second section contains the packed code followed by the unpacking stub and the final
section contains the resource section of the original file, if it had one. The first two sections are
set to be read, write and execute to enable the file to unpack itself and modify itself as necessary,
setting the new OEP to the unpacked file. UPX uses the common section names “UPX0” and
“UPX1” for the first two sections and all security products should recognise and unpack standard
UPX, however, a number of packers will masquerade as UPX [23] taking advantage of these
known attributes but utilising a different algorithm or unpacking mechanism to fool Unpackers.

3.2.2. ASPack
ASPack [26] is another open source downloadable compressor similar in nature to UPX and
markets itself as a fast and efficient compressor. However unlike UPX it is more focused on
security and it also claims to protect against reverse engineering by non-professionals. This would
imply a degree of reverse engineering skill is required break its protection. ASPack does not
unpack itself using a different section, instead it operates self-modifying code that prevent the
use of software breakpoints, requiring hardware breakpoints set in a specific set of locations to
enable manual unpacking [23]. Automated unpacking is certainly possible, and due to its
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popularity many automated Unpackers exist that operate with different levels of success. ASPack
uses the assembly instruction PUSHAD to store the state of registers before the unpacking stub
commences its work. IT will then utilise a POPAD instruction when complete to set them back up
correctly, emulating the x86 instruction set until this instruction would also provide a viable
method for automated unpacking.

3.2.3. ASProtect
ASProtect [27] is the protector offering from Starforce Technologies Limited and offers a number
of protection facilities. It is marketed as a commercial software protection system, specifically for
providing limited time trial software. ASProtect also offers compression but also adds encryption
to the program. It mentions the deployment of anti-dumping, anti-debugger and anti-disassembly
techniques in addition to integrity checks, counter patching and utilisation of a non-documented
API for interaction with the protection system. ASProtect certainly sounds like it would require a
high level of skill and of time to successfully unpack.
It is important to note however that this is sourced from the ASProtect developer’s site so may be
biased in how well it protects files. There are numerous unpacking tutorials available for
ASProtect [28], where crackers and reverse engineers have worked their way through a particular
version of ASProtect, working out how to bypass the debugger techniques, replace missing bytes
and rebuild obfuscated import tables.

3.2.4. Thermida
Thermida [29] is a fully commercial software protection solution and offers many optional
features to protect an executable file from reverse engineering. As with ASProtect this is
marketed for trial versions and to protect software registration processes from crackers. In
addition to the features covered by ASProtect, Thermida also offers; anti-tracing to prevent
emulation, code mutation including polymorphic and metamorphic techniques, advanced API
protection and code obfuscation through custom virtual machine code.
As with ASProtect this list is based on the information provided by the developers of Thermida,
and certainly a number of Unpackers do appear to exist for this product [30] however these
appear to depend upon which features are enabled from the vast array of protections and there
is no comprehensive tutorial that shows end to end unpacking of a Thermida sample. Older
versions of Thermida ran a kernel component [23] making analysis extremely difficult as most
analyst tools run in user space and don’t have access to code executing in the kernel. Thermida
continues to run throughout the execution of the protected application, this is a side effect of
virtual machine code obfuscation and due to the complex mechanisms utilised, the executable is
both bloated in size and runs significantly slower than the original unpacked application. These
properties are extremely unpopular and for malware would likely make it obvious that a machine
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was infected. I believe that it is for these reasons that Thermida and similar protectors are not
used by malware more heavily.

3.3. Anti-analysis techniques Used by Packers
Packers that fit into the protector category employ a number of different protection mechanisms.
These may be to prevent manual examination, prevent automated analysis or prevent detection
from security products. The following protections will be examined in section in more detail:






Anti-Dumping Techniques
Anti-Debugging Techniques
Anti-Emulation Techniques
Anti-Virtual Machines Techniques
Code Obfuscation

3.3.1. Anti-Dumping Techniques
One technique for avoiding the need to unpack a file is to wait until the sample is unpacked in
memory and dump that memory section. A number of tools exist to enable this during manual
analysis including ProcDump [31] and LordPE [32]. However developers of packers and protectors
have known for a long time about this weakness and many offer protection mechanisms against
these techniques.

Figure 3-6: An Example of LordPE in Use
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A number of these anti-dumping mechanisms are detailed in the Peter Ferrie series on Unpacker
Tricks [33] and are referenced below; full technical details are included in appendix A.
1. SizeOfImage:
In order to dump the file from memory the dumping application needs to read the image size
from the associated process structures, packers can interfere with this value to prevent dumping.

Figure 3-7: Structures Used to Find Image Size

2. Erasing the PE Header:
A packer can also interfere with or erase other parts of, or even the whole PE header, thus
destroying other artefacts such as memory sections and import tables required for a successful
memory dump.

3. Stolen Bytes:
A packer will allocate a section of the heap and remove parts of the code to this heap, thus a
memory dump will be missing sections of code. ASProtect that was examined earlier is one of the
known packers that utilises this technique.

4. Nanomites:
A complex packer can use self-debugging techniques to complicate reverse engineering.
Nanomites are heap allocations made by the process doing the debugging that control the flow of
execution and would not be included in a memory dump.

5. Guard Pages:
Guard pages are a memory protection technique that can be used to decompress or decrypt
memory sections on request for execution, keeping non executed sections encrypted and
thwarting memory dumps taken before they have been triggered.
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6. Virtual Machines:
Virtual machines are the ultimate anti-dumping tool since code is never converted back into its
native form a memory dump will look like unintelligible binary data without the necessary
analysis to interpret the byte code.
Summary:
In general anti-dumping techniques target manual unpacking and analysis and raise the bar for
the skill level required to unpack a sample to that of a more experienced reverse engineer.

3.3.2. Anti-Debugging Techniques
The previous section covered a range of mechanisms to thwart the dumping of process memory.
However dumping of memory in this way always enables the packer code to run first and thus
puts the reverse engineer on the back foot. A much better method for dynamically unpacking a
packed executable is to use a debugger such as Ollydbg [34], Immunity Debugger [35] or
Windows Debugger [36]. If the program is started by the debugger the analyst can set
breakpoints and make modifications before any code is executed thus giving much greater
control and finer scope of access enabling a dump to be performed at the Original Entry Point
(OEP). Of course the developers of packers know this and so there are techniques to thwart the
use of debuggers, too many to include comprehensively in this report, but the most common are
included below. Full technical details of these can be found in appendix A:
1. Using the API:
There are a number of Windows API calls that a packer can use to determine whether or not it is
running in a debugged environment such as [37]:




IsDebuggerPresent()
CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent()
NtQueryInformationProcess():

2. Manually checking structures:
In most cases the Windows API’s automate the extraction of flag values stored in process related
structures that identify the presence of a debugger. In addition certain flag values, not accessible
via the API, have different values when the process is being debugged. Another technique used by
packers can be to locate and compare values in these structures those expected whilst being
debugged. In the examples below all values are accessed via the Process Execution Block or PEB.
This is a per process location that process specific information is stored for each process
executing in Windows. The shorthand code which can be seen in the assembly to point to the PEB
is fs:[30h] [37]:


BeingDebugged Flag:
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Figure 3-8: BeingDebugged flag in the PEB

Figure 3-9: Assembly Code to Access PEB BeingDebugged flag



ProcessHeap Flags [38]:

Figure 3-10: ProcessHeap Flags: Flag and ForcedFlag Values



NtGlobalFlag [37]:

Figure 3-11: Assembly Access to PEB NtGlobalFlag
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3. Identifying Debugger Behaviour:
There are a number of aspects about the way a debugger behaves that can be detected by a
packer and enable a change in the flow of execution as a result [37]. Some of the behaviours that
can be detected are:


Breakpoint Scanning
o This can be looking for software breakpoints inserted into the code; they have the
byte value 0xCC.
o It can also be looking for hardware breakpoints stored in the “DR” registers in the
processor.

Figure 3-12: Assembly for Detecting Hardware Breakpoints




Checksums; making sure no modifications have been made to the code that is executing
Timing Checks
o Using instructions to check elapsed time, debuggers will tend to slow down
execution significantly.
o Using API calls to check time differences.

4. Interfering With Debugger Functionality:
When using a debugger to perform reverse engineering tasks a number of assumptions can be
made of the debugger by the analyst. Protection mechanisms within a packer can exploit these
assumptions [37]:





TLS Call backs; enabling code execution before the main entry point which is where the
debugger will attach, meaning code gets run before you start your debug session.
Exceptions; A debugger will intercept exceptions that need to be handled by the
application and if the application doesn’t receive them it can detect the presence of the
debugger [38].
Inserting Interrupts; as with exceptions if the application registers an interrupt handler
and the interrupt is caught by a debugger the application can detect the debuggers
presence [37].
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5. Process and Thread Tricks:
The wealth of information available from the operating system on running processes and threads
enable packers to detect the use of debuggers in a number of ways [38]:







Self-Execution; creating a second copy of itself that the debugger is not attached too.
Self-debugging; as mentioned in the anti-dumping section under Nanomites, it will
prevent a debugger attaching too it as it is already acting as its own debugger.
Name checks [38]; checking for debugger processes or other security products.
Device name checks; used to check for kernel drivers running that could be associated
with security products.
Threads; watch threads can be created that perform any of the debug checks mentioned
so far without an analyst noticing, it would appear to them to happen in the background.
Process hollowing; creating a legitimate process, removing the memory allocation for that
process and then injecting the malicious payload. This can be seen in the diagram below
[39, 40].

Figure 3-13: Diagram of Hollow Process Execution Transfer

Summary:
There are many more options for anti-debugging, including debugger specific targeting,
vulnerabilities in debuggers and extensions to those mechanisms listed here, new ones are being
discovered all the time and a more comprehensive list exists within the unpacking series of files
on Peter Ferrie’s [41] documentation site http://pferrie.host22.com/papers/. In general antidebugging tricks target manual analysis of samples to raise the bar for analysis and slow down the
unpacking of the sample.
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3.3.3. Anti-Emulation Techniques
Security products have evolved into complex systems that are aware of the presence of packers
and must do more than simply disassemble the instruction sets used on packed files but actually
emulate the instructions to try to unpack the file without execution. Of course packer protectors
are aware of this and can employ a number of mechanisms to prevent successful emulation [42].
Full technical details of these can be found in appendix A:








Rare Instructions; using instructions that the emulator is unable to handle or unaware of
as they are rarely used or uncommon.
File Format; taking advantage of differences between how Windows handles files and
how it is supposed to handle files, an emulator sometimes follows the rules too strictly
and thus can be detected.
Time locks; emulators can only run for a short amount of time on client machines, if a
packer can exhaust this time frame before unpacking the emulator will fail to correctly
identify the sample.
API’s; it is not possible to emulate all the error values returned from API calls and this can
be used to fool an emulator.
GetProcAddress; there are an infinite number of possible function names thus an
emulator must return fixed values or no value. This can be exploited to detect emulation
if a specific value is always returned.

Summary:
Anti-emulation techniques are good at targeting on box anti-virus software that must try to
unpack a file before applying its static signature set to a sample.

3.3.4. Anti-Virtual Machines Techniques
Virtual machines have all the right properties for malware analysis; both using automated analysis
and reducing the risk for manual reverse engineering. Using snapshots is a cheap and efficient
method to return a machine back to an uninfected state and using VMs it is possible to perform a
range of dynamic analysis techniques on a sample before reverting to a clean snapshot.
Unfortunately developers of packers and malware authors know this and if the target of their
malware is likely to be a physical machine there is no reason for their software to execute on a
virtual machine. There are a number of ways to detect if a program is executing on a virtual
machine and many packers utilise this technique to either prevent execution or perform an
alternative branch of execution to disguise the samples true purpose. Full technical details of
these can be found in appendix A:
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1. Instructions:
Assembly instructions can be used to perform enough profiling about specific in memory
structures that they can determine if a box is running in a virtualised environment. These include:


Red pill; a technique for examining the Interrupt Descriptor Table or IDT [44]. This
structure is stored in a different location on a virtual machine and thus can be detected in
assembly by code as per the example below [45, 46].

Figure 3-14: Assembly for Red Pill Detections






No pill; similar technique to red pill but looking for the difference in location on a VM for
the Global Descriptor Table, GDT or the Local Descriptor Table, LDT instead of the IDT
[45].
Other memory structures; STR and SMSW instructions can also be used to obtain
information from memory structures that area located differently if they are on a VM.
VMWare port information; VMWare uses the IN instruction to communicate between the
host and guest, malware can replicate this and if it receives a valid response can
determine it is running on VMWare.

Figure 3-15: Assembly for IN and VMWare I/O Port Check

2. Artefacts:
In addition to detection through assembly instructions there are many methods that can be used
to detect VM products based on artefacts they leave on the machine, particularly when their
associated tools are installed. Examples of artefacts that can be detected are:



Virtual machine tools; the associated services, processes and registry keys
Device names, the device ID itself and device vendors can be stored in the registry
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Drivers; Names, company information, who they are signed by and the device IDs they
are being installed for can be given away by the registry or existence of the driver files
themselves.
Default MAC addresses assigned to the Network Card, virtualisation software companies
have their own default ranges allocated.

As with all other protections this is just an example of those that exist and new ones are being
developed all the time. Some of these are easily patched if they can be identified such as the use
of certain assembly instructions. Others create a lot of work for packer developers as they are
technology specific. So for example a packer may look for artefacts relating to VMWare and
Virtual Box but analysts using QEMU will be unaffected by the checks.

Summary:
Virtualisation detection techniques cause problems for a number of security vendor analysis
methods; raising the bar for manual analysis, potentially preventing automated analysis and
hindering dynamic analysis.

3.3.5. Code Obfuscation
Code obfuscation is a complex and varied technique in its application and as with other
protections seeks to slow down manual and automated analysis. Simple obfuscation using
encryption and compression has been covered under basic packer techniques, this section will
concentrate on complex code obfuscation techniques and anti-disassembly mechanisms. Full
technical details of these can be found in appendix A:
1. Anti-disassembly:
One purpose of code obfuscation is to prevent easy disassembly of the instructions that make up
the binary. In order to understand how this works it is important to understand how tools such as
IDA Pro [48] perform disassembly. There are two main classes of disassembly; linear sweep and
recursive traversal [49]. Linear sweep will take a pre-defined start and end position and
sequentially disassemble all the bytes between the two. Recursive traversal takes a more
intelligent approach and will attempt a first pass, when a function branch occurs it will start
disassembling this new branch before continuing the current disassembly. Both of these methods
contain vulnerabilities; linear sweep will be susceptible to any rogue code inserted into the
function even if the code jumps over the incorrect bytes as it won’t recognise this, recursive
traversal will not be fooled by this but will be prone to failing to disassembling certain sections of
code if the disassembler is unable to correctly predict the path of execution, or the way in which
the code branches. Both methods rely on assumptions and it is these that obfuscators rely on to
make disassembly as difficult as possible.
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Figure 3-16: Linear Disassembly versus Recursive Traversal Disassembly

Below are some example techniques that are used to take advantage of these assumptions, as
with the protection mechanisms in previous sections of this report, there are many more
methods than documented here but this should provide a sample of what is known:


Abusing Conditional Jumps:
o Inverse Conditional jumps; both options jump to the same place, usually over
some garbage code.
o Unconditional conditional jumps; made to look like it is based on a condition but
that condition always evaluates the same way.
Inverse Conditional

Disassembles incorrect path

Now correctly
disassembled

Unconditional Conditional
Jump

Figure 3-17: Two Examples of Abusing Conditional Jumps
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Impossible Disassembly [50]; code gets reused and so can be disassembled two different
ways whilst remaining valid, preventing a disassembler properly displaying it. The
diagram below is a representation of this.

MOV AX, 05EBh
6

B

E

JZ -6

XOR
0

JMP

3

C

7

F

Fake CALL
E
Real Code

Figure 3-18: Impossible Disassembly Example from Practical Malware Analysis



Garbage Code [49]; Meaningless code is inserted to confuse disassembly and signaturing.
It can be combined with other obfuscation techniques to make them more effective.

2. Obfuscation:
Sometimes code obfuscation is done not just to trick the disassembler but to make manual
analysis particularly difficult or slow. This can involve elements that cause issues for disassembly
as well but generally target the human analysing the sample. Below are some examples of this:


Push, Pop Maths [51]; code execution transfers are calculated dynamically impeding
static analysis, such as the example below.

Figure 3-19: Assembly Code of Push, Pop Maths



Return Pointer Abuse [50]; the return pointer is modified within a function and this has
the same effect on analysis as dynamically generating a jump instruction, the call will no
longer return to the function that called it but jump to a new location.
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Function Pointers [50]; although not designed as an obfuscation technique they make
tracking the flow of execution difficult as functions will get called from variables and
variable offsets.
Exception Handlers[50]; already touched upon in the anti-debugging section a malicious
sample can transfer execution to a new location by writing a new exception to the
structured exception handler list, forcing that exception to occur. The handler will then
perform some checks, such as checking for a debugger, before continuing to new
location. This is hard to follow in static analysis.
Code Substitution [49]; not all obfuscation is in place to hinder analysis; some is used to
avoid static signaturing techniques, a form of polymorphism. Replacing instructions with
different instructions that perform the same function is one way to achieve this.
API and Function Obfuscation [49]; dynamically or run time loading of the API calls used
by a malware sample make analysis of the import table useless and complicate analysis of
the samples capability.

Summary:
Code obfuscation is one of the most popular techniques for protecting malware and can be used
in isolation or in combination with other protections examined in this report. It is also unique in
that it can be applied to the packer only, used to convert the malware code or built into the
malwares own functionality.
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3.4.

Packers in the Kernel

The use of packers in the kernel is different to other protection mechanisms. Packing in the
kernel is not designed as a protection mechanism itself but instead:



Increases the complexity of existing protection mechanisms.
Enables new protections.

The impact of packed kernel malware will be examined throughout this section.

3.4.1. Microsoft Windows Kernel Basics
Before looking at packed kernel malware it is important to understand the way the Windows
Operating system kernel operates. Windows uses two protection modes [53]. User code runs in
ring 3 protection mode known as user mode. The operating system and associated hardware
drivers run in privileged ring 0 protection mode, known as kernel mode. It is possible to develop
and execute drivers that run in this privileged mode and of course also possible to develop
malicious drivers too. The diagram below represents a breakdown of the Windows operating
system model from the Windows Internals book [53]:

System
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Service
Processes

Environment
Subsystems

User
Applications

lsass.exe

svchost.exe

csrss.exe

explorer.exe
User Mode
Kernel

I/O
Manager
Device
Drivers

Config
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P&P
Manager

Cache
Manager

ALPC
Manager

Process
Manager

Memory
Manager

Object
Manager

Security
Manager

Kernel

Windows
User/GDI
Graphics
Drivers

Hardware Abstraction Layer

Figure 3-20: User and Kernel Mode Separation
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Full technical details of related parts of the Windows operating system kernel from this section
are contained within appendix B.
The protection mechanisms assessed for user mode malware will now be re-examined to
understand the impact of running in the kernel.

3.4.2. Anti-Dumping in the Kernel
By running in the kernel the malware is already operating an anti-dumping mechanism of sorts.
None of the tools such as LordPE or ProcDump enable dumping of kernel memory, only of user
mode applications. In order to dump kernel memory specific memory forensic tools such as
Moonsol’s DumpIt, previously known as Wind32dd [54] or live kernel debugging using Windows
Debugger is required. Even then this can cause problems as these tools rely on the integrity of the
Windows operating system API’s of the running system. This integrity cannot be guaranteed if
malicious code is running in the kernel. It is likely that the API’s or kernel structures have been
corrupted through root kit or anti-forensic capability built into malware to protect itself. Two
additional methods for anti-dumping in the kernel are hooking API’s and hiding from the
operating system to evade dumping, with full details on the technical aspects of these approaches
included in appendix B:
1. Hooking API Calls:
In order to perform a memory dump from the kernel certain API calls must be used. Malware
running in the Kernel can compromise the integrity of these functions and insert code that
intercepts these calls potentially modifying data passing through them and thus excluding the
malware from the memory dump that is extracted. The diagram below details this process:
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Figure 3-21: Hooking Kernel API’s to Prevent Dumping

2. Hiding from the Operating System:
This method would not prevent the malware from being dumped in a full memory dump, but
would instead prevent a security analyst from finding it [56]; either in live memory to selectively
dump it or where it was located in a full memory dump. The following methods could be used:



Modifying a kernel structure; removing a loaded module from the linked list.
Intercepting or hooking operating system requests; such as intercepting a disk read and
returning empty space where the malware file is actually located on disk.

The TDL 4 rootkit utilises this technique to hide on the hard disk of a machine. It intercepts disk
read and writes in the driver stack and when a read is made from the location TDL is stored, the
response is modified to show nothing present [56]. The diagram below describes this in more
detail.
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Figure 3-22: TDL4 Disk Driver Interception hiding Technique

Although TDL is not specifically preventing dumping here, the techniques it uses make locating
the sample more difficult to find and thus accurately dump. Rootkit functionality of malware
running in the kernel added to complexity of performing a kernel memory dump makes memory
dumps a much less favourable method for unpacking a sample than in user mode.

3.4.3. Anti-Debugging in the Kernel
As with anti-dumping, malware running in the kernel is already at an advantage in that a number
of tools simply do not enable debugging of privileged code. Ollydbg and Immunity Debugger are
both user mode only debuggers. This means that a reverse engineer is restricted to using Windbg
or the now out dated and no longer developed SoftIce. There are further complexities in that you
cannot simply debug live code on the host machine you are running the code on but must attach
the debugger over a remote physical port. This is due to the fact the kernel is involved in
processing graphics and performing all the required interrupts and I/O on a live system.
In most cases anti-debugging in the kernel is achieved in a very similar method to in user mode:
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API calls can still be used to determine if a debugger is present, they must be called
differently from the kernel and not all are available.
Manual structure checks are different as there is no PEB for the kernel. There is however
a global variable, KdDebuggerEnabled, that can be checked to see if a kernel debugger is
attached [57].
Timing checks, code checksums, break point detection and exception handling techniques
will all work the same as for user mode packers.

Rustock.C is an example of these anti-debug protections being built into a malware sample [58].
The root kit element of Rustock.C employs checks against KdDebuggerEnabled variable and string
scans for NTICE and Syser debuggers. It runs checksums over its code, to check for modifications
and performs searches for software breakpoints. However these are techniques built into the
malware, the loader that is used to deliver it is the one that is packed; using RC4, aPLib
compressions and code obfuscation. Oddly the packer used for user mode loader does not
contain extra protections such as anti-dumping, anti-VM or anti-debugging.

3.4.4. Anti-VM in the Kernel
It is feasible to use all the same anti-VM techniques running in the kernel that are used in user
mode. However I was unable to find a case of them being used in a well-known example; either as
part of the malware or as part of the packer that is used to wrap the malware. As with previous
protections it is likely that there is more focus on sophisticated techniques that are only available
once the code is executing in the kernel, such as hiding from the operating system.

3.4.5. Code Obfuscation
Of the user mode protections discussed, I believe this to be the most likely to be used in packers
and malware that run in the kernel. This is because a good obfuscator can seamlessly embed code
obfuscation techniques into already compiled code for either user or kernel mode applications.
The same set of opaque predicates will work in both sets of code, as will the abstractions such as
function pointers and utilisation of C++ code. Most importantly the same tools are likely to be
used for disassembly e.g. IDA Pro which means the same assumptions that can be fooled for user
mode disassembly can be fooled for kernel mode drivers. One example where code obfuscation is
less likely to be used is virtual machine obfuscation. I believe this is because of the large overhead
in operation that is incurred by transforming the whole application into a new instruction set and
processing it in an interpreter. In user mode this can affect performance of the software or
malware that is protected but in the kernel this will affect the performance for the whole
operating system.
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Rustock.C is also an excellent example of code obfuscation [58]. It utilises multiple layers of
protection with each one, including the final driver, containing complex spaghetti code. This is
where polymorphic code involving jumps are used to confuse control flow analysis. These include:




Push-pop maths covered in the user code section earlier where the address of jump is
calculated on the stack leaving no code references to follow.
Return pointer modification, again used to break code references and flow analysis.
Breaking up of functions into many smaller functions.

Mebroot is another example of code obfuscation being used to protect the kernel mode
component [59]. Mebroot also uses spaghetti code; in this case inserting many unconditional
branches making the code appears more complex. Mebroot is documented as having over 1000
functions of which a quarter of them are obfuscated. In addition to the more common
polymorphic code it also employs state machine obfuscation. This works by splitting the code of a
function into basic blocks. A state variable is then set up and modified during the execution of
each block. A dispatcher is called early in a function that selects the next block based on the state
and once executed returns where the process is repeated until the function ends. The diagram
below represents this state machine technique.
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Routine

State Variable

Sub Function
Block

Sub Function
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Sub Function
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Sub Function
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Update State
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Update State
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Update State
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Figure 3-23: Mebroot State Machine Obfuscation
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3.4.6. Summary of Packers in the Kernel
Here are some conclusions that I have come to researching packers, obfuscators and their
protection mechanisms in the kernel:












Most protection mechanisms that are utilised within user mode packers can be used in
kernel mode packers.
However many packing mechanisms and protections of this kind in the kernel seem less
common in known samples.
Since kernel drivers require some kind of mechanism to be launched from user mode, the
lower number of publically researched kernel mode packed samples could be down to
the packers being used on the droppers, loaders and exploits used to perform the initial
launch of the driver.
Kernel mode drivers supplement the common user mode packer protections with the
ability to provide rootkit and anti-forensic techniques to remain hidden and may favour
the approach of hiding from security products over defending against them.
Where protection techniques are used in the kernel they are quite often embedded into
the malware itself and not used as a packer or wrapper around the file as it begins
executing.
Code obfuscation and anti-disassembly is the most commonly shared technique across
user and kernel mode in reference to packers and obfuscators. Good obfuscators can
apply obfuscation to both unpacking stubs and compiled malware. Similar disassembly
tools and thus anti-disassembly techniques are used for both user and kernel mode
malware making the obfuscations equally useful for both.
Trends in kernel mode malware have headed towards loading via boot kits over the last
few years [60]; with both TDL4 and Mebroot mentioned in this report using this method. I
believe this is because of the recent kernel protection mechanisms of patch guard [61]
and driver signing [62] that have been bought in to prevent malware from running in the
kernel. Using a boot kit enables them to load first and prevent these protection
mechanisms thwarting them. Packers are less important in tackling these protection
mechanisms adding weight to the idea that packing is less of a requirement for kernel
malware so long as it can remain hidden.

Although there are fewer examples of packers in kernel malware there is no doubt that the range
of protection mechanisms officered and the increased complexity in analysing samples running in
the kernel that these are the most complex packers to unpack.
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3.5. Why Use Packers, Obfuscators and Encryptors?
The introduction section concludes with a look at why packers are used by adversaries and how
they cross over into legitimate use for software protection.

3.5.1. The purpose of packing
It is clear that there is a great depth and breadth to the packer market within modern malware.
There are many categories of packer; compressor, protector, encryptor and obfuscator. There are
many protection mechanisms utilised by packers including; anti-debug, anti-VM, anti-dumping,
anti-emulation and code obfuscation. In addition these tools and protections can be used as
wrappers, as loaders or integrated into the malware families themselves and transcend both user
and kernel mode of a Windows machine. Some packers are available in open source, others are
commercial products and the final group are developed and kept solely amongst cyber criminals
[63].
My initial thoughts on the purpose of packers was it is fairly obvious what they were for; evading
static byte signature detection. This was certainly how the utilisation of packers came about and
it is still true that one of the purposes of packers is to avoid static signatures. However I believe
the wealth of research into the topic shows there are now multiple purposes to packers beyond
simply evading signatures.
As static signatures began failing, AV companies started developing unpacking engines in their
products, and in order to develop a suitable unpacking algorithm the packing mechanism would
need to be studied [64]. This would mean performing some level of automated, manual, dynamic
and static analysis on the file. Protection mechanisms proved to be a solution for this problem.
Integrating anti-emulation and anti-disassembly mechanisms prevent engines from emulating the
unpacking of the file. Similarly automated analysis can be prevented using anti-VM mechanisms
since most automated systems will on virtual machines. The manual analysis required to classify
the unpacking routine, develop an unpacking algorithm can then be impeded using antidisassembly, anti-debugging and code obfuscation. These techniques of course enabled the
protection of the malware developer’s intellectual property. As malware samples became more
complex protecting them from not just detection but from analysed and studied became
important. A great example of this was the Conficker worm that utilised a domain generation
algorithm (DGA) to produce pseudo-random domains to avoid detection and takedown of their
servers. However reverse engineering of this sample enabled domain registrars to mitigate and
sinkhole its beaconing activity [65]. So protection of sample is no longer about just protection
from signature detection but also protection against analysis.
It seems as though once a security vendor has managed to understand and analyse a packer to
the point they can build an unpacking algorithm, they could just simply signature the packer itself.
This highlights two other problems and potential advantages to the attackers though; firstly a
single packer may be used for multiple different samples, if unpacking is not performed on the
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sample it is impossible to properly identify what that sample is and it will likely be identified as a
generic packer. This can cause problems for incident response teams that are trying to
understand what the impact of a malware infection may be to their organisation. A generic
signature hit will not provide information on the capability of the malware [66]. Secondly you
cannot assume that because a packer is detected that it is malicious. Initially this may seem
counter intuitive until you factor in the protection mechanisms and how these can be used to
protect the intellectual property of the code running within them. It makes sense that legitimate
software protection mechanisms act in the same way as packers do.
Finally all this manual reverse engineering, classification of algorithms, building of unpacking
mechanisms and development of automated systems takes a lot of resources; money, time and
effort. I feel a key weapon in the attacker’s arsenal is the ability to swamp the security industry
with samples. Take a bot that is packaged every hour, this means that over a 30 day month a
single sample will map to 720 different hashes. Multiply this by every sample, variant and family
out there and malware analysis soon becomes a big data problem, with AV-test stating it
processes 200,000 unique samples based on hash per day [67]. This flood of samples means
vendors must rely more and more on automation and have to rely on less reliable detections
whilst they develop better ones. In effect packers are creating a denial of service for the anti-virus
industry and buying the attackers time to evade being caught, after all the owner of a banking
Trojan does not care if they are detected after they have successfully harvested the banking
credentials and cashed out their stolen money.
In summary I feel the following represents reasons why there is such an industry for packers:






Ability to avoid detection from static content based signatures.
Ability to prevent identification of the sample contained within the packed data.
Ability to preserve the malware authors intellectual property and slow down the analysis
of their sample buying time against any mitigation responses such as sink holing or take
downs. This is like the final line of defence; to make it as difficult as possible to analyse
the sample.
The use of packers as a whole benefits the attackers by causing the security vendors a
denial of service; an exponential increase in samples to process costing money, effort and
time. Buying more time enables the attackers to be more assured of meeting their goals
such as committing financial fraud or stealing intellectual property.

3.5.2. Where Packing meets Software Licensing
Packers are not tools of purely malicious actors trying to distribute malware. This has been
touched on throughout this report but is worth covering in more detail as it adds an interesting
dynamic and complexity to the packer problem. So far the report has examined unpacking tools
and security products as the good guys and packers and users of these as the bad guys. The
inverse is in fact true for the purposes of copy protection, protection of software intellectual
property and digital rights management (DRM). Here the users of the protection tools are
attempting to protect their software legitimately and the reverse engineers are the malicious
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actors trying to break these copy protections to avoid paying for software and commit software
piracy [68]. These actors are known as crackers and have been around for at least as long as
malware developers. Software protection is usually designed around preventing people from
installing a product without purchasing that product, usually through a process of entering a
serial number that will act to decrypt key parts of that software file. Alternatives are where trials
are given for a limited time and after expiry require a key renewal process.
It is impossible to create uncrackable software protection due to the architecture of current
personal computer systems [68]. In order for code to run on a computer processor it must at
some point be in its original form. This means that this code can be inspected and analysed and
no matter what protections are put in place it will always be possible to reach the original code,
the only variable here is how long this will take. Even encryption does not help, as of course in
order to get the code running on the processor the key must be included somewhere within the
software or interact with the code before it is processed, meaning the key will always be
vulnerable to interception. This is good news when we are talking about packers as it means we
can always unpack the sample but for vendors wishing to protect their software this is bad.
The biggest weakness in software protection mechanisms is the susceptibility to class breaks [68].
A class break occurs when a cracker figures out how to subvert the cracking mechanisms and
develops code that enables others to bypass the software’s protection. These are referred to as
cracks and represent a class break as all users of that software are now theoretically able to
subvert its protection. A class break in software protection is equivalent to the development of an
unpacking solution for a packer and requires the same level of reverse engineering skill and effort
to accomplish.
There exists a model for software protection that is theoretically uncrackable, theoretical because
this model cannot exist within today’s architecture. The model exists through encryption where
the key length and algorithm are both of a sufficient strength. What is different is the hardware
protection offered to prevent the key or decrypted instructions from being available to the
operating system. This would require a hardware solution through trusted computing, [68] that
include a protected processor that is capable of decrypting the software instructions internally. A
fully protected path to and from the key is required. Key storage, processor and bus between the
two would need to be fully protected from interception and tampering.
Current solutions that aim to get as close to this model as possible include the use of hardware
key fobs and kernel mode protection drivers, but both of these contain flaws. Since the key fob
and kernel driver code must ultimately present fully decrypted software instructions to the
operating system to be executed on the processor. A skilled cracker is able to develop a driver
that could intercept these instructions at the final hurdle. This significantly raises the bar but
proves our original statement true; in the current landscape it is impossible to create uncrackable
software.
Most significantly this is where the paths divulge from a packer and a software protection
mechanism. A malicious actor will never be able to distribute protection dongles with their
malware, nor utilise any hardware key protection modules. Thus packers will always be unpackable given the right amount of resources; time, effort and money.
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It is interesting how the concept of software protection fits into the standard packer and
protection systems versus anti-virus industry picture. Software developers have a vested
interested in not having their files detected as potential malware because they are protected.
Equally the AV vendors have a vested interest in not detecting false positives by flagging up
legitimate software as malware. It makes sense therefore that some effort has been invested on
both sides to make this relationship work. There are a couple of methods that enable this [69]:




Use of digital certificates of large trusted signing authorities to sign legitimate software
packages. The trust would need to be verifiable and minimised to only those authorities
that perform rigorous checks. The AV providers then honour these signed files by this list
of signatories. Of course the process is undermined if a signature authority’s signing key is
ever compromised, but this is likely to be a fairly low risk in comparison to not using code
signing at all.
Inclusion of Watermarks or Taggants in the packed files produced by responsible packer
vendors. They involve embedding the packed files with publically available watermarks
that identify the packer and privately stored licensing information that uniquely identify
the license of the user who packed the file. Both of these watermarks are stored in a
cryptographically secure format. Since the packers will utilise their own protection
mechanisms it is unlikely the users of these tools can reverse engineer the packers and
remove these from their files. This leaves a process where every user of a software
protection tool can be uniquely identified by the tools vendor. If an AV Company
identifies malware that is packed by that vendors tool they inform the vendor and that
taggant is then associated in all future instances as being malware. Equally the vendors
can share with AV companies compromised license keys so those too can potentially be
flagged as malicious.

When an AV solution cannot unpack the product in question these techniques are essential.
Neither of these solutions helps in the identification of the packed malware only in the detection
of it being malicious.
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4.

Impact of Packers on Detection and
Identification of Malware

This section of the report expands upon the research from section one of how packers
work and why they are used and investigates this in practice. This section contains two
case studies examining the impact of packers and obfuscators on security products; in
particular the detection and identification of packed malware. It concludes by looking at
the methods employed by the security industry to improve their detection and
identification capabilities.

4.1. Case Study One: Detection and Identification Impact Using
Known Packers
This case study will look at the effect of packers on known malware. For this case study I will use a
group of openly available packers, demo versions in cases where products are commercial
software protectors, to pack a small group of known malware samples. I intend to measure the
effect of these packers and obfuscators on the detection and identification of those samples
compared to when they are unpacked.

4.1.1. Aim of Case Study
My aims for this case study are as follows:




To establish the impact of packers and obfuscators on a selected group of malware
samples in regards to the detection rate of a wide range of security products for those
samples.
o Do samples generally become less well detected?
o Are results consistent across a range of packers?
o Overall do packers cause a significant change in malware detection rates across
the test group?
To establish the impact of packers and obfuscators on a selected group of malware
samples in regards to identification of the malware family from a wide range of security
products.
o Does the sample become less well identified?
o Are results consistent across a range of packers?
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o

Overall do packers cause a significant change in the ability for security products
to correctly identify a malicious sample across the test group?

4.1.2. Plan of Execution
For a detailed execution plan and method please refer to Appendix C.
Packers:
I selected eleven packers to perform this case study, downloaded from Softpedia [70]:












Armadillo, commercially known as Software Passport [71]
ASPack [72]
ASProtect [73]
FSG (Fast, Small, Good) [74]
Obsidium [75]
PECompact [76]
PELock [77]
Thermida [78]
UPX [79]
VMProtect [808]
Yoda’s Protector [81]

I selected five malware samples, generated fresh from builders; some were downloaded from the
forum Trojan-Forge [82].

Malware Builders:
 Dark Comet version 5.3.1 [83]
 Poison Ivy version 2.3.2 [84]
 Pony Loader version 1.9
 Smoke Loader
 Zeus version 2.0.8.9
Each of the unpacked samples will be uploaded and tested against the security products in Virus
Total [85]. Each sample will then be packed by each packer, with all packed files also uploaded to
Virus Total for testing. The results will be collated and analysed.

Limitations:
 The number of malware families and number of samples tested is too small to provide a
representative overview of the market place. It is however comprehensive enough to
show a trend and to avoid a fluke result from using only one malware family or one
packer.
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The assumption made in this case study is not that it is representative of the packers used
across the full wild list of malware appearing on a daily basis. Rather that these are well
known samples and well known packers and thus more likely to be both detected and
correctly identified.
This test relies on the result set of Virus Total and thus places trust in Virus Totals ability
to give security product detections and identifications accurately.
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4.1.3. Results
The full results for this case study can be found in Appendix D.

Summary 1 – Packers to Detection:
The following summary of results shows the average detection rate of the unpacked samples and
then in turn an average detection rate for each of the packers. The figures are derived as follows:



Number of detection is a mean average across the packed samples.
The percentage difference from unpacked is calculated by the difference between
unpacked detections and number of detection as a percentage of unpacked detections.
o Positive percentages means the packer is making detection less successful,
negative meaning the packer is making detection more successful.

Detection
Average
Product

Average
Product

Average
Product

Average
Product

Average
Product

Average
Product

Average

unpacked
37.6
armadillo

aspack

% Difference
% Difference
No Detections from unpacked No Detections from unpacked
6.50
82.71
24.00
36.17
asprotect

fsg

% Difference
% Difference
No Detections from unpacked No Detections from unpacked
23.50
37.50
36.50
2.93
obsidium
pecompact
% Difference
% Difference
No Detections from unpacked No Detections from unpacked
16.50
56.12
26.60
29.26
pelock
themida
% Difference
% Difference
No Detections from unpacked No Detections from unpacked
21.40
43.09
17.67
53.01
upx

vmprotect
% Difference
% Difference
No Detections from unpacked No Detections from unpacked
33.50
10.90
23.00
38.83
yoda
% Difference
No Detections from unpacked
24.50
34.84

Figure 4-1: Table of Packers to Detection Rates
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Summary 2 – Packers to Identification:
The following summary of results shows the average number of positive ID’s of the unpacked
samples and then in turn an average identification rate for each of the packers. The figures are
derived as follows:




Number of detection and number of positive ID’s are mean averages across the packed
samples.
The percentage of positive ID’s is calculated based on the number of positive ID’s over the
number of detections as a percentage.
The percentage change in ID’s is calculated by the difference between unpacked
identifications and number of identification for the packer as a percentage of unpacked
identifications.
o A positive percentage means the sample is less well identified, a negative
percentage would have meant it is better identified when packed with that
packer.

A positive identification has been attributed if the security product contains somewhere in the
detection name an alias that can be used to positively identify the malware family. For example
“Pony Loader” is known by many companies as “Fareit”. Detection names containing identities
such as “suspicious”, “heuristic” or “generic” were flagged up as red, whilst incorrect identities or
unidentified types such as “backdoor” were flagged up as amber. In both cases these are
classified as failed identifications; if used in an incident response they would not enable a
responder to identify the sample they are dealing with.
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Identification
Avarage

Detections
37.6

Product

Avarage

Detections
6.50

% Positive ID's % Change of
Positive ID's of Detections
ID's
0.25
3.85
98.38
aspack

Detections
24.00

Product

Avarage

Positive ID's
8.40

Detections
23.50

% Positive ID's % Change of
Positive ID's of Detections
ID's
5.50
23.40
64.29
fsg

Detections
36.50

Product

Avarage

Detections
16.50

% Positive ID's % Change of
of Detections
ID's
35.62
15.58

% Positive ID's % Change of
Positive ID's of Detections
ID's
1.25
7.58
91.88
pecompact

Detections
26.60

Product

Avarage

Positive ID's
13.00

obsidium

Product

Avarage

% Positive ID's % Change of
of Detections
ID's
35.00
45.45

asprotect

Product

Avarage

% Postive ID's
40.96

armadillo

Product

Avarage

No Positive
ID's
15.4

% Positive ID's % Change of
Positive ID's of Detections
ID's
9.80
36.84
36.36
pelock

Detections
21.40

Positive ID's
3.00

% Positive ID's % Change of
of Detections
ID's
14.02
80.52
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Product

Avarage

themida

Detections
17.67

Product

Avarage

Detections
33.50

% Positive ID's % Change of
Positive ID's of Detections
ID's
11.00
32.84
28.57
vmprotect

Detections
23.00

Product

Avarage

% Positive ID's % Change of
of Detections
ID's
0.00
100.00

upx

Product

Avarage

Positive ID's
0.00

Positive ID's
6.50

% Positive ID's % Change of
of Detections
ID's
28.26
57.79

yoda

Detections
24.50

% Positive ID's % Change of
Positive ID's of Detections
ID's
6.75
27.55
56.17

Figure 4-2: Table of Packers to Successful Identification Rates

4.1.4. Analysis
The following can be assessed as a result of this case study:






Not all samples and packers are compatible; even using this small aperture of packers and
samples a number failed to pack, caused errors or crashed the packing tool when
attempting this study. This could be related to the complex process required to perform
code obfuscation, import table reconfiguration and parsing of the PE file in general. In
particular Smoke Loader could be packed with only four of the eleven available tools.
Vanilla samples were not as well identified or detected as I expected; in particular Zeus is
a very well-known piece of malware and had a detection rate unpacked of only 30 out of
49. I expected most of the unpacked malware to be detected by nearly all products. This
may be a side effect of the malwares own protection mechanisms in addition to those of
the packers used to wrap them.
All packers tested impacted on the detection, making the malware more difficult to
detect. Although FSG had a very low improvement percentage on average of around
three percent.
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Armadillo was the most successful at obscuring detection with a nearly eighty three
percent on average increase in evasion. Most packers selected hitting the mark of
between thirty and fifty percent improvement in this area.
The majority of packers impacted as heavily on identification as detection, increasing the
unidentified percentages of detections across the tested samples.
Thermida had a one hundred percent success rate at making the packed samples
unidentifiable. Close behind was Armadillo at over ninety eight percent increase in ability
to mask samples identity.
The divide of packers was wider with identification than with detection; with code
obfuscators and commercial quality software protectors the obscuring of identity
increase was generally on average over eighty percent increased. Whereas simple
compressors tended to alter the identification by fifty percent or less.

4.1.5. Conclusions
The main aims of this case study were to test the hypothesis that packers in general would impact
on the ability of security products to both detect and identify malicious samples.
The main aims were further broken down into sub questions that would help answer the overall
hypothesis and the results answer the questions in the following way:










In all cases on average the samples become less well detected.
The packers offer between a twenty five and fifty percent increase on average of
detection evasion and are fairly consistent within that bracket, with FSG at the lower
extreme and Armadillo at the upper extreme.
The packers demonstrated the hypothesis to be true. These are known samples and
known packers and still have an impact of preventing over a third of products from
detecting them.
In all cases on average the samples become less well identified.
Results for identification are less consistent than for detection. The compressors tend
towards the lower extremities in improvement of obscuring identity whilst the
commercial software solutions tending towards the higher extremities, with Thermida
causing one hundred percent of samples to be unrecognised.
In addition to the shift in detection there is an equal shift in identification, not only do
packers cause less samples to be flagged as malicious but those that are harder to
identify. Identity seems to correlate with complexity of the packer.
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4.2. Case Study Two: Detection and Identification Using Unknown
Packers
This case study will expand on the first case study which looked at known packers and known
malware samples that I controlled and look at wild samples of the same family that are packed
with different unknown packers and obfuscators. As previously I will document the detections of
security products but this time the focus will be specifically on identification of samples using
security products and comparing this to how a sample can be identified using behavioural
analysis.

4.2.1. Aim of Case Study
My aims for this case study are as follows:




To establish a method, that does not rely on signature detection by security products, to
establish a set of almost identical samples that have different file hashes.
o Does behavioural analysis enable identification of very similar, if not the same,
malware samples that are merely packed differently?
o Which behavioural elements were easiest to identify these very similar files of the
same malware family?
o Can it be determined to what level behavioural analysis enables identification of a
malware family, similar malware files or the same malware file packed differently
in comparison to security product signatures?
To establish given the level of identification tested by behavioural analysis; how do
security products signatures for the same set of samples measure up?
o Do all samples tested and believed to be the same have the same or similar
detection rate?
o Do all samples tested and believed to be the same have the same or similar
positive identification rate?
o Overall can it be assessed that unknown packers have similar effects to packers
tested in case study one, on the ability of security products to correctly identify
packed malware?

4.2.2. Plan of Execution
A detailed plan of execution can be found in Appendix E.

The plan is as follows:
 The malware family selected for this case study is Shylock.
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Searches will be done across Virus Total using its beacon domains to identify twenty five
candidate samples.
These will be verified using a set of other behavioural characteristics.
They will be the examined for security product detections and identifications where
results will be collated and analysed.

Limitations:
This test is not designed to be a comprehensive examination of packers in all wild list malware
nor is it supposed to be representative of the use of behavioural analysis as a tool to assess all
malware samples. It is designed to show that given a strict set of criteria behavioural analysis can
help identify and verify similar malware despite it being packed. This approach has the following
limitations:









Only one malware family, Shylock, is being examined in this case study and this sample
has specific properties that make it a good candidate for this test. As such whilst it is likely
there are other families of malware that can be assessed in this way this approach will
not work in all cases.
The number of the Shylock samples being tested is limited, only enough were selected to
provide an illustrative snapshot.
Due to the way the samples are identified there is no way to be sure whether the packers
used across the samples are the same or different or whether they use basic or complex
protection techniques.
Only samples that have been detected by at least one security product will be available
for testing. This is because in order for samples to be available through the research
portal they must have been verified as malware by at least one product. So wild samples
that have not been detected by any product will be unavailable for this case study.
Finally the process relies wholly on the accuracy of Virus total. Both the behavioural
analysis and security product identifications are pulled from this repository. The
assumption is that these results are accurate and uniform across the test, using a small
window of time from which to select the samples will increase the confidence in this but
it cannot be confirmed and an amount of trust must be placed in Virus Total since it is a
well-known and well established service.

4.2.3. Results
Identification and Verification:
A search was done across the Virus Total intelligence database looking for the main domains
associated with the command and control of the Shylock malware family. The following criteria
were used:
“lbp.cc OR sge.su OR kre.cc OR ioh.cc OR rwn.cc”
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Figure 4-3: Virus Total Intelligence Database Search

The most recent twenty five samples in the result set were chosen as the representative samples
for this case study.
Each of the samples was then verified by assessing them all to have the following criteria:








Main communication method was TCP over port 443; the sample would try to connect to
multiple IP addresses and almost all followed this convention.
o Only one sample failed to meet this criteria and made no TCP communications
All DNS lookups that contained the original domains from the search were not looked up
directly but rather were looked up with randomly generated subdomains appended
containing letters and numbers.
o All samples met these criteria.
The sample created three mutexes. The first two succeeded and looked like this;
“0EA6B7AD6C3D5B28884F15B53FE256670EA6B7A0EA6B7AD”
and
“06wc=cZLvy/dUkpg<Mj#iE=xY52KG-(I6t%bNLs9f$+0~'*)_00000” with a further 3
alternating digits appended to the end. The third was an attempt to create the Mutex
“RasPbFile”, which always failed.
o One sample failed to meet these criteria.
Creates a registry persistence key and value pair in the location
“HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\”. The key is
a randomly generated base64 encoded string, and the value is the location that the
malware file is being stored.
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o All samples met these criteria.
Malware file is stored in a random already existing folder somewhere within the directory
“C:\Documents and Settings\<USER>\Application Data\”, the file name selected matched
a legitimate executable from the Windows System directory.
o All samples met these criteria.

Virus Total Summary:
The following summary of results shows the detection and identification rate of each of the
twenty five samples assessed as being from the Shylock malware family. In addition the table
shows the percentage of positive ID's per sample based on the number of products being used to
test and a second percentage of positive ID's based on the number of detections. The higher the
percentage in both cases the better the products performed at correctly identifying the sample as
Shylock.
A full set of results can be found in Appendix F.

Samples Hash
fbad0053394a73dd92aa8957af7ce4eabfddaa79
f6964b7d1eccde4ce122775b8cfaa00347bf3fea
f32aa693cfbbdbbf1a836c417ab78952733af1de
f7f6835508ed845d22556fb7e4d69734ffbe686b
ee31294839118a2a176dade4f2e843b1afb9c522
ed618235b97ba5533541baca47a73d72a96ebe0f
e235206f11fa9b3e7aba803730719d2c0e8160df
e2fd1870f9377dbe60690aad827e635a5c282eed
d3843ab06d80e0b0350f4905acf96b6e9b096c43
cd087a7db7997a541dd1a2eb9d61bbd9663b945d
cb86b231237f1e4b0a319b26b894c58c113a7071
cabc14dbea3ddbca392077afcf2cfe67f79ceb3e
c32150cf79d8f44a17757abdc42275f6b01d9eca
aaffa9031bc116ad170e52b4b7a2d0199bd7fc47
a7ebc97f56aa50d32a2b217780a5d432c183bcbe
68517565be6c38db5bc112002884b4113c5e3be0
3871b0fc2be8dbe9cdb1bb4c978fa5cbe15430f8
182a448d357cc93e412ed67ae935fdcc75cd8b90
86a5f03a5efffd237a692bfa037cc526470e4ec9
71dfa99eea168e030e92716c96c13e3f9885e2e7
64dbf4a0b1a9db1e245ecade26b6eaf312f00808
63a60806a319767bf3d6c846d368f52b8063b7f8
62cceb7dfe295125c23acc234f59c9ddf314120e
0e75449d6c0a2c67ae636bc5abb0f15d6a3d643e
0ae3dca2ede39025dc993b5a869478e8347a6a96

Positive % Positive % Positive ID
Detection
ID
ID of All of Detection
7
2
4.08
28.57
19
0
0.00
0.00
20
2
4.08
10.00
36
5
10.20
13.89
18
8
16.33
44.44
20
3
6.12
15.00
21
1
2.04
4.76
7
0
0.00
0.00
31
6
12.24
19.35
8
1
2.04
12.50
5
1
2.04
20.00
1
0
0.00
0.00
28
5
10.20
17.86
32
6
12.24
18.75
14
0
0.00
0.00
20
3
6.12
15.00
16
6
12.24
37.50
21
3
6.12
14.29
23
1
2.04
4.35
11
0
0.00
0.00
18
4
8.16
22.22
17
7
14.29
41.18
32
5
10.20
15.63
37
3
6.12
8.11
16
3
6.12
18.75

Figure 4-4: Table of Shylock Samples to Detection and Identification Rates
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4.2.4. Analysis
The following can be assessed as a result of this case study:










The use of the domains as behavioural analysis selectors was really powerful in
identifying samples of Shylock. All samples conformed to nearly all the verification
selectors specified, with at least one or more positive identifications from security
products as Shylock for all bar four of the samples.
Specific behavioural analysis characteristics show with a high degree of certainty that the
files these malware samples are at the very least the same malware family. These same
characteristics may not be so helpful in identifying other malware samples and careful
analysis of all behavioural characteristics was required to draw these conclusions. For this
reason it would be difficult to automate the selection of behavioural characteristics to be
suitable for a specific malware family, whilst some are identical, others have vague
similarities.
The detection rate across the samples varied wildly. One sample only had a single
detection with another having thirty seven. Since this was over a short time period it
suggests that they are packed differently and one much more effectively than the other.
Further evidence of packing comes in the inability to correctly identify those samples that
were detected. The highest number of positive identifications was only eight out of forty
nine products with four scoring no successful positive identifications.
As with the previous case study there is a real inability for the majority of security
products to correctly identify the samples, with most samples only being correctly
identified by between ten and twenty percent of the vendors.

4.2.5. Conclusions
The main aims of this case study were to establish a comparison between identification using
behavioural analysis over using security product signatures, on a set of wild malware samples
from a single family.
The main aims were further broken down into sub questions that would help answer the overall
hypothesis and the results answer the questions in the following way:






Behavioural analysis can be used to identify and verify the identity of packed malware in
specific instances with certain characteristics but it will not work in all cases and may lead
to false positives if used incorrectly.
The best element for identifying these samples was the beacon domains used, since they
were unique to this malware family. This would not be the case on shared or
compromised infrastructure but proves that if a good characteristic can be found samples
can be grouped.
Providing a number of good characteristics or group of characteristics can be found such
as the beacon domain, TCP protocols, similar mutexes, files or registry keys behaviour
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analysis can aid in identification of packed samples. However the samples in question
must be able to run in a dynamic analysis environment.
There was a fairly large variance in the detection rate of samples with security product
signatures.
There was also a fairly large variance in identification rate of samples with some as low as
zero with others at forty percent. The variance in detection may have had an impact on
this though as low detection where products that did detect also identified would drive
this percentage up.
Overall within this case study the results support those of case study one; that packers
used on malware cause security products to perform less well in both the detection and
identification of the samples.
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4.3. Problems Created by Packers and Obfuscators
The previous two case studies have demonstrated in a practical fashion the problems that
packers and obfuscators create for security vendors. This section of the report focuses on the
theory of what this has meant for the anti-virus industry and some methods to help with these
problems

4.3.1. Requirement to Develop Unpackers
The first step in tackling packers is to identify whether a sample is actually packed. There are a
number of indicators or heuristic measures that can be applied to loosely attribute whether a
program is packed [89]:






A low number of imports but those included are LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress, the
ones that are likely to be used to dynamically import the required API’s at runtime.
Only a small amount of code can be recognised through disassembly as being valid, the
majority of the file is uninterpretable data.
Section names are uncommon executable names, in particular utilising section names
attributed to packers such as “UPX1”.
Use of abnormal section sizes; in particular the use of very small physical code, “.text”,
section but much larger virtual size allocations.
High entropy sections that would suggest compression or encryption.

These indicators are not finite measures; they can suggest a packed file but not be used to detect
a file as packed. Even if packers could be detected this way, not all packed files are malicious,
legitimate software protected files would also exhibit these characteristics [90]. Finally even
without the false positives and legitimate files this method of detection would not enable correct
identification of the packed files.
Security products must clearly do better. A report on the Packer Problem from Symantec Labs
details how an AV vendor would typically handle this problem [91]:




Step one is to recognise the packer; this could be done using a combination of the
heuristics above coupled with fixed strings or repeated code segments. The problem is
that packer developers will use polymorphic code in their packing stubs and occasionally
add known strings for other packers to fool the recognisers.
Step two is to identify and attribute the packer to a family; this would see it added to an
existing family or if different enough a new family created. Once assigned to a family it
must be subdivided by version. This level of identification is required if a file is to be
unpacked successfully, as it is unlikely the same unpacker will work between versions or
families.
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Automation can be used for the first two steps to divide the samples into buckets based on
version and family.





Step three is to create a recogniser; this will be specific per sample bucket and will be
used to recognise the required artefacts for unpacking such as start of packed data and
encryption key etc. This step will need to be done manually by an analyst and should be
effective against all samples within that bucket.
Step four is to develop the unpacking code; this should take the artefacts from the
recogniser and unpack the sample. Again this step will need to be developed manually
but once produced can run over all samples in the same bucket as an automated process.

This is a lot of effort for a small selection of samples and as mentioned previously, the biggest
problem faced with packers is quantity. The Omniunpack research paper [92] details ten to fifteen
new packers being created monthly and this paper is over five years old. The Symantec research
paper [91] mentions having a backlog of 1,200 versions in 90 families and being six months work
for two experienced analysts. Factor in that not all packers are created equal, such as commercial
grade protection systems like Thermida where it could take months of effort to unpack a single
sample and it is pretty clear that this approach does not scale.
Although this method offers the best chance of successful identification it is not a viable or
efficient option and likely saved for those samples or packers determined to be most interesting
or most prevalent.

4.3.2. Development of Generic Unpackers and False Positives
Clearly a more generic method of unpacking is required. Indeed the ideal unpacking mechanism
for an AV product should conform as closely as possible to the following requirements [93]:





Effectiveness; the ability to unpack the samples as close as possible to their original form.
Generality; the ability to unpack as many samples as possible being independent of the
packer family and version.
Safety; The ability to unpack without infecting or harming the victim.
Portability; the ability to unpack across operating systems.

The previous method of developing unpackers is effective, safe and portable but is not generic.
There are two solutions that meet the generality criteria above; emulation and memory
manipulation.

1. Emulation:
Emulation is safe, portable and generic but is not always effective. It is very similar in its approach
to using a virtual machine and has been around for a long time, dating back to early 1990’s [94].
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In this context a security product will attempt to emulate the instructions, looking for a sequence
of known malicious bytes to determine if the sample is malicious. To be effective the security
product must trick the sample into believing it is really interacting with the operating system.
This is where the main drawbacks to effectiveness lie [93]. As discussed earlier in this report [95]
anti-emulation techniques exist, in particular two are regularly used to thwart this type of
unpacking:



Using uncommon instructions or system calls in the hope the emulator has not
implemented a solution for them.
Running for longer than the time window allocated to an emulator for determining the
maliciousness of the file, preventing detection.

Emulation offers improvements over static signaturing but can be easily overcome, particularly in
a resource constrained environment such as an AV client machine.

2. Memory Manipulation:
Memory manipulation is generic, effective and nominally safe, it is not however portable as it
relies on the operating system memory management. The safety depends upon the algorithms
applied successfully determining the end of unpacking and preventing the sample executing any
further.
Memory manipulation unpacking relies on the fact the sample must:



Write and execute from a new memory section
Over write and execute from an existing memory section

In both cases the file will first need write permissions to a section followed by execute
permissions and by not enabling the file to have both at the same time over any section gives the
unpacker chance to operate on newly written sections just before they are executed.
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1. Write Section

RWE

RWE

-W-

RWE

- -E

2. Execute Section

RWE

Figure 4-5: Diagram of Write or Execute Memory Sections

Two Examples of memory manipulation unpackers were researched.

1. Omniunpack:
The first example is Omniunpack, designed and written by Lorenzo Martignoni, Mihai
Christodorescu and Somesh Jha [96]. It uses the principles of memory manipulation combined
with a specific algorithm to determine when the file is unpacked and is split into two component
parts.
The first is the memory management component which tracks the writing and execution of
memory sections. It does this using a system based upon the PaX PAGEEXEC project [97] more
information can be found on this in “Appendix G”.
This utilises translation Lookaside buffers, TLBs, to set pages as either:



Non executable but writable
Non writable but executable

Page faults are then forced if an access is requested that is not granted. Omniunpack utilises a
driver component to handle these page faults and perform the required memory tracking. The
driver will always allow the continuation of write or execute access by changing the supervisor
only access of the page temporarily to allow the user mode process to continue. If execution is
determined to be occurring form a newly written page the second component of Omniunpack is
activated.
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The second component uses an algorithm to determine whether the executing code has
completed unpacking. This is based around keeping the operating system in a safe state. It makes
the assumption that an unpacked malicious file would seek to make some kind of dangerous
modification to the operating system, e.g. creating a persistence mechanism. The algorithm tries
to determine when a dangerous system call is made from a section identified in component one
and activate the virus scanner element.
Omniunpack achieves this by running a second driver that intercepts or hooks calls to the System
Service Dispatch Table, SSDT, and when a dangerous call from a flagged memory section occurs it
shares the memory section with the user mode scanning process and activates the scan.
Omniunpack would be fairly complex to develop but actually uses a fairly simple two step
algorithm to decide when a file is unpacked and so run a scan. It does have its weaknesses
though:



It does not tackle code obfuscation or polymorphic code applied to the underlying
malware file. Further work would need to be done to identify these samples.
It is not designed to run in today’s modern 64bit kernels where the SSDT is protected
from interception by the Windows Kernel protection mechanisms, Patch Guard. An
alternative method would need to be found of identifying system calls on these systems
[98].
Malware
Scanner

Malicious File
User
Kernel
Component 1:

Component 2:

Omniunpack:

Memory Access
Manager

System Call Monitor

Kernel Driver

Figure 4-6: Omniunpack components
2. Justin:
The second example of memory manipulation for unpacking is Justin developed by Symantec
Research Laboratories [93]. This research does not classify Omniunpack as a safe unpacker but
does reference a common characteristic; the use of write and execute pages to determine when a
newly written or modified page is being executed.
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Justin too is split conceptually into the same two component parts, a memory management
component and an algorithm based decision making component.
The only difference between Omniunpack and Justin's memory management component is that
Justin leverages the NX compatibility mode of newer X86 and X64 processors rather using
PAGEEXEC. This makes it more relevant for modern systems.
One consideration mentioned in the Justin research was the possibility of the malware creating
two views to the same physical page; one that is write only and one that is execute only as a
possible weakness that could be exploited. Justin mitigates this by comparing the virtual NX page
settings with the physical memory that backs that page.
The second component is where the two vary the most, in determining when the file is unpacked
and when to scan. These differences appear to be due to the commercial AV perspective in the
Justin research not covered in Omniunpack:



Full file or page scans are likely to resource intensive for AV products to perform on client
machines.
Justin determines Omniunpack unsafe as it lets the malware execute, a better approach
would be to stop executing the moment the file is unpacked.

As a result of these two considerations Justin employs more heuristics to better determine the
end of unpacked and find the Original Entry Point (OEP). The algorithms used to detect this are:






The stack being the same as when the file was first loaded. Most unpackers unwind the
stack to this point. Justin can record ESP on program load and recheck them for a match
each time the memory heuristic from component one is triggered.
The structured exception handlers being the same as when the file was first loaded. Most
unpackers will remove any exceptions they have placed before unpacking. Justin can
record the state of the exception records on program load and recheck them for a match
each time component one is triggered.
The command line inputs being set up in the proper stack location. Once unpacked the
main function will require these to be in the correct stack location. Justin can check the
command line arguments on load and recheck them for a match each time component
one is triggered.

Justin suffers the same weaknesses as Omniunpack against obfuscated code applied to the
underlying executable but offers a safer more efficient method that could be used in real client
AV software than Omniunpack does.

Summary:
It is clear that both emulation and memory management unpacking techniques offer the biggest
advantage over custom unpackers in that they are generic and offer a method to tackle unknown
packers. They are not infallible though and later sections of this report will investigate the
methods of overcoming these unpacking techniques.
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4.3.3. Requirement for Automation and Dynamic Analysis
The most obvious side effect of mass packing of malware is that it creates the need to
dynamically analyse a file as demonstrated in case study two. Previous sections have focused on
static analysis, and with generic unpackers controlled dynamic analysis. In both cases this can
take place on real client machines. In this section the focus will be on allowing the sample to fully
execute and so would not be considered a safe measure for a real user’s computer. The below
shows the progression of steps taken so far to tackle packed malware:
Static File
Signatures

Custom
Unpacker

File based
Emulation

Real-time
memory
unpacker

Sandbox
Analysis

Static Analysis

Dynamic Analysis

(No file execution)

(File is executed)

Figure 4-7: Timeline of progressive steps against packed malware

Automation:
There are two types of dynamic analysis; manual which is performed using a debugger and
human interaction with the sample, or automated that looks at assessing the behaviour after the
sample has executed. Dynamic analysis is carried out in a specifically developed analysis
environment in order to determine whether a sample is malicious, what it is and how it can be
detected and identified, usually at scale when automated.
Ikarus security software refers to figures of a peak of fifty thousand malware samples a day back
in 2009 [99] these days this is likely to be upwards of five times that. This is beyond the scale that
manual analysis can even tackle and build custom unpackers for and they are using more complex
tricks to thwart detection. Thus automation at scale is required to triage samples and perform
basic behavioural analysis as a reaction to packing at scale.
The machines used for this kind of analysis are generally either emulated using full operating
system emulation with products such as QEMU [100] or a virtualisation product such as VMWare
[101]. The differences between the two are very subtle but in essence the properties are the
same; to create an isolated environment where the code can be safely executed in full; analysis
can be undertaken and then the machine can be reverted to a state in time before it was infected
and a second performed. These emulated or virtualised machines can then be clustered in
number and start to achieve the speed of processing required to churn through the number of
samples mentioned.
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Sandboxes:
The integration of analysis tools with these machines has led to the development of malware
sandboxes. A sandbox is an isolated processing environment in which code can be safely
executed in a controlled and isolated environment. Code within a sandbox should not be able to
make changes to data or to code outside of it allocated resource [102]. By executing malware
within a virtual machine this is exactly the separation being made. There are many commercial
and open source sandbox products available for this behavioural analysis of malware; two
popular ones are the commercial Joe Sandbox [103] and the open source Cuckoo [104].
Joe offers downloadable products or access to a cloud based scanning service. It uses VM’s
controlled by a controller VM to execute samples, monitoring the system calls and network
activity of the samples executed. Cuckoo is very similar, running within the host machine and
enabling guest VMs to execute the samples monitoring system calls, files being created, network
traffic and also retrieve memory dumps and screenshots. In both cases the reports produced are
centrally stored for further analysis.

Figure 4-8: Components of a sandbox

Sandboxes offer a good way of obtaining behavioural analysis to help identify packed malware
samples but do not aid detection on victims. In fact indirectly they do; Anubis was designed by
Ikarus to aid with signatures development [99]. Anubis offers a scalable approach to the packer
problem and is unaffected by packing and code obfuscation enabling analysts to avoid unpacking
known samples and concentrate efforts on the unknown.
Sandbox Unpacking:
Once a sample has been identified as interesting through a sandbox the analyst will want to
unpack the sample. A sandbox can also aid here, although usually the use of a debugger is
preferable. Two options for unpacking from sandbox execution would be:
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To use a memory dump and locate the unpacked memory section, Cuckoo has a memory
dump option to aid with this.
Use virtual machine manipulation to control the flow of execution external from the VM.
Damballa have created a product called Azure [105] that does this.

Azure uses Intel VT technology to manipulate execution of the VM and has the three methods it
can use to aid malware analysis:
1. Virtual machine introspection; This can be used to examine processes from outside of the
VM by tracking context switches, freezing on these switches and parsing kernel memory
structures in the virtual memory.
2. Fine grained tracing; using Intel VT to modify the trap flag on the guest this enables the
machine to act like a tracer in a debugger.
3. Coarse grained tracing; This can be used to monitor system calls by tracking the transition
of user to kernel mode transitions, causing page faults on calls to determine what call was
being made.
These three techniques whilst not as powerful analytically as some of those within other
sandboxes an interesting experiment was devised using fine grained tracing that would aim to
trace execution over a packed file until the file was unpacked acting as a precision unpacker. It
used similar execute from a newly written section heuristics as Omniunpack and Justin but
instead took multiple snapshots that could be examined later to determine when the file was
actually at its unpacked state. Scaling this up would offer an automated unpacker at scale but
would require a significant resource for all the virtual machines and potential snapshots.

Summary:
Sandboxes and automated analysis systems are powerful tools in the fight against packed
malware, but also have their weaknesses. Packers already exist that can identify Anubis [99] and
stop execution as a result. Anti-VM and other protection techniques can be deployed to prevent
these systems working properly. There are a number of other techniques that can be used to
detect sandbox analysis that will be discussed later. Despite this the sheer number of packed
samples forces security companies to rely on automation to overcome packing.

4.3.4. Alternative Strategies; Reputation and Whitelisting
Should I allow this executable to run, is this file good or bad is a difficult decision that AV products
must make. It is in fact an undecidable problem; all new files must be categorised as either one or
the other. Then there are the files that could fit into both camps such as Netcat; used for hacking
and also as part of a security professional toolkit.
So far this report has concentrated on how security products black list executables by identifying
files as being malicious and how packers make that a challenging problem. There are however
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alternatives to blacklisting files, one such approach is whitelisting files another is file reputation
analysis.

1. Whitelisting:
Whitelisting does exactly what it says; it assumes all files are untrusted and requires them to be
added to a list in order to be executed. Files are usually added to the list based upon their unique
cryptographic hash such as an MD5 or SHA1. The properties of this cryptographic primitive, its
second pre-image resistance, prevent malicious files with any realistic possibility from having the
same hash as a known good application.
Bit9 [107] are one company are known for pioneering file whitelisting. This seems like the ideal
solution, not just for the packing problem but the malware problem in general, however it is not
that straight forward.
Within a corporate environment whitelisting is a resource intensive odious task that a technician,
unlikely to be a security specialist, will have to test and assess the full range of all applications
used internally and add them to the list. Even given an expert security consultant this process is
still susceptible to human error.
This problem increases if moved into the home user space and could end up with pop up boxes
asking people if they trust an application when they are not qualified to make that judgement and
will likely click yes for convenience.
Bit9 have a sensible approach to this problem within their product, starting from everything by
default is bad view but using sensible policy decisions to help identify the bulk of legitimate
executables [107]:




Comes from a trusted Publisher; if the file comes from Microsoft it can be trusted, as we
do not expect such publishers to distribute malicious files.
It comes from a reputable update service; something such as Adobe’s flash update
process should enable all updates through this route.
Trusted deployment mechanism; particularly pertinent in a corporate organisation that
might have an automated package deployment server for tested applications.

The commonality between these policy settings is the requirement for non-repudiation and thus
public key cryptography to have digitally signed files as proof of publisher, service or trusted
deployment package.
Attacks on whitelisting:
Whitelisting may seem like the solution but there are a number of problems that prevent it from
being a panacea [108]:


Stolen Private Keys: If public key cryptography governs the trust model used for white
listing policies any compromise of that trust compromises the whitelist. If a private key is
stolen from a trusted software company, all files signed with that key will then be
wrongly trusted as a good application.
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Vulnerabilities in the whitelisting software: Generally enterprise whitelisting applications
are made up of a client, server and policy database type architecture. Any one of these
components may contain a vulnerability that if exploited could be used to; turn off the
whitelisting, add a malicious file to the whitelist or leverage access to the machine
running the vulnerable component.
Administrative Problems: Configuration of whitelisting is a responsibility that still falls to
an administrator. An administrator could be duped into adding malicious files to the list
or have their credentials stolen using a different attack vector and used for the same
purpose.

Whitelists certainly add another security layer in helping to solve the malware problem but are
not very tailored towards home users. The main issue for home users is that someone must
compile that whitelist and most home users neither have the skill or inkling to do this.

2. Reputation Approach:
A reputational approach to the problem covers the best of both worlds. It takes the approach that
if the file is known to be good, allow it to execute, and if the file is known to be bad, block it. It
then goes one step further and enables the assessment of what is referred to in Symantec’s
Reputation-based security presentation as the “long tail” of unknowns [109].
Known Good

Known Bad

Unknown

Blacklist

Reputation

Whitelist

Figure 4-9: Protection outside of Whitelisting and Blacklisting
Reputational analysis is particularly good at tackling these unknowns, most of which are caused
by the production method of mass polymorphic packed malware. By regularly packing malware it
means that only a small number of hashes are seen by any security vendor before the file is
repacked again. Symantec give the statistic for the average distribution of a variant of the Harakit
malware to an average of 1.6 users from their user base. This means the file is seen only one or
two times before it is repacked. The blacklisting approach is never going to work against this
technique. Whitelisting also has its issues as it drives up the number of samples that must be
examined and either added to the list or given to the user as an undecided application but with
no context.
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Reputation analysis turns this problem on its head because of the properties of files produced in
this way:




Good applications have a larger number of users, as a minimum in the 100’s and in most
cases in the many 1000’s. A polymorphic file of this nature may only have been seen once
or twice before.
A good application may have been around for a while before distribution. Although new
versions of that application may decrease this, applications of a legitimate nature take
time to distribute. Whereas polymorphic malware is usually distributed over a short
period of time.

The approach taken by reputational analysis is to hash all executable files seen on a machine,
once a baseline is built hash all files that have not previously been seen and to replicate this
across all machines; a large customer base is required but generally this is well within the ability
of a decent sized Anti-virus vendor. In addition to collecting unique hashes the reputation engine
should also acquire:



Age of the files
Demographics and location of the files

Once collated into a database the following can be assessed:




Prevalence of files
Analysis of types of files appearing in certain locations
Confidence rating that the file is either good or bad

Files that appear at the two extremes can also be removed from this engine or used as a
benchmark for the rest; known bad files, from blacklists, and known good files, from whitelists.
The advantage of this for the average user is more files will be identified as either malicious or
non-malicious; where there is ambiguity they can be flagged to the user but in a way that can be
easily understood. Again Symantec offer an example of this [109]:




Very few users have used this file. Not a problem if this is a brand new update but if it is
purporting to be a copy of long standing software this should ring alarm bells even with
the non tech savvy user.
Very new application, e.g. compiled less than a day ago. Again this may be excepted
behaviour by the user or it may raise suspicion.

Summary:
Whitelisting and reputational based analysis appear to be one of the products of the mass
malicious binary problem being levelled at the security industry. By focusing efforts on
alternatives such as these it firmly pushes the ball back into the court of the malware and packer
developers. However these methods are not without their problems and do not solve the
problem in isolation, most notably due to the heavy reliance on decisions and best guess
algorithms.
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5. How do Security Vendors Tackle the
Problem of Packers, Obfuscators and
Encryptors?
This section of the report builds on what we have seen of the impact of packers on the
detection and identification of malware by the security industry. Previously the use of
generic unpackers, automation, whitelisting and reputational assessment has been
examined. Now I will look at the tactics, techniques and procedures needed to tackle
packed files including two in depth case studies putting this into practice.

5.1. Defeating Anti-Analysis Techniques
The first problems the security industry must overcome are the anti-analysis techniques
implemented in packers to make their jobs as difficult as possible. The techniques introduced
earlier will be examined in detail to look at how to defeat these.

5.1.1. Defeating Anti-Dumping Techniques
Memory dumping is one of the easiest methods for getting to an unpacked file and can be
performed as part of a dynamic analysis run; Cuckoo for example enables a process dump or even
full memory dump [112]. Packers can use the anti-dumping techniques highlighted previously so
security researchers must be able to overcome these. For full technical details on defeating these
techniques see Appendix H.

1. SizeOfImage Corrupted:
To get around this problem dumping tools should not rely upon the PE header but instead use the
windows API to obtain the size directly from the used memory allocations [113].

2. Erasing the PE Header:
Using the windows API will enable the enumeration of the size and the file sections but
information about their names and information such as the import address table will be lost.
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3. Stolen Bytes in a different memory section:
Examining a process with a debugger such as Ollydbg and allowing the malware to fully execute
will see the memory sections containing the stolen bytes being allocated. Memory can be sorted
to show that which is Read, Write and Execute (RWE). These can then be dumped to a file [114].
Any stolen bytes can then be added back manually with a hex editor to enable full analysis.

Figure 5-1: RWE Memory Sections in Ollydbg for Dumping

4. Nanomites; process splits to debug itself:
To get around this protection dumps will be required of both debugger and debugee processes
[113]. An amount of static code reverse engineering will be required to figure out where the
debugger is storing the code transitions for the debugee. Depending on the configuration it may
be possible to write a script that replaces the instructions back into the debugee using IDA Python
[115].

5. Guard Pages used to decrypt on request:
If this is implemented badly, as it is in Armadillo [113] it can be trivially exploited by dumping
tools; whilst the code only decrypts when an attempt to execute occurs if a sample is left to run it
will decrypt most of the pages. A more sophisticated setup would see the page re-encrypted after
use making standard dumping tools unsuitable; a debugger would need to dump each page as it
was accessed.

6. Virtual Machine Obfuscation:
The only way to obtain the original data is to write a full decoder from the virtual machine
instruction set back to X86, dumping aspects of the process offers little here so this cannot really
be overcome in this context.
Summary:
Standard dumping tools are ineffective against anti-dumping but these techniques can be
overcome using debuggers and making the necessary analytical assessments.
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5.1.2. Defeating Anti-Debugging Techniques
Debugging is one of the most effective techniques at overcoming packed files. As just
demonstrated through the use of plugins such as OllyDump [116] they can perform fine grained
file dumping to overcome anti-dumping techniques. Packers can use the anti-debugging
techniques highlighted previously so security researchers must be able to overcome these. For
full technical details on defeating these techniques see Appendix H.

1. Detection through the API:
There are two methods to employ to prevent API debugger checks from working [117]:



Using a debugger plugin to change data that the API relies on or prevent the API from
being called.
Manually intercepting the API calls and modifying the return results to prevent the
application receiving information it associates with a debugger.

An example of a debugger plugin is the Hide Debugger plugin that prevents the
IsDebuggerPresent API from working [118] by modifying the data store it obtains this information
from.

Figure 5-2: Ollydbg Plugin Hide Debugger
An example of intercepting the API calls is to set a hook in the NtQueryInformationProcess API.
When it is called with certain values looking for debugging information make the call but remove
these artefacts before passing them back to the program, the diagram below illustrates this.
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Figure 5-3: Flow of Execution in an NtQueryInformationProcess Hook

2. Manually checking offsets in structure:
To avoid detection through debugger artefacts in the process the following flag values can be
modified to match a process that is not being debugged [117]:




BeingDebugged
ProcessHeap Flags
NtGlobalFlag

This can be done using a plugin such as Hide Debugger or manually by an analyst.

3. Identifying Debugger Behaviour:
Breakpoint Scanning: Unfortunately there is no easy way of overcoming this in all cases. The
following are a few steps that can be taken by a security researcher to overcome breakpoint
scans:





Where possible utilise memory breakpoints.
Where software breakpoint checks are observed, try to replace them with hardware
breakpoints.
Where hardware breakpoint checks are observed, try to replace them with software
breakpoints.
Be creative with debugging develop your own debugger and get it to utilise non-standard
methods for creating a breakpoint [119]. Use the following with the correct exception
handling routine:
o Setting an invalid opcode
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o
o
o

Use of a privileged instruction from user mode
Divide by Zero
Access Violation

Checksums [117]:
Use hardware or memory breakpoints to avoid modifying the code and
thus defeat and checksums that are taken.
Timing Checks [117]:
The best way for a security analyst to overcome these checks is
to identify where they are being made and either to avoid performing debugging between these
points or to patch the code in such a way that the results of both checks are the same.

4. Interfering With Debugger Functionality:
TLS Call backs to execute before the debugger attach’s [120]: This can be easily avoided in
most common debuggers by setting the option to break on process creation and not on the call to
the main function.

Figure 5-4: Ollydbg Configuration to Avoid TLS Call backs

Exceptions to detect debugger interference [117]:
To counter this protection a security
analyst can get the debugger to pass all exceptions through to the code and not handle them; this
can defeat timing checks that are included within the exception handlers to test if they have been
intercepted.
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Figure 5-5: Ollydbg Configuration to Pass Exceptions to Program
Inserting Interrupts to detect debugger interference: As with exceptions, a security analyst can
overcome this problem by passing all interrupts not set by the debugger straight through to the
program to be handled.

5. Process and Thread Tricks:
Self-execution to evade the debugger [117]:
The simplest way to bypass this method is to
prevent the execution of the new process; usually by intercepting API calls used to create a new
process. Any new process can then be attached straight to a debugger.
Name checks for debuggers [117]:
overcome this problem:




There are a few methods that can be implemented to

Use a debugger plugin like Hide Debugger referenced earlier.
Intercept API calls for process enumeration.
Rename the tools that you use.

Threads to perform background anti-debug actions:
This can be defeated by intercepting
thread creation API calls so that any new threads that get created can be checked to make sure
they are not performing these kinds of actions before being allowed to continue executing.

Summary:
Most of the discussed anti-debugging mitigations are split into two camps below:
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Manual Analytic Defeat; this the security analyst themselves making the necessary
changes whilst debugging, such as intercepting calls to the operating system and
changing flag values.
Automated Plugin Defeat; this is downloading a debugger plugin that will perform the
necessary actions on the analysts behalf.

Neither of these methods is infallible since new techniques are developed all the time and the
plugins themselves can often be targeted.

5.1.3. Defeating Anti-Emulation Techniques
Emulation is a technique that effects manual analysis less but is something that a security analyst
would look out for as it is a powerful tool in tackling packed samples on a client machine. Packers
can utilise anti-emulation techniques highlighted previously so it is important to understand how
to overcome these. For full technical details on defeating these techniques see Appendix H.

1. Using uncommon instructions:
The best way to overcome this is to implement an emulator that has the full range of instructions
encoded into it [121]. This may not be possible with the resource constraints of an anti-virus
product running on a client machine. In a lab environment QEMU [122] can be installed and
configured to better handle a wider instruction set range.
When it is not possible to implement the full range of instructions it is important to identify
samples that try to use those instructions. For example an emulator might ignore Floating Point,
FPU instructions [123]. A signature can be made to identify samples that contain these thus
cannot be safely emulated.

2. Time Locks; sample outlasts the emulator:
This is very difficult to overcome within the confines of an on client solution [121]. Within a lab
analysis environment this can be a number of ways:




Extend the run period
Intercept API calls that aim to slow the process down
Speed up the emulation of the system clock

These are no infallible and will not work where they need to most, on the client, so this remains
one of the biggest issues for an emulator.
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3. API calls looking for unusual return codes:
Again this is a difficult problem to overcome. There is no real way to solve this on a client machine
as the resource limit means not every error code or return value can be emulated. In a lab
environment though API calls can be logged. If execution fails the last API call and check can be
examined, if the error code is not being emulated it can be added. This becomes a game of whack
a mole and is not really more than a temporary solution at best.

Summary:
Anti-emulation can be overcome within a lab environment but there are no easy answers to
overcome this in a resource limited environment of an AV customer’s machine. Techniques can
be developed in the lab to inform the on machine emulator but this amounts to a temporary fix
whilst the malware developers tweak their code to bypass it.

5.1.4. Defeating Anti-Virtual Machines Techniques
Virtualisation has made the analysis of malware samples easier, more efficient and effective; both
through enabling better automation and through enabling lab environments that can easily be
reverted to a clean state. Although virtual machines are a powerful tool in a security analyst’s
arsenal they are not without their weaknesses and packers and protectors actively exploit these
to avoid being analysed. It is important to understand how to overcome these anti-virtualisation
techniques to enable the analysis of these malware files. For full technical details on defeating
these techniques see Appendix H.

1. Instructions to identify VM structure locations:
There is no easy way to prevent this since the behaviour of these instructions is based on the
compiled code of the virtualisation software that a security analyst has no control of [124,125].
However these instructions can be put into signatures and used to identify potential VM
detection. They can then be patched or used to identify samples that require analysis on a
physical machine. The X86 instructions that could suggest VM detection are:


SIDT, SGDT, SLDT, STR, SMSW, IN

2. Artefacts that identify the machine as a VM:
Security analysts can harden their virtualisation environments against most of the known
artefacts by taking the following steps:


Do not install the virtualisation tools provided by the virtualisation software provider for
the guest OS [126].
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Change the names of all the hardware devices before installing the virtual machine.
Popular products such as VMWare and Virtual Box enable these to be changed using a
command line interface [127].
Change the MAC address from the default to one in the same range as the physical
machine to avoid the vendor based detection [128].
Search the registry after operating system installation for references to the virtualisation
product that is being used and change those values.
Configure the box to use generic names; do not opt for obvious ones such as “sandbox”
for the machine name or username.
Patch drivers that refer to the virtualisation product vendor. Kernelmode.info has a
downloadable set of these virtual box with all virtualisation references removed [127].

Summary:
In general it is easiest to defend against malware that checks for virtualisation artefacts. Whilst
instruction based checks can be identified it is more a more complex process to automate the
execution of these.

5.1.5. Defeating Code Obfuscation
There is a range of code obfuscation techniques covered in detail earlier in this report [129].
These methods of obfuscation prevent static signaturing and prevent static analysis. In order to
manually analyse these files techniques are required to overcome this code obfuscation. For full
technical details on defeating these see Appendix H.
1. Automated Deobfuscation:
The methods used for code obfuscation broadly fit into two categories; those where
deobfuscation can be automated and easily and those that cannot. A determined reverse
engineer will always be able to overcome code obfuscation with enough effort but this is a tradeoff; if enough obfuscation is used then it becomes too much effort to be worthwhile.
Simple opaque predicates, such as control flow abuse, are generally easy to develop code to
automate deobfuscation [130]. Below is an example using inverse conditional jumps:






Back to back inverse jump functions to the same address:
o JZ 4011C5
o JNZ 4011C5
The address 4011C5 will always be accessed.
The code immediately after the second jump will never be accessed.
The area that is never accessed will be filled with garbage code that breaks disassembly.

This scenario can be easily automated in IDA using IDA Python [131] to remove any instance
where this occurs, the more static the behaviour the easier it is to automate it’s removal. The
process would be similar to:
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Find all instances of two jump instructions together
Assess whether they jump to the same location.
Un-define and patch the garbage code.
Reassemble the code at the destination of the two jumps to form valid disassembly.

Even with a simple example such as this a fair amount of code analysis would be required to
determine all the variable involved and avoid patching code incorrectly. The diagram below
demonstrates the process for automating the removal of simple code obfuscation.

Figure 5-6: Flowchart of Analysis for Simple Code De-obfuscation
2. Advanced Obfuscation that cannot be automated:
Not all obfuscated code can be easily deobfuscated. Some more advanced obfuscation combines
dynamically changing variables and thus requires a combination of static and dynamic analysis to
deobfuscate. Some examples are:




State machine obfuscation, where the use of a dynamic variable selects the flow of
execution.
Complex use of function pointers combined with run time calculations to decide the flow
of execution.
Virtual machine code obfuscation which requires either dynamic analysis or complete
reversal of the virtual machine.

Summary:
The majority of code obfuscation can be removed by developing scripts but some, particularly
where dynamic variables are concerned, are too complex to automate. In all cases a significant
development and analytic effort is required to deobfuscate code.
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5.2. Unpacking Tactics, Techniques and Procedures
This section will focus on the manual unpacking techniques required to tackle packed files in
addition to the broader techniques of the industry already examined.

5.2.1. After Automation, What Next?
As demonstrated in earlier discussion [110], automation and behavioural analysis is one way to
help overcome the packer problem aiding identification and improving incident response. The
problem is this is not a safe analysis method and requires a technical expert to perform this work;
most users will rely on security products. Also automation cannot be relied upon exclusively as it
too can be fooled. So where does this leave the security industry? Analysing the files manually
will provide the necessary insight into the samples for better signatures, identification and to
enable better analysis systems. Not all files can be manually examined due to the bulk, but they
can be prioritised and triaged using some of these methods:







Automated analysis results; samples can be clustered based on common characteristics
as per my second case study on Shylock [111]. There is a risk that files armoured against
sandboxes may get missed using this method though.
Highest reputational score; files flagged as having a bad reputation based on rare and
recently compiled samples. This places a lot of emphasis on reputation which means
older threats and prevalent threats may get ignored.
Customer prevalence; if the file appears on a number of the vendor’s customers it could
be a more important file to investigate.
Based upon source; has the file come from a high priority customer query or is it just a
shared submission from Virus Total.
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Figure 5-7: The Malware Triage Process
This is not a comprehensive list of triage methods and the process will vary across vendors.
Whatever the method, flagged files will eventually arrive in front of a security analyst a
similar process will likely occur for an incident responder. If the file is packed it must be
unpacked. Some methods the analyst may use are:






Running against known packer signatures.
Attempt unpacking using a generic unpacker.
Attempt to unpack manually using a debugger.
Analyse the packed file and ascertain whether it is the final unpacked file
De-obfuscate any code obfuscation that remains after unpacking.

The outcomes of this work will vary based on the requirements but will likely include:



Writing a custom unpacker or code for a debugger that can be used to automate the
unpacking process.
Develop signatures for the packer
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Develop signatures for the underlying malware sample.
Perform dynamic and static analysis to determine the capabilities of the malware

Summary:
In order to achieve these goals the security analyst must overcome any protections utilised by the
packer and these means implementing techniques to defeat anti-analysis.

5.2.2. Real World Unpacking: Building a Generic Manual Unpacker
The generic unpackers Omniunpack and Justin were examined earlier and show to work well as
scalable automated solutions. In order to truly analyse a sample it will always eventually need a
human pair of eyes on it. Pulling together all the anti-analysis defeats covered so far it is possible
to build a generic unpacker that can be utilised for manual analysis.
Nicolas Brulez of Kaspersky Lab provides training on Malware Analysis that identifies problems
and solutions in the approach to this manual unpacking process [132]. The problems have been
identified throughout this report and can be summarised as:





A large number of anti-analysis techniques exist beyond what can be reasonably
documented; some have been showcased in this report.
As an anti-analysis defeat is put in place attackers will develop ways to circumvent it or to
catch out the security researcher, it is an endless battle.
Freely available analysis tools are accessible to the malware developers, are well known
and can be targeted by them.
Debugger design is limited to hardware, software and memory break points. More
originality is required to combat packed malware.

There are a number of solutions to a security analyst to overcome these problems:






Write you own tools that are non-public or develop open source tools so as they behave
significantly differently, particularly for important manual analysis tools such as a
debugger. Two possibilities are:
o The Security Research and Development Framework by Amr Thabet presented
at Virus Bulletin 2013 and containing code for both user mode and kernel mode
applications for malware analysis including debuggers and disassemblers. The
framework is written in C and C++ [133].
o PyDbg a long standing open source debug framework written in Python and
available on Github that can be further customised for debugging tasks [134].
Harden analysis environments against known technique in particular virtual machines.
o Where techniques are known implement the relevant defeats.
o Where techniques are not known configure logging that can identify anomalies
occurring during analysis and be used to discover new techniques.
Think creatively and try new and innovative analysis techniques.
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o

An example is with debugging, develop a debugger and use non-standard
exceptions for breakpoints.

Summary:
The key to success in manual unpacking is to be creative, invest in tool development and always
try to think a few steps ahead of the developers. Use knowledge of anti-analysis techniques to
both defend against them and discover new ones.
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5.3. Case Study Three: Manual Unpacking - Known Packers and
Samples
The last section of this report covered manual unpacking at length, this case study aims to put
that research into practice. The samples examined in this case study are a small selection of those
packed for case study one, where the underlying malware and packer are both selected.

5.3.1. Aim of Case Study
My aims for this case study are:




Given knowledge of the packer used, knowledge of the malware sample and the research
carried out on unpacking; to successfully unpack a handful of samples.
o Were there protections used in these packers and how could these be overcome?
o Were the import tables recoverable and how, if not what caused the problem
reconstructing them?
Establish some potential techniques that could be utilised by a security analyst to
overcome manual unpacking based on this work.
o Could the process be automated to aid anti-virus signature development and if so
how?
o Could these techniques be documented and easily followed by an incident
responder and if so how?
o Establish how specific the techniques are to the sample and packer and how
widely they could be used with different samples and different packers.

5.3.2. Plan of Execution
The unpacking of the samples will take place in a specially configured malware lab. Details of this
configuration are included in Appendix I.
I selected one sample packed with four different packers, the sample I selected was Zeus and the
packers I selected were:





ASPack
PECompact
ASProtect
PELock

My justification for using one sample and multiple packers was to gradually build up a
methodology for unpacking that would be generic enough to employ against more than one
packer and work towards answering my second aim. The use of a single sample was to gain some
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familiarity in what an unpacked sample looked like and because this is a test of packer variation
not sample variation.
Since I knew what an unpacked copy of the malware sample looked like I would compare the
dumped file to this to determine if I had been successful in unpacking.
I would allow two weeks to perform the unpacking of the four samples.

Limitations:
This case study is not a comprehensive example of how to generically unpack a wide range of
packers or samples. It is designed to illustrate the process used to develop and tweak those
techniques to overcome the packer problem as such it has the following limitations:







Since this case study is based on manual unpacking it is unlikely that protection
techniques that do not target this process, such as anti-emulation, will be observed. That
does not mean they are not present though.
High end commercial packers are out of scope for this case study, research suggests they
would take many times longer than the two weeks allocated and so these techniques will
likely not apply to those types of packer.
The number and variety of packed samples to be unpacked is fairly small and may not
showcase a large number of the protection mechanisms researched.
As only one malware sample is included some techniques developed may be limited to
working only on that sample.

5.3.3. Results
A brief outline of the unpacking process for each sample is listed below. For full technical
unpacking documentation see Appendix J.

1. ASPack:
 Both PEID [135] and Exeinfo [136] identified this was packed with ASPack.
 I unpacked the sample by setting software breakpoints on the memory allocation and
memory protection API calls.
 Breakpoints were only required on the memory protection routines since the sample
unpacked over itself and not to a new memory section.
 There were no anti-analysis protections observed during unpacking.
 It was possible to locate the Original Entry Point once memory protection calls were
completed. Once at OEP import reconstructor was able to fully rebuild the import table.
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Figure 5-8: End of ASPack Unpacking Stub in IDA

2. PECompact:
 Both PEID [135] and Exeinfo [136] identified this was packed with PECompact.
 I repeated the using of software breakpoints on memory allocation and memory
protection calls since this was successful last time.
 One protection mechanism was observed; the use of an access violation exception to
transfer execution. This was defeated by passing exceptions directly to the application.
 This time the packer fully unpacked its decrypted and decompressed data to a new
memory allocation. The unpacking stub was then observed to do the necessary clean up
out of the original files data section.
 A tail jump from this stub was then used to transfer execution to the original entry point.
 Once at OEP import reconstructor was able to fully rebuild the import table.

Figure 5-9: End of Second Packing Stub in PECompact
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3. ASProtect:
 Both PEID [135] and Exeinfo [136] identified this was packed with ASProtect.
 I tried a new technique to attempt to catch the first API call, Get CommandLineW, made
by the malware after it had unpacked.
 A number of anti-analysis protections were observed involving debugger checks. These
were defeated using the Ollydbg Hide Debugger Plugin.
 It was possible to get to an offset from the original entry point on return from the API call
where the breakpoint was set. The weakness with this method is it requires knowledge of
the underlying malware sample.
 Once at OEP import reconstructor was able to partially rebuild the import table, some
failed and I was unable to fix these.

Figure 5-10: GetCommandLineW Trick in ASProtect

4. PELock:
 Both PEID [135] and Exeinfo [136] identified this was packed PELock.
 I decided to repeat the using of software breakpoints on the first API call made by the
malware since this was able to overcome the protections used last time, however this
failed quite early and without a clear reason.
 I then attempted to set breakpoints on memory allocation and protection calls but this
too was unsuccessful and was unclear as to why.
 Static analysis on the protection system was required to overcome this packer. It revealed
that the protection mechanism used basic code obfuscation and garbage code insertion;
this had to be fixed manually as time constraints did not allow for an automated solution.
 A number of anti-debugger protections were found under the obfuscated code including
API checks, flag checks, code checksums, use of exceptions and software breakpoint scans
on the first few bytes of API calls. I overcame these by passing all exceptions to the
application and using the Ollydbg Hide Debugger plugin.
 I set a software breakpoint on the last instruction of an early API call made by the
unpacked malware to avoid the API breakpoint scanning.
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It was possible to get to an offset from the original entry point on return from the API call
where the breakpoint was set.
The packers used import table redirection to a different memory section so it was not
possible to reconstruct the import table. With more time and expertise it would be
possible to join the memory sections and use IDAPython to fix this in IDA. It is
documented in an “Unpacking PELOCK” [137] document that can be found on
Tuts4you.com [138].

Figure 5-11: IDA View of Import Redirection by PECompact

5.3.4. Analysis
Analysis of the samples unpacked reveals the following:








After researching the many different kinds of protection mechanisms far less were used
across this selection of known packers than I expected. This could be due to not analysing
the commercial software protectors.
The protections that were encountered were fairly trivial and were easily overcome using
slight tweaks in the unpacking process and basic plugins.
In all cases signatures existed to detect these packers and all were correctly identified.
Since identifying a packer is the first step to developing a custom unpacker it is unlikely
the packers researched would pose much difficulty to security researchers.
It was possible based on the knowledge of how a packer works to develop a technique
using memory allocation and protection to unpack a sample in most tested cases.
It was possible based on the knowledge of the underlying sample to develop a more
efficient technique for unpacking using API calls made by the malware that worked in all
cases.
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Import reconstruction was the most complex part of the process encountered; in two of
the samples full import reconstruction was not possible and in one would have required
complex code development to enable.

5.3.5. Conclusions
Given the knowledge of the packers and the malware sample used it was possible to unpack all
four samples. It was also possible to establish some techniques that could be used to manually
unpack other samples. In reference to the aims of this case study:






Protections were used but in most cases were overcome easily with debugger plugins and
by changing default debugger settings.
The import tables were not always easily recoverable. In two cases this could be done
using an open source tool, in the other two it would have required substantial effort.
All four packers were correctly detected and identified.
I was able to develop and document two techniques that could be used to manually
unpack malware.
The first technique of monitoring memory allocation and protection is generic and can be
utilised on any packer or sample, but was not always effective. The second technique
intercepting early API calls relies on knowledge of the underlying malware so is very
specific to the sample.

Despite the large number of protection mechanisms researched the packers in this case study
utilised few of them and those that were used were easily overcome. When there is knowledge of
the packers or the underlying malware I do not believe this would be a problem for security
researchers.
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5.4. Packers that Defeat the TTP’s
This report has discussed the automated and manual approaches the security industry has for
tackling packed malware. This section examines the ways the malware developers use to try and
defeat the best of these tactics techniques and procedures.

5.4.1. Defeating Generic Unpackers
Generic unpackers have been discussed throughout this report as a good solution to dealing with
the mass packer problem [139]. It is the perfect compromise between developing specific
unpackers which is not scalable, and relying solely on automated dynamic analysis. The types of
generic unpackers discussed so far:



Those that can run safely on a client machine as part of an anti-virus package such as
Justin.
Those that can run as part of an automated solution such as Azure or Omniunpack.

These generic unpackers rely on memory manipulation and are similar technique of manually
tracking memory allocation and memory protection used in the previous case study.
Unfortunately these types of memory tracking solutions are vulnerable to exploitation by packers
that unpack in small units or repack sections regularly. This has been documented in a paper
called Thwarting Real-Time Dynamic Analysis by Bilge, Lanzi and Balzarotti [140]. Within this
paper an experiment is carried out to test a proposed unpacking scheme that would break
generic unpackers, with very successful results. The scheme works in the following way:





An application is split into packing units; a packing unit can for example be a single
function.
The source code of the sample was modified to interleave pack and unpack operations
that would be called whenever there was a transition between functions.
Each time a call occurs the pack function is invoked to repack the caller followed by the
unpack function to unpack the callee.
The aim is that no two sections remain unpacked in memory at the same time and so also
acts as an anti-dumping strategy.
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Figure 5-12: Flow of Execution through a Function Call

The technique of repackaging code sections of an application is not new and is demonstrated in a
software protection application example in the book Secrets of Reversing [141]. Here the
protection is taken one step further and checksums are taken of the re-encrypted sections to
ensure no code modification has taken place.
The effect of repackaging code in this way is quite profound. For each call to a new packing unit
the policy of only write or execute would be violated twice, this forces tools such as Justin and
Omniunpack to do a lot of work. These tools then perform further work scanning the memory
section based on the results of their other heuristics.
In both cases they have a very low success rate against the samples in this experiment:




Omniunpack recovers zero percent of the code in its unpacked form. This is because its
scans are always initiated when making a system call and the pack function will ensure all
data remains packed during a system call.
Justin successfully accessed between one and six percent of the overall program, an
amount that is almost certainly too small to successfully signature a malware file.

Summary:
What this experiment shows is that it is trivial for packers to overcome generic unpacking
techniques by being more granular in their unpacking approach. However this experiment
required editing the original source code and thus may not be directly applicable to packing
already compiled files.
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5.4.2. Defeating Automation
The sheer number of files created by packing means that automation of a large amount of the
samples received is now a requirement for most AV companies. This report has already covered
the benefits dynamic analysis to aid detection, identification and how in combination with
whitelisting and reputational analysis reduce the requirement for manual analysis [142].
This makes the targeting of automation an obvious choice for packer and malware authors. The
use of anti-virtualisation techniques and the associated defeats have been covered throughout
this report [143, 144]. However there are many other ways that can be used by attackers to
target sandbox systems and prevent automated analysis.

1. Time:
Automated analysis is a time limited process, whilst not as limited as emulation on client
machines if there are hundreds of thousands of files to process it is unusual to analyse samples
for longer than a few minutes. Thus to defeat automated analysis all the packer must do is outlast
this time limit before performing malicious behaviour [145].
When the malware uses system calls to determine the time before launching its malicious
behaviour it may be possible to intercept those calls and make time appear to the malware to
pass more quickly. However the following techniques would be hard to overcome:



Using an external source such as an NTP server to establish the length of time that has
passed.
Using time triggers to perform malicious activity only on a set date. Without first
analysing the file and establishing the trigger there is no good way to evade this.

Generally time based defeats are very effective against automated analysis and there is no
current mitigation that will overcome all known attack avenues.

2. Modularisation:
Most modern malware does not come packaged as a single unit; in general a simple first stage
loader is deployed first. This loader is most likely to get detected but offers little insight into the
aims of the attacker. The main payloads are then only loaded when the running environment is
deemed suitable or after a period of time protecting them from being subjected to analysis [146].
The only way around this is to monitor for call outs to download executables and to follow up
with interaction with the download servers to pull the next stage down. The malware authors are
one step ahead though and have put the following mitigation in place to hinder this process:


Use of a handshake or authentication protocol that must be successfully achieved before
the next stage is released. This requires a lot of analysis outside the scope of an
automated system to achieve.
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If the file is retrieved and is a DLL it can make checks that it is running in the process it
expects to be injected into. Again checks like this inhibit automation.

The trend of modularisation of malware families means that automated analysis is becoming
more about tracking loaders and detecting initial deployments than it is about assessing the
capability of the full application and there is no easy way to overcome this.

3. Human Interaction:
An effective technique to assess if a sample is being executed in an automated system is to look
for signs of human interaction [145]. Good indicators of this may be moving of windows, clicking
of the mouse or pressing keys on the keyboard. Trojan Upclicker is an example of this technique
being used to look for a left mouse button being clicked. If it is detected the sample runs as
intended. A lack of normal human interaction on a system can be used to prevent files from
performing their malicious behaviour.
These techniques can be checked with signatured or specific API’s can be intercepted looking for
them but coverage is unlikely to be comprehensive and as with other vulnerabilities a malicious
actor must only exploit one, a defender must protect them all.

4. Host Fingerprinting:
This is where the malicious actors turn the tables on the security vendors.
If a sandbox is allowed to communicate with the real command and control servers information
will be leaked and may be used to blacklist automated systems [147].
Most malware loaders use unique identifiers to identify their victims made of unique artefacts
such as:





Windows license key
Machine name
User name
Volume ID from the Hard disk

Simple analysis by the bot herder will identify machines that execute multiple samples before
disappearing. The IP addresses and information can then be added to a blacklist preventing the
sandbox communicating with that server any longer. Worse these blacklists can be shared
amongst malware developers to build an extensive security vendor black list.
The only real solution to prevent sandboxes being fingerprinted is to prevent them from
connecting to the internet. This can cause its own set of problems and must be weighed up
against the benefits of allowing connection. Anonimisation of IP's used for sandboxes through
services like Tor is one method to prevent this blacklisting being effective.
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5. Networking Anomalies:
Packed malware can perform network checks to identify whether it is running in a normal
environment. Preventing connectivity to the internet would likely prevent these samples from
exhibiting their malicious behaviour [147].
It is possible to return generic responses using a web emulation tool but this can sometimes be
detected as well:




Requests are made for non-existent pages
Requests are made where responses of a specific format are expected
Complex queries can be performed through services like Google where aspects of the
result search are used by the sample.

The best way to mitigate this problem is to always allow the sandbox to interact with the internet
to get valid responses. This is the inverse of the host fingerprinting mitigation where this can
cause the sandbox to be blacklisted so a decision must be made which is the bigger risk.

Summary:
Sandboxing and automated analysis is not a panacea. There are limitations to each approach and
using one method sometimes prevents using another. Careful decisions must be made on the
sandbox configuration that is used or if resources permit the setting of multiple sandboxes in
different configurations may be preferable to cover all the bases. Sandboxes are a powerful and
necessary too but should not be used in isolation.

5.4.3. Defeating Analysis by Running in the Kernel
The tactics, techniques and procedures used by security researchers to unpack malware in user
mode cannot be directly replicated to unpack threats in the kernel and there are a number of
reasons why this is the case.
1. Complexity of API Calls:
The user mode Windows API is complex and it is probably factually incorrect to say that the
kernel mode API is any more complicated. It is however less well understood, less well
documented and brings a new layer of difficulty with the extra system calls.
Looking at an example of a user mode API call and how it interacts with kernel API is a good
demonstration of this added complexity [148]:



A user mode process calls VirtualAlloc allocate some new memory.
VirtualAlloc internally makes a call to the NtAllocateMemory export in Ntdll. All calls that
require the support of the kernel from user mode are eventually routed through this
interface.
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Ntdll makes the transition to kernel mode which makes the relevant system call via the
System Service Descriptor Table, SSDT.
The SSDT call s out to the kernels own export table, the kernel is itself a single executable.
Memory in the kernel is managed by the memory management module and accessed via
the executive module [149]. Only user mode memory is allocated via the previous system
call, memory for the kernels own use must be allocated from one of two pools.
o Paged pool; virtual memory that can be paged to disk
o Non Paged Pool; virtual memory that is heavily accessed and must remain in
RAM.
When examining memory allocations in the kernel the full range of different allocation
calls must be considered.

Figure 5-13: The Calling Convention of the Windows API

It is clear that much more knowledge is required to have a similar impact in the kernel as user
mode:



Three API calls can allocate user mode memory.
Three types of memory allocation each with their own set of API’s exist in the kernel; one
for user mode memory, one for paged pool and one for non-paged pool.
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2. Isolation and State:
The windows operating system design means that each process in user mode is self-contained,
limiting resource access and system access within these boundaries. This has a profound effect
for debugging; it means that only that process is stopped, there are a limited number of threads
to worry about and the rest of the OS functions normally [150]. It is also possible as a result of
this to restart a debug process at any time and to attach as execution begins.
In the kernel none of these things are true:






Many threads are executing and performing unrelated tasks at once, it is difficult to
distinguish which thread is doing what.
The whole operating system is in a frozen state whilst debugging the kernel.
There is no protection against causing the operating system to crash when modifying
code in the kernel.
Debugging in the kernel cannot simply be restarted as this will reset the whole operating
system.
It is hard to attach a debugger to a clean state as execution of many applications happen
before this can happen.

All of these considerations must be factored into malware analysis when in the kernel and make
many user mode unpacking assumptions invalid or hard to implement:


The next memory allocation is going to be related to the malware sample being
examined; this can no longer be guaranteed or even be likely.

3. Limitation on Tools:
Most of the tools used for debugging are not available to work on the Windows kernel. Soft ICE
was popular with reverse engineers for many years but ceased development a while ago [151].
This really leaves only one working debugger in Windows Debugger. A number of other tools such
as dumping tools for user mode processes will not work either.
The lab environment cannot be a standalone virtual machine either. In order to perform kernel
debugging on a live machine the host must be configured to perform remote debugging of the
guest using a virtual port.
All these extra tools and extra lab configurations raise the bar for unpacking in the kernel.

Summary:
Transferring the process of user mode unpacking techniques to the kernel is non-trivial and
requires greater operating system knowledge, different techniques and a smaller range of tools.
In general it is likely to be a much more involved and time consuming process.
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5.5. Case Study Four: Manual Unpacking - Unknown and Complex
Packers
This case study builds on the previous one looking at manual unpacking. This time though the
malware files being examined are real world samples packed with unknown packers, giving a
more realistic view of unpacking from and security analyst’s perspective.

5.5.1. Aim of Case Study
My aims for this case study are:




Given no knowledge of the packer but knowledge of the sample and a wide range of
packer research; to be able successfully unpack a handful of samples.
o How do the techniques of unpacking differ when the packer is not known?
o Were there protections used in these packers and how could these be overcome?
o Were the import tables recoverable and how, if not what caused the problem
reconstructing them?
Based on practical unpacking techniques used so far and research undertaken; attempt to
successfully unpack a handful of packed kernel malware.
o How do techniques of unpacking differ when operating in the kernel?
o What are the differences in packer protections in kernel malware and can these
be overcome?
o Is it possible to fully unpack the samples, if not what caused the problems with
unpacking?

5.5.2. Plan of Execution
The unpacking of the samples will take place in a specially configured malware lab. Details of this
configuration are included in Appendix I.
I selected the following samples to unpack:






Two Shylock samples used in case study two
The user mode loader of Sinowal
The kernel mode component of Sinowal, Mebroot
The user mode loader of Rustock
The kernel mode component of Rustock

My justification for selecting more than one sample of Shylock is so that I can verify my packing
methodology and identify whether the same technique will likely work across samples.
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My justification for selecting two kernel mode samples is to have an alternative sample if I get
stuck and cannot fully unpack one of the samples.
My justification for unpacking the user mode loaders is to directly compare the complexities in
unpacking user and kernel mode samples from the same campaigns.
I will determine a sample as fully unpacked based on the following:





Visible strings within the sample
Lower entropy than the original sample
Good proportion of the file successfully disassembled by IDA.
Good number of functions listed in IDA function tab.

Limitations:
This case study is limited in its scope and is not supposed to show case how to unpack all samples
that may be encountered by security analysts. Instead it aims to illustrate the difficulties
encountered unpacking samples with unknown packers and complex unpacking scenarios. The
limitations are:





Since this case study is based on manual unpacking it is unlikely that protection
techniques that do not target this process, such as anti-emulation, will be observed. That
does not mean they are not present though.
The number and variety of packed samples to be unpacked is fairly small and may not
showcase a large number of the protection mechanisms researched.
The samples being investigated are known to be complex and thus the time limits placed
on this project may prevent these being completely unpacked.

5.5.3. Results
A brief outline of the process followed for each sample is detailed below. For full documentation
of the unpacking process for each sample see Appendix K.
1. Shylock samples:
 Both Exeinfo and PEID did not recognise the packer used on either of the Shylock
samples. PEID does identify the code as potentially packed in both cases.
 Of the two unpacking techniques used in the previous case study; using breakpoints on
memory allocation and memory protection seemed the best option. It was not possible to
know before unpacking, what APIs the malware may use early in its execution, so the
other technique was not suitable.
 There were no protection mechanisms observed in the first sample; in the second sample
the only protection mechanism was the use of an exception handling routine to detect
the debugger. This was overcome by adding the exception to the list to pass through to
the program.
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Packers used on both samples are likely the same and both used two layers. The first
layer was an unknown packer and the second layer was UPX.
It was not possible to rebuild the import table as the unpacked malware ran out of an
injected memory section. There was very few imports observed in the debugger and it
looks as if Shylock dynamically loads APIs as it needs them.

Figure 5-14: Unpacking Steps for Shylock

2. Mebroot Loader:
 Both Exeinfo and PEID show the Mebroot loader as being unpacked. Opening it in IDA
shows most code disassembles and a number of API calls, however on further inspection
these seem to be fake calls to fool anti-virus.
 Using breakpoints on memory allocation and memory protection has been the most
successful technique so it made sense to reuse it here.
 There were no anti-analysis protections observed.
 It was not possible to rebuild the import table as the unpacked malware ran out of an
injected memory section. However I was able to write a small script that took the output
from Ollydbg analysis and labelled the function pointers in the memory dump.
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I reverse engineered the sample to understand the process the loader uses to install the
rootkit:
o It makes a request to download the Mebroot rootkit.
o The rootkit is downloaded as an encrypted file
o The loader decrypts this format and attempts to write to file to the physical disk
and modify the MBR.
o It then reboots the system
o Post reboot the rootkit becomes live.
Unfortunately the command and control server operated by the malware operators was
no longer live, so the Mebroot rootkit had to be manually acquired for analysis.

3. Mebroot Rootkit:
 Exeinfo and PEID identify this as a driver but do not identify the fact it is packed. IDA shows a
large section of the file that it cannot disassemble and there are a suspiciously small number
of imports.
 The first problem encountered was the inability to load the root kit. Research shows that the
normal driver loading process is not adhered to [152]. The driver must be called by the boot
kit element with a specific set of arguments and this would only be possible if it was run by
the loader.
 The first attempt to unpack the rootkit was done based on research from kernelmode.info
[153]. The research contained:
o An infected MBR.
o The bootkit code used to hook the loader
o The packed Mebroot driver.
o A tool developed by the author to identify which physical sector of the disk to place
the files on.
Placing the files on disk with a hex editor failed and caused the machine to fail to boot.
 The second attempt to unpack the rootkit was done based on research from Woodmann.com
[154]. Here an executable had been developed that contains:
o The original driver represented as assembly
o The embedded packed rootkit as binary data
 Code to emulate all kernel mode API calls
The aim of the code is to execute the driver assembly and emulate calls to the kernel so it can
run in a user process. Unfortunately I was unable to get the code to compile correctly.
 The Woodmann.com research contained a decrypted driver that I used to examine the
Mebroot code obfuscation described in the Symantec Presentation on Mebroot Obfuscation
[155]:
o Spaghetti code made up of inserting jumps into functions to make disassembly
difficult to read.
o State machine obfuscation; splitting up of a function into blocks and utilising a
dynamically updated variable to decide which block is executed next.
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In both cases I was unable to deobfuscate this code; in the case of the Spaghetti code this
would have required an IDA Python script and in the cases of the state machine code,
dynamic analysis would have been required.

Figure 5-15: Mebroot State Machine Obfuscation Example

4. Rustock Loader:
 Exeinfo and PEID did not identify the packer that was used. PEID does identify the code as
potentially packed.
 Using breakpoints on memory allocation and memory protection has been the most
successful technique so it made sense to reuse it here.
 The only anti-analysis protections observed were the use of exceptions to detect the
debugger. These were defeated by setting the debugger to pass all exceptions to the
application.
 The packing of this sample was two layers deep.
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No import reconstruction was required as the imports were preserved in the unpacked
file.
I reverse engineered the sample to understand the process the loader uses to install the
rootkit:
o Beacons to its command and control server and downloads the packed driver.
o Writes the driver to the default Windows driver directory.
o Attempt to gain administrative privileges if not already running with them and
execute the driver as a service.
Unfortunately the command and control server was no longer in operation so the rootkit
had to be acquired manually.

Figure 5-16 Rustock Loader Installing Driver as a Service

5. Rustock Rootkit:
 Exeinfo and PEID do not recognise the packer used but identify the file as a driver. High
entropy in PEID suggests that the file is packed.
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Since the driver is loaded in the normal way it is possible to install the driver and set a
breakpoint at an offset in the driver loader routine in the kernel using Windows
Debugger.
The technique of setting breakpoints on memory allocation and protection calls does not
translate for use in the kernel. Memory allocations occur too frequently and with no
process isolation many threads can be allocating memory at once.
I had to analyse the disassembly of the driver in IDA to decide where to place breakpoint.
Using this method I was able to catch the transfer of execution to a newly unpacked
section and dumped the file using Windbg.
Layer two was complex and utilised code obfuscation:
o Code was broken up into many functions that did not link to each other.
o Return pointers were modified to dynamically generate jumps to new sections.
o Jumps were also calculated as dynamic variables.
I was unable to develop code to deobfuscate this due to time constraints.
I continued to analyse the sample using the Windows debugger but access violations
occurred that I could not get the driver to handle and the operating system crashed. This
is was a result of anti-debugger protection; I could not find it in the code due to the
aforementioned code obfuscation.
I did not reach the third layer but research by ESET revealed it would have contained the
following protections [156]:
o Checks for both hardware and software breakpoints on API calls.
o Parsing export tables to dynamically load its imports without the use of strings.
o Using memory checksums to look for code modification.
o Encrypted sections based on a key generated by the initial loader, which would
have required brute forcing.
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Figure 5-17: Debugging Rustock with Windbg

5.5.4. Analysis
Analysis of the samples unpacked reveals the following:







None of the packers used on the samples were identified with signatures, some did not
even show up as being packed.
One of the samples showcased an alternative technique for evading detection, using fake
API calls and junk code that disassembles correctly. This would likely prevent packed file
heuristics from triggering on this sample.
Not knowing the underlying sample impacted on the techniques that could be used from
the previous case study, unpacking using the early malware API calls was not a valid
option as these calls were unknown beforehand.
As with the previous case study the most effective technique for unpacking user mode
malware was the use of breakpoints on memory allocation and protection routines.
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The lack of process isolation, complexity of API calls and limitation on tools made
unpacking more complex and techniques for unpacking user mode malware were
ineffective against unpacking malware in the kernel.
Kernel malware unpacking requires more innovative methods to unpack and more static
code analysis is needed to understand the code that is running better, unlike in user
mode where the operating system can be utilised to aid the process.
Code obfuscation was the most complex protection to overcome. It required the most
time and effort in development of code to automate the process of deobfuscation. In
boot rootkits failure to complete unpacking was largely down to being unable to
overcome the code obfuscation in the allotted time.
Code obfuscation used in conjunction with other protection mechanisms such as antidebugging prevents being able to identify and mitigate those protection mechanisms.

5.5.5. Conclusions
Given no knowledge of the packers and knowledge only of the malware family it was possible to
unpack all user mode samples. The techniques were not transferable to unpacking samples in the
kernel and I failed to complete the unpacking of the two rootkits. In reference to the aims of this
case study:









Without knowledge of the unpacked malware code, only one of the two techniques used
in the previous case study could be used for unpacking the user mode samples.
Protections were hardly used in the user mode samples, when they were they were
overcome easily with debugger plugins and by changing default debugger settings.
The import tables could not be reconstructed for the user mode samples using any
available tools. I developed a script for one of the samples to demonstrate the effort
required. It would have taken too long to replicate this for all samples.
Unpacking in the kernel involved more static analysis, more knowledge of the operating
system and a greater skill level.
The same protections are used in the kernel; anti-debugging and code obfuscation was
observed. However they are more difficult to overcome and cannot be bypassed so
easily.
I was unable to fully unpack either of the two kernel mode samples. The main issues were
overcoming the code obfuscation and being able to isolate the executing code in the
debugger to only that associated with the malware I was debugging.

Protection mechanisms barely featured in the user mode samples tested and appeared to favour
simple packer techniques. The user mode samples could be manually unpacked as easily as when
the packers were known. I do not feel these would cause a problem for security analysts
performing manual analysis.
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In contrast he kernel mode samples featured a number of complex protection mechanisms and
combined with the difficulty of analysing these in the kernel, demonstrated a complexity that
would require a high level of skill and significant amount of time to overcome.
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6. Future Trends in Malware Packing
and Obfuscation
The scope of my research has focused on the effect of packers on malware executables deployed
to Windows machines. Before concluding this report this section takes a look at what trends exist
in other forms of packed malware and whether these correlate to what has been observed for
Windows executables.

6.1. Java Script
There is no avoiding Java Script on the internet today; it drives interactive web applications and
the associated frameworks used by the majority of web hosters online. However it gives attackers
an avenue for the execution of their malicious code on all client machines browsing the web
[161]. It is no secret that Java script has become a major delivery mechanism for other malware
and so a subject of interest for security vendors. As with Windows malware it has developed the
need to evade detection. Java script is popular as it is able to achieve this through polymorphic
code obfuscation, similar to that used by executable files. This makes static signature techniques
against it as an attack vector almost obsolete.
Java script can be used in multiple aspects of a malware attack:







Web page redirection; a legitimate website can be compromised and have malicious java
script appended to its pages. The script is used to redirect users without their knowledge
to pages to enable exploitation and malware deployment.
Exploitation; exploit kits or pages containing browser exploits can be loaded with Java
script to survey the browser for exploitable plugins or compromise the browser to gain
execution on the client machine.
Within file objects; some file types allow the execution of Java script that can be used for
exploitation the same way as in the web browser.
Injected malicious scripts; malware already running on a compromised machine may
inject malicious java scripts into browsers to harvest extra credentials.

A diagram of how Java Script can be utilised at multiple steps within a malware attack is included
below:
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Figure 6-1: How Java Script can be used in a Malware Attack
Java Script utilises a number of the methods that a Windows Executable packer uses to evade
both automated detection and to complicate manual analysis. Since Java Script is a plaintext
language more effort must go into making it less human readable, compiled X86 code in
executables that already has a layer of indirection and minor obfuscation applied by the compiler.
Some of the techniques used in Java script obfuscation are [161]:









Minification; removing white space and making variable names and functions names as
unreadable as possible. For example renaming the function “decodeStream()” to “sdaa()”
String obfuscation; many methods exist here including splitting words up and
concatenating them back together at a later stage, character substitution, character
encoding or simple encryption schemes.
Environmental requirements; such as needing the Document Object Model or DOM of
the browser, preventing execution working correctly outside of the designated
environment.
Anti-emulation techniques; as with the Windows Executable equivalent, Java Script can
break emulators making calls not recognised by the emulator or simply executing longer
than the emulators time window.
Exception handling; as with executable packers the use of exceptions can complicate
manual analysis when used to control the flow of execution.
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Those in the game of deploying malware are able to call upon similar techniques for Java script to
those used in Windows executable packers. There is clear evidence that these are actively being
implemented in real world examples. The Blackhole Exploit kit, a very popular delivery
mechanism used by cyber criminals implements these techniques to both evade detection of its
exploits and to redirect unsuspecting users from compromised web sites. Attribution of the
success of kits like Blackhole comes down to their ability to obfuscate their payloads to evade
detection.
Security vendors are also tackling the problem using similar techniques to those employed against
packed executables.



Generic unpacking and emulation techniques are being used to overcome the problem
created by polymorphic scripts [161].
Tools are being developed and articles written to aid in the analysis of this obfuscated
code.

Kahusecurity.com regularly blogs about this topic, including how to overcome common exploit
kits and has posted a documented tutorial on overcoming obfuscated Java script [163]. This blog
also hosts a number of tools, such as Revelo, to aid in the analysis of this Java Script by enabling
code to run in a sandbox or apply deobfuscation algorithms to overcome common obfuscation
techniques.
Summary:
Java script packing and obfuscation are not a future trend as much as a present problem.
However as web applications and the internet are expanding and the diversity of operating
systems in use grows it is likely the use of packed Java script will increase and may even over take
that of Windows executables.
Java script packing is following the same trends both in its development and the tackling of the
problem. As with executables legitimate software protection is also using it to protect intellectual
property, introducing the same cycle of problems with malware identification relying on
successful unpacking.
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6.2.

File Format Objects

Not all malware delivery mechanisms rely solely on Java script, there are a plethora of file types
that contain some kind of executable code thus can contain exploits to deliver malware. Two of
the most common in use today are Java files that execute within the Java virtual machine and
Portal Document Format, PDF, files. There are many others including Microsoft Office documents
and Adobe Flash files, but this section will concentrate on Java and PDF.

6.2.1. Java
Java itself is executable code and it can be configured to run through a web browser, making it as
susceptible to attack as Java script. Java has its own byte code and executes within a Java Virtual
Machine which has been a favoured attack vector for exploit kits for some time [164]. The
Contagiodump blog maintains a list of the most popular exploit kits and their associated exploits
and demonstrates how popular Java exploits currently are; with the majority of kits on the market
being made up almost exclusively of Java exploits [165].
Although compiled into byte code Java can, unlike X86 be decompiled back to plaintext Java. Not
surprisingly perpetrators will look to protect their delivery mechanisms and as with Java script
and executable this means using packing and obfuscation techniques. A real world example of
this, already mentioned as a popular exploitation mechanism, is the Blackhole exploit kit. It was
known at one point to employ the Allatori obfuscator to protect its malicious Java exploits [166].
The Allatori web site is also used for commercial Java code obfuscation and claims the following
protections [167]:





Name obfuscation
Flow obfuscation
String encryption
De-compilation protection

As with similar Java script techniques, this obfuscation makes analysis more difficult and static
signaturing near impossible resulting in the same set of practices as Java script and executable
files.

6.2.2. PDF
PDF files are not an executable format but instead enable interactive elements via Java script. PDF
files are a particular favourite attack vector since they can be delivered through a web browser in
a similar fashion to Java exploits or as an email attachment masquerading as a legitimate
document.
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PDF malware utilises the same techniques used by Java script to obscure its payloads
incorporating a number of obfuscation techniques and utilising tools to effectively pack the PDF
executable content to avoid signature detection and complicate analysis. Some techniques in use
are [168]:






Various encoding methods.
Basic data encryption.
Environment specific variables such as the PDF reader version to hinder manual and
automated analysis.
Programmatic techniques such as substitution, concatenation and insertion of garbage
instructions.
Complex naming of variables or functions.

There is little difference between plain Java script and Java script included as part of a PDF except
for the delivery mechanism. Reusing Blackhole as an example demonstrates that the script in the
PDF exploit files uses identical obfuscation techniques to the Java script browser exploits. The
only difference is the encoding used to obscure the malicious shell code [169].

6.2.3. Tackling the Problem in File Objects
The one disadvantage file format objects have over Java script is that like executables they can be
processed in Sandboxes offline. It is more difficult to achieve this with Java script without proper
interaction with the web sites hosting them, but once deployed file format objects can be
collected and assessed the same way as executable files.
I believe automation plays the same role, showcasing the same vulnerabilities, in the detection
and identification of packed Java and PDF malware as it does with executables. Fire Eye’s Hot
Knives through Butter research on anti-automation techniques reveals that many of these files
types must be executed in an automated fashion to overcome obfuscation [170]. In addition it
reveals that many samples implement similar methods to overcome automation as their windows
counterparts:




Using timers to prevent malicious execution before the sandbox times out
Enumerating information about the host to determine if it is a sandbox.
Waiting for human interaction via the keyboard or mouse before executing.

Xinran Wang’s research on an automated Java analysis tool demonstrates how unknown Java
vulnerabilities can be detected by hooking API calls and tracing execution in the Java virtual
Machine [164], techniques that have been previously demonstrated and subsequently defeated
in Windows executables. There are no known protections that prevent this analysis currently but
it is likely malicious actors are already developing mechanisms to subvert these kinds of tools.
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Summary:
File format objects utilise the same techniques for code obfuscation as Java script and Windows
executables. Automation as with executables is providing a good method to aid identification of
this type of malware but whilst less mature than in executable formats there is already some
work in the development of anti-analysis techniques.
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6.3. Mobile
The security model for mobile looks to be a lot more promising than the model observed with
desktop PCs. All applications are signed and stores such as Apples App Store for I-phone [171] and
Androids Google Play [172] vet and test the applications before allowing their distribution.
This is a good thing because as the popularity of mobile expands so too does the opportunity for
malicious actors and their malware. Despite the better security model, it is not perfect and
malware, particularly on Android devices is on the rise. This section will concentrate on malicious
APK files for Android.

6.3.1. Android
An Android APK is basically a packed Java file that runs on the Dalvik Virtual machine instead of
the Java Virtual Machine [173]. This Dalvik form of Java is represented by a DEX file compressed
into an APK format. As with Java, decompilers exist to fully decompile this format into its original
Java code.
The malware market is much less mature on Android than on desktop currently but it is both
expanding and appears to be following the same trends as desktop malware in obfuscation and
packing.
The security products available from vendors are equally much less mature than desktop and
currently appear to be less capable at dealing with code obfuscation. This can be showcased by
research from North Carolina State University on Android Anti Malware against Transformation
attacks [174]. The tests took known malware samples and applied trivial transformations to see
how this affected sample detection.
The following three types of transformation were applied to known Android malware:






Trivial Transformations:
o Repacking; changing the APK container and signing with a new key.
o Disassembling and reassembling; reassembling with a different compiler will
change the checksum and arrangement of the classes.dex file.
Transformation Attacks Detectable By Static Analysis:
o Changing the package name; defeat simple name checks.
o Identifier renaming; changing data types such as classes or variables.
o Data Encryption; encryption of strings or data types.
o Call indirections; breaking functions up into smaller functions.
o Code reordering; rearrangement of functions stored in the file.
o Junk Code Insertion; adding fake data or do nothing functions.
Transformation Attacks Not Detectable by Static Analysis:
o Reflection; Using the Java reflection API to make it difficult to see when a method
is being called
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o

Byte code encryption; Similar to polymorphic code transformation in executables,
by modifying the Dalvik byte code directly.

The findings of these tests showed all studied products were vulnerable to at least some of these
common transformations and that 43% of signatures at the time were based on simple non code
based artefacts such as strings.
These techniques are not just seen in tests and exist within real samples. Samir Mody details
obfuscation techniques in his “Analysis of Android Malware Obfuscation” [175]. It demonstrates
the use of string obfuscation in “Obad.A” malware. Also mentioned are DEX byte code
obfuscations and the use of these in android code packers such as Proguard. Proguard is
advertised as creating compact code, making libraries more difficult to reverse engineer and
utilises the DEX obfuscator DexGuard [176]. This highlights another trend in the correlation
between packers for malicious purposes and those used for legitimate software protection.

Summary:
Android is the least mature market for packed malware both in the techniques demonstrated by
the packers and by the security industry in protecting against them. However immature packed
mobile malware is the same trend appears to hold as with other malware types researched.
Despite a better security model in mobile platforms it does not feel like when it comes to tackling
packed mobile malware that the security industry has learnt much from its Windows executable
experience.
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7. Who is winning the Battle of
Packed Malware Now and going
forward?
So far I have documented the evolution of packers from a malware developers and
security vendor’s perspective. I have demonstrated the trends of packed Windows
executable malware and included a look at future trends involving other malware types.
To finish I will examine if these trends include malware used in targeted attacks and
conclude with the status of packers in today’s malware ecosystem.

7.1. Case Study Five: The Utilisation of Packers in a Targeted
Attack
This case study will investigate whether trends for packing and obfuscation are used in a targeted
attack, looking at a recent widely publicised attack.

7.1.1. Aim of Case Study
My aims for this case study are as follows:


Establish whether a targeted attack utilises packers to evade detection and identification.
o Is there any evidence of any packing or obfuscation techniques being used within
randomly chosen targeted attack samples?
o What types of packing, obfuscation or evasion techniques are being used to
prevent detection of these samples?
o What types of packing, obfuscation or evasion techniques are being used to mask
the identities of these samples?
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7.1.2. Plan of Execution
I have selected the APT1 targeted attack documented by Mandiant [157]. From the digital
appendix I selected eight hashes at random to download from Virus Total to perform this case
study on.

Tests performed on each sample:
 Record basic metadata on the sample including its hash and size.
 Load the file into Exeinfo to see if it is packed with a recognised packer.
 Load the file into PEID to see if it is packed with a recognised packer.
 Record metadata from PEID on:
o Entropy check
o EP check packer heuristic
o Fast check packer heuristic
 Performs strings on the sample to identify plaintext and record the type of information
available e.g. network information, registry keys, format strings etc.
 Open the files in IDA Pro and examine the recognised disassembly, making an estimate
out of 5 on the coverage of disassembly; 0 representing no recognition and 5
representing full disassembly.
 Count the imports and exports in IDA pro.

Limitations:
This is a very basic examination of a small number of samples so there are limitations to what this
test can demonstrate:






Since only one targeted attack set is being tested the result may not be representative
across other targeted attack sets but will provide enough insight into whether a targeted
attack will definitely follow the trends of mass deployment malware.
Samples were selected at random so may not be fully representative of the whole set of
APT1 samples used in the targeted attacks. However I selected enough samples to
suggest a trend.
Each of the individual tests in isolation is not an accurate representation of whether a file
is packed or not. It has already been observed that some of these methods have not
picked up packed samples correctly from earlier tests. Hopefully by combining the tests a
more accurate representation can be gleaned.
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7.1.3. Results
The following samples were selected from the APT1 digital Appendix:









d7aa32b7465f55c368230bb52d52d885
c1393e77773a48b1eea117a302138554
476fea8761a03bef16e322996c2f6666
fefa3638e4d6f2e00b5194ae3fa0c931
001dd76872d80801692ff942308c64e6
bdc5e16aec2c3796fb879a5c260d6ca9
5a728cb9ce56763dccb32b5298d0f050
ec8c89aa5e521572c74e2dd02a4daf78

The following tests were performed on the eight samples available and these are the results.

1. File Metadata:
The table below shows the mappings of file names from Virus total to the associated hashes file
sizes.
MD5
Name
476fea8761a03bef16e322996c2f6666 1b38d04868500ab8941e927a3cbe5b67963828abdfc580b684ceeffba9ea30c1
5a728cb9ce56763dccb32b5298d0f050 3d3da3e3c062b5b73de6dac3cef8a90c4c7eed5622dafdd9a47ea35af9056297
fefa3638e4d6f2e00b5194ae3fa0c931 accf700ca998053f160997f5414392372698f991ae743aee1165a78fe9a370df
ec8c89aa5e521572c74e2dd02a4daf78 b05a74fd472d43ed54416b9de303aa24fe7ad754d0c557fed0c4c007413b5d82
001dd76872d80801692ff942308c64e6 b6bc96ffcbdbf22f908a02b8fe2a392c8e5b8420a120935c2834f0dd5934832e
c1393e77773a48b1eea117a302138554 bb568078e56104edea9b27dfe75759486d975c1253bcbaba11923699af758b80
bdc5e16aec2c3796fb879a5c260d6ca9 c5c86a75f360aab239162d6c6ec8f45dffe26b08a8bd4417c4cd55ce3b00478c
d7aa32b7465f55c368230bb52d52d885 ece1610907c50cdeaf158d0ec13aa8b4aa31a8b831db8d3791da1e35296aa527

Figure 7-1: Table of Metadata Associated with Samples

2. PEID and Exeinfo Signature Results:
The table below shows the output of the results from Exeinfo and PEID based on packer signature
identification.
MD5
476fea8761a03bef16e322996c2f6666
5a728cb9ce56763dccb32b5298d0f050
fefa3638e4d6f2e00b5194ae3fa0c931
ec8c89aa5e521572c74e2dd02a4daf78
001dd76872d80801692ff942308c64e6
c1393e77773a48b1eea117a302138554
bdc5e16aec2c3796fb879a5c260d6ca9
d7aa32b7465f55c368230bb52d52d885

Exeinfo
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed

PEID
No Signature Hits
No Signature Hits
No Signature Hits
No Signature Hits
No Signature Hits
No Signature Hits
No Signature Hits
No Signature Hits

Figure 7-2: Table of Exeinfo and PEID Packer Signature Results
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File Size
121KB
581KB
23.5KB
33.5KB
32KB
24.6KB
11.5KB
9.6KB

3. PEID Scan Results:
The table below shows the output of PEID’s scanner tool for the three types of scans.
MD5
476fea8761a03bef16e322996c2f6666
5a728cb9ce56763dccb32b5298d0f050
fefa3638e4d6f2e00b5194ae3fa0c931
ec8c89aa5e521572c74e2dd02a4daf78
001dd76872d80801692ff942308c64e6
c1393e77773a48b1eea117a302138554
bdc5e16aec2c3796fb879a5c260d6ca9
d7aa32b7465f55c368230bb52d52d885

Entropy
5.9
6.38
6.14
6.25
6.15
5.92
5.92
5.61

EP Check
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed

Fast Check
Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed
Not Packed

Figure 7-3: Table of PEID Scanner Output

4. String Found:
The table below shows the types of plaintext ASCII or Unicode strings visible within the file.
MD5
Description of Recognised Strings
476fea8761a03bef16e322996c2f6666 http, format strings, registry keys
5a728cb9ce56763dccb32b5298d0f050 format strings, library code,
fefa3638e4d6f2e00b5194ae3fa0c931 registry keys, file paths, http
ec8c89aa5e521572c74e2dd02a4daf78 Library code, error codes, fromat strings, http
001dd76872d80801692ff942308c64e6 format strings, http, commands, SQL
c1393e77773a48b1eea117a302138554 format strings, regsitry keys, debug information
bdc5e16aec2c3796fb879a5c260d6ca9 format strings, http
d7aa32b7465f55c368230bb52d52d885 registry, format strings, http, file paths

Figure 7-4: Table of String Types Identified

5. IDA Pro Results:
Information extracted from loading the samples into IDA pro including number of imports,
number of exports and an observation of how well identified the disassembly is on a scale of zero
to five, with five being all recognised and zero being nothing recognised.
MD5
476fea8761a03bef16e322996c2f6666
5a728cb9ce56763dccb32b5298d0f050
fefa3638e4d6f2e00b5194ae3fa0c931
ec8c89aa5e521572c74e2dd02a4daf78
001dd76872d80801692ff942308c64e6
c1393e77773a48b1eea117a302138554
bdc5e16aec2c3796fb879a5c260d6ca9
d7aa32b7465f55c368230bb52d52d885

Coverage
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5

Number Number of
of Imports Exports
76
1
185
4
84
6
63
1
102
1
148
1
59
1
63
1

Figure 7-5: Table of Sample Information from IDA Pro
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7.1.4. Analysis
Analysis of the targeted attack samples conclusively reveal none of the files are packed. I
corroborated these results by examining the files in IDA and found no evidence to the contrary.
It is possible that samples not examined from the target set may have been packed, but through
the random selection of eight samples it is unlikely many if any were. It is equally possible but
very that sophisticated packing was used and obscured using legitimate code however
examination of the files shows this to be very unlikely since it is possible to attribute the malicious
behaviour to the file through examination.
This leads me to believe that the actors behind this attack are likely to have chosen not to use
packing or obfuscation techniques. Judging by the simplicity of the files there are three possible
reasons for this:





The malware is simple to develop with basic capabilities and so could be redeveloped
easily thus a sample can be thrown away once detected and a new one built.
Since these files are being deployed to a small set of machines it is unlikely that security
products will pick them up. If they do their prevalence and simplicity may mean they get
treated as a low priority.
Packed files are more likely to cause heuristic signaturing in security products to fire so
not packing the files may make them appear less malicious.

It is uncertain from this case study what approach is taken in other targeted attacks what it does
highlight is that each one will be more of a thought out approach than used in mass malware
deployment. More focused research is required in this area.

7.1.5. Conclusions
This case study reveals that packing and obfuscation may not be the only answer to preventing
detection and identification. Indeed if the ratio of sample to infected machine is low and the tools
are easy enough to re-engineer the actors may decide unpacked files give them a better chance.
In reference to the aims of this case study:




No packed files were noted in examination of the random APT1 samples.
The developer of the sample set examined chose not to pack the files instead relying on
staying hidden and low prevalence to evade detection.
The developer of the sample set examined chose not to pack the files and did not as far
as I can tell put any thought into preventing identification instead concentrating on
evading detection in the first place.
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7.2. The Current State of Packers and Unpacking
This section pulls together all of the research conducted on packers throughout this report and
concludes with a position on whether the malware developers or security industry is winning the
war on packed malware.

7.2.1. The packer evolution
The process of packing and obfuscating malware has been around for many years and looks to be
around for many more. It has not always been exactly how it is now though and has evolved over
many steps to the complex problem it has become:
















Packers started out as file compressors when disk space was at a premium. These types
of packers simply contained the packed data and an unpacking stub. Virus writers
cottoned on to the fact that his was a good way to avoid file checksums and static
signatures so began using it to hide their malware.
Security vendors realised this was going on and so started developing signatures to
identify the packers and develop the code to unpack them.
Developers of packers started using polymorphic unpacking stubs that regularly changed
to evade these types of packer signatures.
This forced to develop emulators to overcome the problem with polymorphic packing
stubs, signatures could be run against code as it executed. This required analysts to
manually unpack samples to develop detections.
Packers started to integrate anti-analysis protections to prevent debugging and
emulation. Techniques such as code obfuscation were used to prevent detections and
complicate this analysis process.
Security vendors responded to this by developing their own mitigations to these
protection mechanisms and publishing papers on this.
Legitimate software protection schemes were beginning to use these protections to
prevent copyright infringement.
Security vendors could no longer consider a packed file malicious and had to work more
closely with software protection vendors, especially where there tools were too complex
to unpack. Licensing information was used to aid identification of these software
protection tools when they were being used illegitimately.
Complex protection mechanisms were being developed that utilised virtual machine code
obfuscation, converting instruction sets into new sets only understood by the embedded
VM.
Security vendors developed generic unpacking techniques exploiting the use of memory
allocation and protection that packers must use to successfully unpack and execute their
payload.
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Packer techniques were developed to bypass generic unpackers by unpacking small
sections at a time and repacking them when not in use. This also created an anti-dumping
technique.
The number of packed samples increased exponentially forcing security analysts to rely
more and more on automation and dynamic analysis.
Packers and malware developers worked on techniques to thwart automation. Antivirtual machine techniques were developed and more recently sandbox detection
mechanisms. These have led to blacklists for malware developers of known sandbox IPs.
Security analysts implemented innovative techniques such as white lists and reputational
analysis.
o White lists meant only executables listed could run but had limitations due to the
required maintenance for the lists.
o Reputational analysis filled the gap between white and black lists giving users the
ability to make decisions on files based on reputation and giving security analysts
a better way to prioritise their analysis.
Packers and obfuscation was used on more sophisticated rootkits running in the Windows
kernel.
Security analysts needed to develop new techniques to tackle these rootkits and packed
kernel drivers. These kinds of threats required more time and resources to deal with and
quite often a fair amount of code development for tasks such as deobfuscation.
Packing and obfuscation techniques started to be used for other file types; Java script,
Java, PDF Android APK and many others, both for malware and for legitimate software
protection.
Security analysts must now tackle these file types and this can be done using the same
approach as for Windows Executables:
o Using automation through virtualisation to perform dynamic analysis.
o Using emulation in security products to enable the use of static signature
detection during execution.
o Manually unpacking and deobfuscation of files when necessary.
Targeted attacks have emerged that do not used packing techniques instead favouring
evading detection through simplicity and low deployment. This demonstrates that whilst
packing is still an excellent way to evade detection and identification it is not always
necessary.

7.2.2. Critical Analysis of the Packer Problem
I believe packers are very much still a big part of evading detection and preventing identification
in most modern malware. This is demonstrated in the first two case studies that show even now
the impact that packers have on security products. However they are not the only mechanism for
achieving this and the APT1 targeted attack case study shows it is possible to run an undetected
campaign for many years without utilising packing techniques.
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I feel that packing is very much a numbers game. The ability to produce so many packed files has
shaped the security industry into relying on automation to triage malware before it ever gets
manually analysed. There is also a correlation I feel between packing malware so unique files
appear on only a few machines and targeted attacks that deploy to only a few targets. In both
cases exposure is limited to a small number of clients. When embarking on this project I felt that
the biggest challenge for the security industry would be manually unpacking the malware but
now I feel it is more likely deciding which files to unpack and analyse.
It was surprising to discover how few of the protection mechanisms researched were
implemented in the user mode samples analysed in case study three and four. Where there were
protections they were easily defeated by plugins or avoided altogether through innovative
techniques. It became apparent to me that packers would generally implement only the most
appropriate protection they needed. Why implement anti-debugging for example if the file is
unlikely to ever get analysed in a debugger? It seems samples will regularly favour the simple
packers and compressors at scale over complexity in protection.
There are definitely exceptions to this though, as the kernel mode rootkits I attempted and failed
to unpack in case study 4 highlighted. They contained the full range of protection mechanisms in
addition to the complexity of running in the kernel. I believe the thought process behind these
types of malware is to ensure enough protection is provided that they remain undiscovered and
once discovered unanalysed for the longest period of time. To some extent this makes sense but
in my opinion once detected, although difficult and time consuming to analyse, these samples will
go straight to the top of an analyst’s priority list as they stand out as being interesting. Whilst
protections and complexity slow them down a determined reverse engineer will eventually win as
Symantec's research on Mebroot [158] and ESET's research on Rustock [159] shows.
A big problem for the security industry that I did not anticipate before this research was the use
of packers for legitimate software and copyright protection tools. It was always an assumption
that it was fairly trivial to detect a packer based on heuristics and block files based on this.
However this is not the case and the security industry have had to work with the commercial
software developers to utilise licensing in their files to help identify non malicious packing,
although I am uncertain how successful this has been and is still likely to be a work in progress.
From what I have researched use of packing in Windows Executables is being replicated in many
other types of files where malware is present. The use of packing and obfuscation can be clearly
seen in malicious Java script, Java files being used to deploy exploits and more recently Android
Mobile applications. Not only are the same techniques being used by the malware authors but I
believe the security industry is using the same tools, techniques and procedures to tackle the
problem.
I feel the security industry has always seemed to be just behind the curve on packers. I think they
have done excellent work in overcoming packer protection mechanisms, developing generic
unpackers, implementing automated sandboxes and using innovative techniques such as
whitelists and reputational analysis to assess files. However it seems the industry has been forced
into most of these situations and is always one step behind. They rely on different prioritisation
approaches based on the aims of the individual companies but ultimately lack the resource
required to properly detect, identify and analyse today’s wealth of samples.
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7.2.3. Overall Conclusions
If the determination of who is winning the battle on packers was to be based on their exponential
growth over recent years then this would certainly be the malware developers. However it must
be considered that although the number of packed files has increased the impact of the malware
has not. Take for example the Code Red Worm in 2001 [160]; it was developed by a single author
and infected millions of machines. Now compare this to Shylock, examined in this report, which
has a much lower penetration and likely required much more resource to maintain, deploy and
develop. So the resource required by the malware developers has increased without gaining
benefit, surely a victory for the security industry? Not really since the resource required by the
security industry has also increased in line with demand over the years. Neither of these
measures is really very accurate at determining a victor in this battle.
Instead let’s consider the goals that each are trying to achieve through using packers or defending
against them.




The malware author looks to achieve their goal; this may be financial theft, intellectual
property theft or some other purpose. Packers are one of the primary techniques for
preventing detection and removal before this goal is met.
The security industry looks to protect its customers from the impact of malware through
detection, identification and mitigation. Mainly they look to prevent the malware achieving
its purpose.

So for the security industry to win they must achieve their goal and protect their customers.
Unfortunately they quite often fail and we hear of many breaches and probably don’t hear about
the many more that occur. Meanwhile the malware author needs only to bypass the security
products long enough to achieve their purpose. Packing plays a large part in this; whether it is
flooding the industry with more samples than they can properly analyse, preventing analysis via
complex protection mechanisms and kernel mode rootkits or capitalising on the prioritisation
based on prevalence for a targeted attack.
For this reason and for the security industry consistently being on the back foot throughout I
believe that the malware authors are winning the battle of packed malware and that this is likely
to continue into the foreseeable future.
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8.2. Additional Sources
Details of all additional sources with the aspects of the research that they contributed to:
Michael Sikorski and Andrew Honig, Practical Malware Analysis, ISBN-13: 978-1593272906:





Initial motivation for the project based on the associated Mandiant training, Advanced
Malware Reverse Engineering.
Good all round overview of reverse engineering malware both statically and dynamically.
Information on tactics, techniques and procedures used by different types of malware
and how an analyst can attempt to combat these.
More advanced techniques required in malware analysis

Eldad Eilam, Reversing: Secrets of Reverse Engineering, ISBN-13: 978-0764574818:




Overview of the process of reverse engineering at a wider level than just malware
analysis.
Understanding the complexities of disassembly and working with X86 instructions.
Understanding the subtleties between legitimate software protection and malicious
packers and how to tackle these problems.

Michael Ligh, Steven Adair, Blake Hartstein and Matthew Richard, Malware Analysts Cookbook,
ISBN-13: 978-0470613030:



Practical hands on experiments to understand the facets of dynamic and static reverse
engineering.
Aspects of more complex aspects of malware analysis such as debugging and code
disassembly especially good insight into the development of scripts and tools to aid in the
reverse engineering process.
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A good source of practical information on tools and techniques required for both
rebuilding import tables and examining malware in memory dumps not covered
elsewhere.

Mark E. Russinovich, David A. Solomon and Alex Ionescu, Windows Internals 5th Edition, ISBN-13:
978-0735625303:





Understanding of the Windows operating system model including keys aspects such as
the user mode and kernel mode, key windows objects and important facets such as
memory management.
A fundamental reference point for key operating system internals such as how drivers
work, how threads are loaded and how processes are managed.
Useful for detailed insights into working within the Windows Kernel.

Jeffrey Richter and Christophe Nasarre, Windows via C/C++ 5th Edition, ISBN-13: 978-0735663770



A detailed guide to the subtleties of developing code for Windows including all the type
definitions, structures, objects and API calls.
A detailed insight into the ways that the Windows API is utilised in a real application.

Microsoft, Microsoft Developer Network, http://msdn.microsoft.com/library:



A good reference for Windows API calls, the arguments associated with them and what
they are used to achieve.
Links to associated structures for API calls and other similar API’s and how they differ.

Intel, Intel 64 and IA-32 Architectures Software Developers Manual, Published February 2014,
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/64-ia-32-architecturessoftware-developer-manual-325462.html:



A good reference for X86 instructions encountered when reverse engineering samples
Enabled a detailed understanding of the use of registers, opcodes and operands based on
the execution of particular instructions.
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9. Appendices
Information that was used in the generation of the report of the following types is
included in this appendix
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Case study and practical Configurations
Full copies of results for case studies
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Appendix H – Defeating Protection Mechanisms Used in Packers
Appendix I – Lab Configuration for Case Study 3 and 4
Appendix J – Case Study 3 Manual Unpacking of Known Packers
Appendix K – Case Study 4 Manual Unpacking of Unknown and Complex Packers
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9.1. Appendix A – Protection Mechanisms Used in Packers
This Appendix contains the detailed technical descriptions of the protection and anti-analysis
techniques used by packers and obfuscators.

9.1.1. Anti-Dumping Techniques
One technique for avoiding the need to unpack a file is to wait until the sample is unpacked in
memory and dump that memory section. A number of tools exist to enable this during manual
analysis including ProcDump [31] and LordPE [32]. However developers of packers and protectors
have long known about this and many offer protection mechanisms against these memory
dumping techniques.

Figure 9-A-1: An Example of LordPE in Use
A number of these mechanisms are detailed in the Pete Ferrie series on Unpacker Tricks and are
detailed below.
1. SizeOfImage
The packer can change the size of image option once the code is running [33]. Within the Process
Environment Block (PEB) there is a structure at offset 0xc that contains the PEB Loader data. At
offset 0xc of this data structure is a list of all the loaded modules within this process including
their sizes. A process dumper would use this size to determine how much memory to dump so
the packer modifies this to zero or an invalid value.
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Figure 9-A-2: SizeOfImage and Structures in Windows Debugger

2. Erasing the PE Header:
A Portable Executable file contains many important pieces of information that can be used to
make sense of the code, erasing this information can prevent process dumping tools from being
able to target the correct sections of memory and sizes as well as causing issues in gathering the
information required to rebuild import tables [33].

3. Nanomites:
These are more advanced mechanisms used by protectors such as Armadillo and utilise two
processes [33]. The main process runs as debugee of this process and has its code branches
replaced with INT 3 instructions that represent software breakpoints. When the breakpoint is hit
the first process catches the exception as the debugger and looks up the branch address. If the
CPU flags match those stored in its table then the branch is taken, if not the branch is skipped by
looking up the size. Dumping this process will leave un-associated code blocks with no flow of
code direction between them and would be nearly impossible for a reverse engineer to
comprehend functionality.

4. Stolen Bytes:
Memory will be dynamically allocated by the unpacker where selected blocks of code will then be
relocated. The first byte will be replaced by an unconditional jump to the new block of code in
dynamic memory the rest will be zeroed out. In the new location in dynamic memory second non
conditional jump will be appended to bring the code back to the next sequence of opcode’s [33].
If the process memory is now dumped large chunks of code will be missing and cannot be
analysed. ASProtect that was examined earlier is one of the known packers that utilises this
technique.
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5. Guard Pages:
A guard page can be set on a block of memory so that as soon as that memory is accessed an
EXCEPTION_GUARD_PAGE is raised [33]. This exception can then be handled with a handler and
can enable on the fly decryption of code blocks as they are needed. Two packers are known to do
this: Shrinker does it by hooking the KiUserExceptionDispathcer API function and searching for
the EXCEPTION_GUARD_PAGE exception and handling this if it comes through to decrypt the
section being accessed. Armadillo also does this but utilises two processes with one acting as a
debugger to the other as before. It would be possible to make a check as each exception is raised
that previous blocks have been re-encrypted by checking all previous blocks and re-enabling the
guard page, this way only two blocks at time would be decrypted in memory at once, thwarting
any attempts to unpack the files by dumping memory.

6. Virtual Machines:
Already covered in a previous section of this report but by far the most sophisticated method of
anti-dumping is the utilisation of virtual machine code obfuscation. The original assembly code is
never decoded in memory instead all actions are performed based upon the new VM code.
Further obfuscations can be applied to virtual machine interpreter or even the VM code.
VMProtect and Thermida both previously mentioned utilise variations of this virtual code
obfuscation technique.

9.1.2. Anti-Debugging Techniques
The previous section covered a range of mechanisms to thwart the dumping of process memory.
However dumping of memory in this way always enables the packer code to run first and thus
puts the reverse engineer on the back foot. A much better method for dynamically unpacking a
packed executable is to use a debugger such as Ollydbg [34], Immunity Debugger [35] or
Windows Debugger [36], with debuggers such as SoftIce being very popular at one point but is no
longer available. If the program is started by the debugger the analyst can set breakpoints and
make modification before any code is executed thus giving much greater control and finer scope
of access as a dump can be made down to the instruction level, enabling a dump to be performed
on the Original Entry Point (OEP). Of course the developers of packers know this and so there is a
great wealth of techniques to thwart the use of debuggers, too many to include comprehensively
in this report, so the most common and well known mechanisms will be covered below.

1. Using the API:
There are a number of Windows API calls that a packer can use to determine whether or not is
running in a debugged environment such as [37]:
IsDebuggerPresent(): This call returns a value from the PEB to identify whether a debugger has
been attached to the process, it will return 0 if the process is not being debugged.
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CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent():
This call is identical to IsDebuggerPresent except that can
check other processes in addition to its own process.
NtQueryInformationProcess(): This is a complex native API that can recall many classes of
information some of which are undocumented. In order to retrieve the correct class of
information about the process the second parameter be used to determine this.
Passing the value 0x7, which represents Assembly Access to PEB BeingDebugged flag, will return
the port number of the debugger port if the process is being debugged or 0 if it is not.
Passing the value of 0x1e, which represents the ProcessDebugObjectHandle class, will return the
handle to a debug object if one exists. When debugging a process a debug object is created and
associated handle created so if a non-null value is returned a debugger must be present.
Finally passing the value of 0x1f, which represents the ProcessDebugFlags class, will return a true
or false answer. True represents that no debugger is present, false that a debugger is attached.
The result is extracted from the inverse of the value stored in the EPROCESS structure field
NoDebugInherit.

2. Manually checking offsets in structures:
In most cases the Windows API’s used above automate the extraction of flags or values stored in
process related structures that identify the presence of a debugger. An alternative to using an API
can be to locate and compare values in the structures manually and a number of packers utilise
these techniques [37]:
BeingDebugged Flag: All processes contain a PEB structure that defines specific information
about that process that the operating system requires. Within this structure at offset 0x2 is a flag
to determine if the process is being debugged, 0 means it isn’t 1 means it is. The figure below
shows this structure.

Figure 9-A-3: BeingDebugged flag in the PEB
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The PEB itself can be accessed using the assembly short hand fs:[30h], the following code shows
how this accessing and checking this flag may look in assembly.

Figure 9-A-4: Assembly Access to PEB BeingDebugged flag
ProcessHeap Flags [38]: The address of the first heap allocated by the loader is stored in the PEB.
This heap contains a header with detailed information required by the kernel including whether
the heap was allocated using a debugger.
The first location for this information is the ForcedFlags field and represents the setting for the
next heap to be allocated. The default value is 0 and differing values may mean the process is
being debugged. The location of the ForcedFlag varies based on operating system; Windows XP it
is at offset 0x10, in Windows 7 it is at offset 0x44.
The second location within this header for this information is the Flags field and represents the
current heap allocation. The default value if 2 and any differentiation in this value may mean the
process is being debugged. The location of Flags varies based on operating system; Windows XP it
is at 0xc, in Windows 7 it is at offset 0x40.

Figure 9-A-5: Flags and ForcedFlags in Windbg
NtGlobalFlag [37]:
When a process is created by a debugger it configures itself
slightly differently this includes the way in which it allocates its heaps. These settings are stored
at offset 0x68 of the PEB as the NtGlobalFlag.
If the value stored at this offset is 0x70 it must be made of the following three constants;
FLG_HEAP_ENABLE_TAIL_CHECK (0x10) | FLG_HEAP_ENABLE_FREE_CHECK (0x20) |
FLG_HEAP_VALIDATE_PARAMETERS (0x40), these are the heap settings required for debugging. If
a packer makes this check and discovers this value it can determine that it is running in a
debugger.
When making this check it is important not to assume that other flags have not been set in
NtGlobalFlag, in particular if a process is attached to after it has been loaded other flags are likely
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to be set [38]. Execryptor makes this is mistake and performs a hard check against the value 0x70,
instead to avoid missing this and other possible exceptions to the flag configuration a check
should be made using a logical AND for the existence of these three flags, and the value 0x70
whilst ignoring any other values.

Figure 9-A-6: Assembly Access to PEB NtGlobalFlag

3. Identifying Debugger Behaviour [37]:
There are a number of aspects about the way a debugger behaves that can be detected by a
packer and enable a change in the flow of execution as a result. Some of the behaviours that can
be detected are as follows:
Breakpoint Scanning: Debuggers rely on breakpoints in order to control where within the code
execution is halted in order to examine it in greater detail. This can be done utilising software or
hardware breakpoints and both operate differently. A packer looking to identify when it is being
debugged can exploit both of these breakpoint methods.
Software breakpoints rely upon the INT 3 assembly instruction, represented by the opcode 0xcc.
When you place a software breakpoint on a section of code it will take a copy of the underlying
code and store it within the debugger with a reference to its address, it will then replace it with
an INT 3 instruction. When the application is allowed to run and hits this interrupt, the first
chance to handle it will be given to the debugger that will then put back the original byte and
enable you to resume single stepping or running the application. This can be exploited by
searching for 0xcc through blocks of code that the packer knows should not contain any 0xcc
bytes and used to detect debugging.
Hardware breakpoints do not make any modifications to the running code to enable breaking.
Instead they use the four debug registers in the processer, DR0, DR1, DR2 and DR3. Only four
hardware breakpoints can be stored at any one time. Each register will then hold an address
where the hardware breakpoint is set and so will halt execution once that address is reached [38].
A packer can exploit this behaviour by causing an exception and handling that exception, during
the process of handling an exception a thread context is passed to the handler. This context will
contain all CPU registers, including these four debugger registers, which can then easily by
checked by the handler to identify a debugger.
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Figure 9-A-7: Assembly for Detecting Hardware Breakpoints

Checksums:
Another method that can be used to test for code modifications by a
debugger such as software breakpoints or patched instructions is to perform checksums over
important code sections [37]. Checksum algorithms such as Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) can
be used to check the code had not been modified from its original state.
Timing Checks:
When debugging code, particularly when single stepping or advancing
slowly the speed of execution is significantly slower than the code would normally run at. This is
easily detected by the running code [37]. Taking a time stamp before and after significant
operations or before and after an exception are good ways to determine whether and application
is being debugged.
There are a number of ways to determine timing checks. The x86 instruction RDTSC can be used
to get a current timestamp from the CPU. The Windows API calls QueryPerformanceCounter and
GetTickCount will both return a timestamp. When used twice a comparison can be made
between the two and a predetermined amount of time can be set as a threshold of maximum
allowed time, if this is exceeded a debugger is believed to be present, although this could also be
down to a CPU with high processor utilisation.
Interfering With Debugger Functionality:
When using a debugger to perform reverse engineering tasks a number of assumptions can be
made of the debugger by the analyst. Protection mechanisms within a packer can exploit these
assumptions.
TLS Call backs:
One of the major benefits of using a debugger over simply dumping
process memory that was highlighted earlier in this report was the ability to start analysis before
any code is executed. However this is not necessarily the case as most debuggers start at the
code’s entry point and code can be executed before this using a Thread Local Storage (TLS) call
back object.
TLS Objects support initialisation code that can be run as soon as the primary thread is initialised
and before the debugger is allocated control [37]. Typically these will be stored in the PE header
as .TLS section and are rare in legitimate applications so do tend to stand out. Code launched by
TLS can detect a debugger is present and set a global variable that can lead you down a false code
execution path before giving the analyst control.
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Exceptions:
As part of the debugging process it is usual for the debugger to pass the
exceptions from the debugee application. This is a known assumption that packers can exploit if
the debuggers do not correctly pass through the exceptions. As mentioned earlier timing checks
can be used to see if these exceptions are passed straight to the program or intercepted by the
debugger [37]. The application can also use these exceptions to transfer the flow of execution so
if they get intercepted it may be impossible to continue dynamic analysis [38].
Inserting Interrupts:
Similar to the way debuggers are assumed to handle exceptions,
interrupts to can be used to mess up analysis. Code can for example contain numerous INT 3
opcode’s, if the debugger does not differentiate between the programs own software
breakpoints and ones that the application has inserted or does not have a way to handle
interrupts generated by the application this can cause the debugger to repeatedly break as if a
breakpoint had been set [37]. There are variations on this; one that inserts INT 2D instructions
that target kernel debuggers, one that targets single step instructions using the In-Circuit
Emulator (ICE) ICEBP instruction. If single stepping when encountering an ICE instruction the
debugger will fail to execute the applications exception handler and will confuse it with the
debuggers command to take a step.

4. Process and Thread Tricks:
The wealth of information available from the operating system on running processes and threads
enable packers to detect the use of debuggers in a number of ways.
Self-Execution:
The simplest way to avoid a debugger is to create another copy of the
executing application as a new child process. This process will be outside of the control of the
debugger and the two processes can synchronise with each other using a mutex and the
WaitForSingleObject API [38]. This can be repeated a number of times and can include
termination of earlier processes.
To further complicate things the malware can transfer execution using process hollowing. Process
hollowing creates a suspended process that you cannot attach a debugger to as the PEB
initialisation is not complete [39]. This method of self-execution takes the following steps [40]:








Create a legitimate process such as “svchost.exe” with the CREATE_SUSPENDED flag set.
Read the data from the file of the currently executing process into a buffer.
Use the NtUnmapViewOfSection to remove all the sections of the legitimate process
image.
Using a combination of OpenProcess and VirtualAllocEx set the unmapped sections to
read, write and execute.
Copy the read buffer into the hollowed process memory section at a time using
WriteProcessMemory.
Use SetThreadContext API to set the start address for the first thread to the entry point of
the injected executable.
Resume the thread to begin the transferred execution.
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Figure 9-A-8: Diagram of Hollow Process Execution Transfer

As mentioned in the anti-dumping section previously the final way packer can use this method is
when creating the process to actually debug the process. This also prevents a debugger from
being detached as one already is and enables the flow of execution to be controlled by passing
exceptions to its debugging parent process to complicate analysis [38].
Name Checks [38]:
When running a packer can identify the parent process that
launched it. If this was a used interacting with the executable, the parent process would be
explorer.exe, however if being run by a debugger it will not. This can be done by using the
Windows API functions CreateToolhelp32Snapshot and then enumerating the running processes
with Process32First and Process32Next, to find the process ID of Explorer.exe and it to the
current processes parent ID.
Another method is to look for the names of known debuggers or security software tools used for
examining malicious files. Again the CreateTool32Snapshot, Process32First and Process32Next
API calls can be used to perform this enumeration checking process names or the
NtQueryInformationProcess with the ProcessBasicInformationClass can be used to the same
effect. This technique relies on knowing the Window name of the debugger or security
application being used and also leaves fairly obvious strings within the packer, although it is
obviously possible to obfuscate these.
Threads [38]:
Threads can also be utilised by packers as most debuggers do not handle
threads well and you may only single step through one thread of execution at a time. This has the
effect, in combination with some of the other techniques such as checking for breakpoints,
checking for running software or doing code checksums, of being able to perform these whilst an
analyst is trying to debug and be none the wise as to how this has happened whilst the program
appears to them to be paused.
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Device Names [38]:
Since most code within packers and security products alike run in
user mode, it is often presumed that the best way to tackle this problem is to write tools that
extend into kernel mode and utilise drivers such as filter drivers. This is in itself a good idea but of
course this process too leaves remnants on the system that can be detected by packers. When a
driver is installed it registers a device name object, code wishing to detect that driver can attempt
to open that device object, and if it is successful it can be presumed that tool exists on the
system, for example \\.\FILEM is the name of the device object for the Sysinternals tool File
Monitor.
There are many more options for anti-debugging, including debugger specific targeting,
vulnerabilities in debuggers and extensions to those mechanisms listed here, new ones are being
discovered all the time and a more comprehensive list exists within the unpacking series of files
on Peter Ferrie’s [41] documentation site http://pferrie.host22.com/papers/.

9.1.3. Anti-Emulation Techniques:
Security products have evolved into complex systems that are aware of the presence of packers
and must do more than simply disassemble the instruction sets used on packed files but actually
emulate the instructions to understand how they are being used and ideally emulate far enough
into execution as to unpack the file. Of course packer protectors are aware of this and can employ
a number of mechanisms to prevent successful emulation.

1. Instructions [42]:
The x86 assembly instruction set is incredibly complex and as such an emulator has difficulty in
mimicking every possibly instruction and every possibly behaviour of instructions that appear in
the instruction set as undefined. Sometimes an emulator can be fooled by whole classes of
instructions such as floating point (FPU) or MMX instructions. These instructions can be interlaced
with valid instructions to cause issues with an emulator or force the emulator to give up.
Undocumented instructions have the same effect as they are much less likely to have been
implemented in an emulation engine.

2. File Format [42]:
Emulators must parse the x86 opcode’s exactly as a real machine would in order to be effective or
it will be possible for the code to use tricks to prevent the emulator from going down the correct
path and fail to parse the file. Some examples include:


Non-aligned SizeOfImage in PE Header; the PE documentation specifies that this must be
a multiple of the SectionAlignment field but in fact Windows rounds this up as necessary,
so deliberately setting this wrong in a packer would mean an emulator that runs based on
the PE documentation will cause a parsing error.
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Overlapping Structures [43]; causing non-conforming PE headers can also cause problems
when emulator parsers make assumptions. An example of this is creating a PE header
that appears within the MZ header, if an emulator makes the assumption that it is at a
fixed offset in all PE files rather than reading the offset from the header then it will fail to
parse the file correctly.

3. Time locks [42]:
A very simple trick is to perform long repetitive actions that cause the emulator to either give up
or skip over instructions that are required to be emulated in order to follow the path of
execution. Emulators can only run for a finite amount of time in order to determine whether a file
is maliciousness or not, especially if they are running within security products on customers
machines, thus they must have a cut off time for their emulation of a file. A good example of this
is to set a long repetitive loop and include instructions within this loop that are used later in the
code. Some emulators will give up early, whereas others may skip over the loop and miss these
instructions.

4. API’s and GetProcAddress [42]:
Windows’s API calls will usually return specific error codes when invalid parameters are passed to
them. It can be difficult to emulate all of the possible error codes that get returned. The packer
can then use this known error code to decrypt the next section of the file causing emulators that
do not utilise all of the potential error codes to fail.
The GetProcAddress API can be used to return unlimited function addresses, even just limiting
this to all possible Windows operating system functions there are more than an emulator could
sensibly handle. This can cause issues in two ways. The first is that if a packer uses an obscure API
and nothing is returned the emulation will fail. The second is capitalising on this and using nonexistent APIs assuming the emulator will always return a result to all GetProcAddress calls, if a
return is made on a non-valid function then the packer will be detected and forced to emulate a
fake path of execution.

9.1.4. Anti-Virtual Machines Techniques
Virtual machines have all the right properties for malware analysis; both using automation and for
manual dynamic analysis. Using snapshots is a cheap and efficient method to return a machine
back to an uninfected state and using VMs it is possible to perform a range of dynamic analysis
techniques on a sample. Unfortunately developers of packers and malware authors know this and
if the target of their malware is likely to be a physical machine there is no reason for their
software to need to execute on a virtual machine. There are a number of ways to detect if a
program is executing on a virtual machine and many packers utilise this technique to either
prevent execution or perform an alternative branch of execution to disguise its true purpose.
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1. Instructions:
The Interrupt Descriptor Table is used for storing the trap and interrupt gates for the operating
system [44]. The location of this is stored in the Interrupt Descriptor Table Register (IDTR). In a
virtual machine the IDTR will point to a different location to prevent the VM IDT from conflicting
with the host IDT [45]. Thus a technique referred to as Red Pill was implemented to enable
detection of virtual machines using the SIDT assembly instruction, which reads the address of the
IDT from the IDTR [46]. As an example VMWare on x86 relocates the IDT to an address in the
range 0xffxxxxxx, thus when reading the IDTR a check can be made to identify the existence of
0xff at that offset. However this technique will only work on single core machines as each core
requires and IDT and so the locations will need to vary based on core and more difficult to
signature potential VM locations.

Figure 9-A-9: Assembly for Red Pill Detections
An alternative detection using instructions to Red Pill is the No Pill technique. This will utilise the
Local Descriptor Table (LDT) and Global Descriptor Table (GDT) and associated registers. A host
machine operating system no longer supports the LDT and thus the LDTR value will equal 0 [45].
The LDT and GDT are per core so can be used on multi core machines to make this detection. The
GDT contains a pointer to the LDT so both can be used to perform variants of this detection. The
instructions used would be SLDT or SGDT and for VM Detection will be looking for a zero value
within the LDTR.
Other assembly instructions that can reveal information held by the operating system that differs
based on host and VM include STR and SMSW. STR retrieves the segment selector from the task
register which contains a number of differing values when running in a virtual environment. The
SMSW instruction stores the machine status word into the destination operand which behaves
differently in a virtualised environment [47]. This bring this list of suspicious potential VM
detection instructions to; SIDT, SLDT, SGDT, STR and SMSW.
VMWare utilises one final instruction for the use of communication between the host and the
virtual machine for tasks such as copying files between the two [45]. The VM will execute an IN
instruction that is used for Input/output ports. I/O ports are usually only accessible from the
kernel as it is a privileged instruction, executing in user mode will cause an exception that will be
handled by the host. The Instruction will be set to a special port, “VX”, with the magic number
“VMXh”. It is possible to abuse the this knowledge within a packer to determine whether or not
the code is running in a VM, if it is not this should generate an exception, if it is then it will not
and will return a response value of “VMXh” in the address pointed to by the EBX register.
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Figure 9-A-10: Assembly for IN and VMWare I/O Port Check

2. Artefacts:
In addition to detection through assembly instructions there are many methods that can be used
to detect VM products based on artefacts they leave on the machine, particularly when their
associated tools are installed. Using VMWare as an example; when VMWare tools is installed it
runs three processes that can easily be identified by process enumeration; VMWareService,
VMWareTray and VMWareUser. In addition to the processes existence of files and registry entries
can also give the game away [45]. Not installing VMWare tools or other packages like this can
avoid these issues.
However even a tool free VM can contain a number of artefacts to detect the virtualisation
product. Many drivers are needed to be installed and where they directly interface with the
virtualised hardware, the names of this hardware can also give the game away. Hard disks, mouse
and graphics drivers, CPU and virtual Network card can all contain information in hardware and
drivers that reveal the vendor of the VM Software. Some of these can be mitigated by changing
settings outside of the VM before installing the operating system.
Finally the MAC address assigned on the network card betrays information about the vendor. The
default settings for VMWare for example will have the first three bytes of the MAC address being
“00:0c:29” [45] that represent the allocation of addresses to VMWare. It is possible for common
packers to contain checks for these types of values as part of the VM detection process.
As with all other protections this is just an example of those that exist and new ones are being
developed all the time. Some of these are easily patched if they can be identified; others put the
packer developers at a disadvantage as they require the packer to be technology specific. So for
example a packer may look for artefacts relating to VMWare and Virtual Box but analysts using
QEMU will be unaffected by the checks.

9.1.5. Code Obfuscation
Code obfuscation is a complex and varied technique in its application and as with all other
protections seek to slow down manual and automated analysis but ultimately will never be able
stop the sample from being fully reverse engineered by a determined analyst. Basic obfuscation
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using encryption and compression has been covered as part of the write up on basic packer
techniques, this section will concentrate on complex code obfuscation techniques and antidisassembly mechanisms.

1. Anti-disassembly:
The main purpose of code obfuscation is to prevent easy disassembly of the instructions that
make up the binary. In order to understand how this works it is important to understand how
tools such as IDA Pro [48] perform disassembly. There are two main classes of disassembly; linear
sweep and recursive traversal [49]. Linear sweep will take a pre-defined start and end position
and sequentially disassemble all the bytes between the two. Recursive traversal is the more
intelligent of the classes and will attempt a first pass, when a function branch occurs it will start
disassembling this new branch before continuing the current disassembly. Both of these methods
contain vulnerabilities; linear sweep will be susceptible to any rogue code inserted into the
function even if the code jumps over the incorrect bytes as it won’t recognise this, recursive
traversal will not be fooled by this but will be prone to failing to disassembling certain sections of
code if the disassembler is unable to correctly predict the path of execution, or the way in which
the code branches. Both methods rely on assumptions and it is these that obfuscators rely on to
make disassembly as difficult as possible.

Figure 9-A-11: Linear Disassembly versus Recursive Traversal Disassembly
Below are some example techniques that are used to take advantage of these assumptions, as
with the protection mechanisms in previous sections of this report, there are many more
methods than documented here but this should provide a sample of what is known:

1.1.
Abusing Conditional Jumps:
There are two ways that a conditional jump can be abused to confuse disassemblers into
behaving incorrectly. The first involves using a conditional jump with a condition that is always
the same thus transforming it into an unconditional jump, for example these use of XOR EAX, EAX
followed by a JZ [49]. The code that directly follows this jump can be garbage or even valid code
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and will be disassembled both in linear and recursive modes of disassembly. The second involves
the same outcome but instead of having a condition that is always the same it can be replaced by
two conditional jumps that jump to the same section but are the opposite of each other [50]. For
example using instructions JZ and JNZ where both jump to the same location, this will have the
same effect as the first method and can be followed by the same garbage code or legitimate but
unused code to confuse the disassembler.

Inverse Conditional Jumps

Disassembles incorrect path

Now correctly disassembled

Unconditional Conditional Jump

Figure 9-A-12: Two Examples of Abusing Conditional Jumps

1.2.
Impossible Disassembly [50]:
Previously covered anti-disassembly techniques can usually be patched by the disassembler or reanalysed. However if byte codes are used in two separate sets of instructions then it is impossible
to disassemble the bytes to represent both valid sets of instructions; the disassembler will only be
able to show one of the instruction sets, it will usually be the one that it arrives at first. An
example from Practical Malware Analysis shows this in practice:




As with abusing conditional jumps a condition is set that always evaluates to true and
used to make a conditional jump unconditional; in the case XOR EAX, EAX to set the zero
flag then a JZ instruction.
Previous to this is the instruction MOV AX, 5EBh, represented by the byte codes 66, B8
EB, 05.
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EB 05 also represents an unconditional jump 5 bytes forward, thus these byte codes
actually represent two different disassembly’s and will only be shown in the disassembler
in one of the variations.
Below is a diagram from Practical Malware Analysis better illustrates this example.

MOV AX, 05EBh
66

B8

EB

XOR eax, eax
05

JMP 5

31

C0

JZ -6
74

Fake CALL
FA

E8
Real Code

Figure 9-A-13: Impossible Disassembly Example from Practical Malware Analysis [50]

1.3.
Garbage Code [49]:
This is the insertion of bytes codes into the binary that will never be executed at run time; they
can represent valid or invalid instructions when disassembled. The purpose of this garbage code is
to confused the disassembler and make it disassemble these bytes instead of the valid
instructions. For a linear disassembler this can be as simple as inserting rogue bytes into functions
and using an unconditional jump instruction to avoid these rogue bytes. With a recursive traversal
algorithm this will require more thought, but using it in combination with techniques such as the
conditional jump abuse mentioned earlier. Specifically selected garbage bytes can also aid in the
aforementioned impossible disassembly technique.

2. Obfuscation:
Sometimes code obfuscation is done not just to trick the disassembler but to make manual
analysis particularly difficult and slow. This can involve elements that cause issues to the
disassembler as well but generally target the human analysing the sample. Below are some
examples of this:
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2.1.
Push, Pop Maths [51]:
CALL and RET instructions are special types of branch instruction, in addition to jumping to a
location like other branch instructions of the jump variety they also perform pushes and pops
from the stack. A call can be seen as a push current address to the stack, a return is the same as a
performing a pop of the return address from the stack and jumping to that location [50].
Obfuscation techniques can manipulate normal jumps in a similar way. The push, pop maths is a
basic imitation of this. First an address is pushed onto the stack it is then popped off into a
register [49]. A mathematical operation is then performed on that register and an unconditional
jump is made to the address in that register. This obfuscates the direction of flow from both a
disassembler and a reverse engineer. This technique can become significantly more complicated
if multiple calculations are possible meaning that this jump could lead to multiple different
functions. No cross references would be available within these functions making the tracing of
execution flow difficult.

Figure 9-A-14: Assembly Code of Push, Pop Maths

2.2.
Return Pointer Abuse [50]:
As with the Push, Pop Maths mechanism it is possible to obtain changes to the perceived flow of
execution by interfering with the return pointer. As mentioned the return instruction represents a
pop and jump to the address. It is trivial to access this address during the execution of a function
and perform maths on it so that when the function returns it jumps to a new location. This has
two main effects on disassembly and analysis; the first is that the code directly the following the
call will be disassembled [49], the second that an analyst will be unable to follow the flow of
execution and link functions together correctly. Where the code immediately after the call is
disassembled it could be represented by garbage code or even start as garbage code with the
return value simply coming back half way through, thus the disassembler will obscure the correct
instructions from the analysts view.

2.3.
Function Pointers [50]:
Function pointers are a fundamental programming concept in C and C++; furthermore they are
used extensively in the configuration of object oriented programming such as classes, objects and
methods within C++. Despite this disassemblers have no good way of representing this to a
reverse engineer and so the concept of function pointers becomes a method of obfuscation.
Obfuscators can abuse this to extreme lengths by assigning functions to global variables and
assigning them in high level functions as local variables that are then passed to sub functions as
arguments it is almost impossible through a disassembler to link a function to when it is called
automatically. The cross references may show one link to the top level function when a function
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is called numerous times in sub functions. A lot of analyst time can then be spent working out
where each function is being called from manually.

2.4.
Exception Handlers [50]:
Structured exception handlers featured heavily within the anti-debugging section of this report.
They can also be abused as a method to obfuscate the flow of execution from a reverse engineer
and break disassemblies.
Structured Exception Handling (SEH) is Microsoft’s implementation to enable the safe handling of
exceptions and errors whether accidental or expected within applications [52]. In simple terms
the handlers in a structured exception handler form a singly linked list of two entries. The first
entry, points to the previous handler, the second entry points to the handler. The handlers are
there then called in order from first to last, with the last handler being the unhandled exception
handler that will inform the user there exception was not handled and the application was
terminated. The OS uses the FS segment register to find the first item in this list, FS[0] points to
the Thread Environment Block (TEB), this report has already covered how anti-debugging
techniques use the FS register at offset 0x30 to access the PEB. The first element in the TEB is the
Thread Information Block and the first element in this block is the pointer to the start of the SEH
chain. The diagram below shows this in better detail.
Pointer to
Previous

TEB -> TIB -> SEH Chain (FS:[0])

Pointer to
Previous

Pointer to
Previous

Pointer to
Handler

Pointer to
Handler

Pointer to
Handler

First Handler

Next Handler

Unhandled
Exception

Figure 9-A-15: Structured Exception Handling and Exception Records
Thus a packer or an obfuscator can obscure the flow of execution by transferring control to
protected functions by setting up these handlers within the code, making sure they are the first
handler to be called i.e. top of the SEH chain, and then creating causing an exception such as a
divide by 0. A disassembler will likely not correctly disassemble these exception segments and the
flow of execution will be broken and require complex manual analysis.

2.5.
Code Substitution [49]:
Not all obfuscation is designed to prevent disassembly and make manual analysis difficult. Earlier
in this report encryptors and compression packers were discussed whose purpose was more to
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prevent static byte signatures. A more advanced method was touched upon in this topic and that
is the use of code substitution. A good obfuscator would likely have a number of different
combinations of instructions that could be represented in different ways to help support
polymorphism, metamorphism and prevention of static signature detection. Below are some
code substitution examples from
Qualys Vulnerability and Malware Research Labs given at
the Blackhat conference in 2012[49]:





Replacing all unconditional JMP instructions with fixed conditional jumps such as XOR
EAX, EAX JZ.
Replacing MOV instructions that have constant values with a combination of PUSH/POP
instructions such as replacing MOV EAX, 0x100 with PUSH 0x100, POP EAX.
Replacing XOR with a SUB such as swapping XOR EAX, EAX with SUB EAX, EAX.
Swapping a JMP with a PUSH RET; the value being pushed will need to be the address to
be jumped to.

There are many more variations on possible code substitutions. The one caveat is that in most
cases particularly when these modifications are made with a tool such as an obfuscator the
replacement code will need to be exactly the same size in bytes as the original, it can be smaller
and pad with NOPs or equivalent, but never bigger else other code risks being overwritten.

2.6.
API and Function Obfuscation [49]:
One of the most reliable ways to determine an executable’s capability is to examine how it
interacts with the Windows operating system through the API’s it calls. Reverse engineering is
also a lot easier if you can trace from an API call every instance or cross reference of that API
being called. There are a number of ways that calls to these tell-tale API’s can be obfuscated but
here are two common ones; Use of LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress and Stealth API Import.
Using LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress was discussed in the early section of this report and is
referred to as in run time dynamic linking. If these API’s are imported at run time and stored in
heaps allocated outside of the main sample following this in disassembly is extremely complex.
This is in fact a pertinent example of the function pointer problem since the dynamically resolved
API calls are in fact function pointers, with the conventional use of the import table used to help
resolve this problem. In this instance this resolution between API’s dynamically imported in this
way would require manual analysis and a fair amount of time to de-obfuscate.
The second method relies on the fact that the kernel32.dll and ntdll.dll and their associated
functions are already imported when an executable is loaded in to memory. Existing exceptions in
the SEH chain have pointers to sections within these DLL’s and utilising memory scanning and
knowledge of structures within the PE headers it is possible to manually walk the imports of these
and load the functions required without calling them directly. Combining this with the previous
methods use of dynamically allocated heaps outside of the samples memory space adds an even
more complex layer of trying to establish the imports used within a sample.
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Summary:
Code obfuscation is one of the most popular techniques for protecting malware and can be used
in isolation or in addition to the other protections documented here. It can also be applied just to
the packing layer or to the sample itself either via an obfuscator or actually built into the code of
the malware itself.
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9.2. Appendix B – Detailed Technical Research on the Windows
Kernel
This Appendix contains the detailed technical descriptions of aspects of the Windows kernel that
need to be understand to reverse engineer samples and work on packed malware within the
kernel. It also includes the research behind the improvements in protection mechanisms malware
can utilise running in the kernel.

9.2.1. The Windows Operating System Kernel Model
It is important before investigating packers and obfuscators in the kernel to understand the
difference between used mode code, kernel mode code and privilege levels. The typical 32bit
Windows machine runs on an Intel x86 based architecture. Within this architecture there are 4
privilege levels with zero being the highest and three the lowest, Windows uses two of these. The
operating system runs within the privileged ring zero and has full access to the hardware, system
data and memory and is referred to as kernel mode code [53]. The application code also referred
to as user mode code has limited access to hardware through operating system interfaces, the
APIs that have been previously mentioned within this report. User mode code also has restricted
memory access to the confines of a process or again through specific API calls if it wishes to read
or write outside of these constraints. The kernel does not run alone in privileged kernel space and
as such Windows is a monolithic operating system running most operating system functions out
of ring 0 alongside all the required device drivers. This separation of privileges restricts the impact
a failing, vulnerable or malicious application has over the integrity of the operating system. This is
not the end of the story though as it is possible for sufficiently privileged users to load driver code
into the kernel and capitalise on the ability to execute code at a higher privilege; something both
security vendors and malicious software developers take advantage of. Below is a simplified
diagram of the split between user mode and kernel mode and the types of application that are
found in each.
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Figure 9-B-1: User and Kernel Mode Separation

9.2.2. Windows Kernel Anti Malware Protection Mechanisms
There are two main protection mechanisms that severely affect the capability of malware to run
within the kernel space of Windows, both are implemented only in x64 Windows but this is
becoming increasingly common. The protection mechanisms have cropped up already within this
section and these are Patch Guard and Kernel Mode Code Signing Policy (CSP) [60].
Kernel Mode CSP forces all code that runs in the kernel to be signed, from Windows Vista or later
an in all 64 bit machines, it is also an optional policy on x86 machines [61]. This initially sounds
fine as it is trivial to set up a public-private key pair and self-sign your malware. However this will
not work as the signature must come from a trusted root CA; this is not even a setting that can be
modified even if you had full access to the machine. Since no malware is going to gain a Microsoft
or similar accredited signature this leaves bypassing this protection the only option.
Patch Guard is another major protection added in x64 Windows from Windows 2003 SP1
onwards [62]. It is a complex piece of kernel mode code that protects a number of kernel mode
structures from modification. These include the System Service Descriptor Table (SSDT) the
favourite target of malware hooking of system API calls, the IDT, GDT and LDT as well as elements
within the NTOS kernel code itself. All of these segments are checked at random intervals by a
protected plugin within the kernel, any modifications detected will immediately cause a system
crash. Whilst this may seem like problem solved for security vendors there are many other ways
that are not protected that can be utilised by kernel root kits and boot kits such as filter drivers
and forcing call backs, as well as a number of unprotected structures.
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9.2.3. Kernel Anti-Dumping Techniques
The main improvements in anti-dumping techniques in the kernel over those used in user mode
malware are the ability to utilise root kit technologies and anti-forensic techniques to leverage
the extra power of running as privileged code.
One possibility is that the malware has hooked or modified the API calls required to take a
memory dump of the operating system. [55] There are a number of API’s that a rootkit could
hook in the kernel to prevent the mapping of physical memory required to parse a memory dump
or even to prevent a dump from being made. More sophisticated rootkits may hook and modify
responses rather than preventing the API’s from being called. The
MmGetPhysicalMemoryRanges() is an undocumented API that is used to obtain a map of the
physical memory address space. Since it is undocumented it can be hooked without destabilising
the OS and can return null or modifies the API function calls response to hide malicious files in the
memory mapping. The API calls ZwMapViewOfSection, MmMapIoSpace and
MmMapMemoryDumpMdl can all be used from within the kernel by memory acquisition
software to make a memory dump of the physical memory. As with the memory mapping API
these can be hooked to return false responses and prevent a dump or to modify a dump before
returning it to the acquisition software. These are just some of the wide ranging anti-forensic
techniques that can be employed by malicious files running in the kernel, although technologies
such as Patch guard have been employed to help prevent this.
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Figure 9-B-2: Hooking Kernel API’s to Prevent Dumping
A second possibility is that malware has hidden itself away from the operating system through
the modification of known kernel structures; so searching for loaded modules may fail [56]. This
approach assumes that if a full physical memory dump is successful or a dump is not taken but
the kernel is being debugged instead that the malware can hide itself from view. TDL4 employs a
number of these techniques and is one of the more recent advanced rootkit that employs bootkit
technology. A bootkit is a type of rootkit that seeks to insert its self into the boot process in order
to get its code executing in ring 0 at boot time and before any security products can be loaded. In
the case of TDL4 it interferes with the Master Boot Record (MBR) and the Volume Boot Record
(VBR).
A normal boot process should look something like this:




BIOS boots up and scans the first physical sector of each disk looking for the MBR
identifying the bootable disk.
The MBR contains 16bit code that reads the partition table and identifies the offset of the
bootable partition; it then reads the first sector of this partition.
This first sector contains the VBR, which contains all the code necessary to load the OS,
including an offset from which to locate the boot loader.
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The boot loader, still running in 16bit code sets about configuring the bare minimum
support required to the load the kernel before transitioning to the Windows Kernel.
TDL4 and other boot kits exploit the transition from MBR to VBR and VBR to Boot loader usually
by replacing the offset pointers to their own code. Their code then performs the rest of the boot
process but not before installing hooks that enable its code and files to remain concealed, from
the operating system and thus all applications using the operating system.


TDL 4 maintains a hidden file system near the partitioned space at the end of the physical disk
where it has compromised the MBR. Once loaded TDL inserts hooks into the Miniport I/O driver
object that controls reads and writes from disks. I/O at a driver level an extremely complex
process that involves many device objects chained together that pass structures between
themselves. Requests and writes go down the device stack, reads and response goes up it. By
placing its hook in the Miniport Driver all miniport device objects get filtered by the TDL4 driver,
thus enabling it to:



Spoof queries to read the boot sector, if any are encountered TDL will present a copy of
the original boot sector and no one will be wiser to the modification it has made.
Hide the files system and all its files including drivers and user mode processes, it can
both prevent writes to the section of disk containing these files and return an empty
buffer if any device trees to read the physical disk.
Av filter drivers
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Figure 9-B-3: TDL4Hooks and Hiding Techniques
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9.3. Appendix C – Case Study 1 Implementation
This appendix contains the plan of execution and the method for building the malware
samples and packing them used for case study 1.

9.3.1. Plan of Execution

The task of performing this case study would first need to be broken down into the following
steps:
1. Obtain a range small test group of malware samples. To ensure these samples are in their
basic unpacked form these should come from malware builders and not samples from the
wild. The fact that these are freshly built with no protection beyond that offered by the
malware developer. The fact that these builders will be acquired from the openly
available internet and not purchased on the underground should also increase the
security vendor’s ability to have obtained copies thus having good detection and
identification for these vanilla samples.
2. Obtain a range of freely available packers to test against each of the samples. As with the
malware builders this means that security vendor’s have an increased chance of having
copies of these packers and have analysed them enough to overcome their protection.
3. Select a testing plan for the packed and unpacked sample in order to compare
performance of products across samples. The important thing here is that all samples
should be tested fairly using the same products and versions thus the most viable
solution is to use a service to solve this problem.
4. Once tested the results will need collating into a format that enables the aims above to
be met and the associated questions answered. For the most part these will be based on
statistics with some critical analysis.
The following descriptions detail how each step will be implemented and decisions made as part
of that step in the process.

Packers:
I selected eleven packers, selecting a number of the most well-known ones. Some of these are
commercial software protection tools so are demonstration versions. Most of the packers were
downloaded from Softpedia [70]. The packers selected for this case study are:







Armadillo, commercially known as Software Passport [71]
ASPack [72]
ASProtect [73]
FSG (Fast, Small, Good) [74]
Obsidium [75]
PECompact [76]
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 PELock [77]
 Thermida [78]
 UPX [79]
 VMProtect [808]
 Yoda’s Protector [81]
All packers are to be installed onto a clean Windows XP Virtual Machine that will be used for
handling the unpacked and packed samples.

Malware Builders:
The next step is to obtain copies of malware builders that enable the output of a vanilla unpacked
sample of some known malware. I decided to select five as the number of builders to pursue; I
chose a small number due to the difficulty in obtaining these malware builders in addition to the
time constraints of this case study but needed at least a small section to compare and contrast
with. A number of builders were obtained from the forum Trojan-Forge [82]. The builders
selected for this case study are:
 Dark Comet version 5.3.1 [83]
 Poison Ivy version 2.3.2 [84]
 Pony Loader version 1.9
 Smoke Loader
 Zeus version 2.0.8.9
As with the packers these were installed on a Windows XP Virtual Machine. An unpacked version
of each bot will be stored as the bench mark for this case study. The process of building these
bots will be documented in more detail in the results and analysis section.

Testing:
The final phase is to test each sample against the same security products. The most logical
decision is to use the testing service Virus Total [85]. Using this service will keep the testing
uniform across all the samples as well as exposing them to the widest aperture of products.
The testing process will be as follows:






Build all vanilla, unpacked bots from each builder and submit to Virus Total, collecting the
results as a text file.
For of the five bots go through each packer and using the same settings for each pack the
bot, saving the output of the file to include the packer name. For simplicity sake sort the
malware samples into folders of the original builder. So for example there would be a
Zeus folder that would contain Zeus packed with each of the listed packers.
Once all samples have been packed with all packers submit each of the packed files in
turn to Virus Total, collecting the results as text files.
Compile the results using Excel and tabulate based on malware family in order to enable
statistical analysis.
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9.3.2. Method
1. Building the malware:
The following method was used to produce a single generic bot for each builder.

1.1.




Dark Comet:
Select from the DarkComet menu the “Edit Server Downloader” option
A new stub screen will appear; use all the default settings apart from the IP/DNS
o Select “malicious-domain.com”
Click Normal to create the executable. This will be the malware that is tested.

Figure 9-C-1: Dark Comet - Create a New Server
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Figure 9-C-2: Dark Comet - Configure the Server Stub

1.2.







Poison Ivy:
Select profile and create a new profile
On connection screen; use all the default settings apart from the IP/DNS
o Select “malicious-domain.com”
On the install screen keep all the default information for creation of run key and file
naming conventions.
On the advanced screen keep mutex and other settings as default but select the PE for
the output option to increase the interoperability with the packers.
On the build screen select Build to output the executable that will be used for this case
study.
The build log will be printed to the screen; this can be used to verify it built correctly.

Figure 9-C-3: Poison Ivy - Create a New Profile
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Figure 9-C-4: Poison Ivy - Set Up Connection Information

Figure 9-C-5: Poison Ivy – Configure Installation Information
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Figure 9-C-6: Poison Ivy – Configure Advanced Settings

Figure 9-C-7: Poison Ivy – Build Sample
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Figure 9-C-8: Poison Ivy - Build Configuration Output

1.3.





Pony Loader version:
Set the full beacon URL of the malware on the builder screen to:
o “http://malicious-domain.com/gate.php”
Set the loader URL of the malware on the loader screen to:
o “http://malicious-domain.com/pony.exe”
On the settings tab keep all default behaviour settings except remove the tick from the
“pack with UPX” option as we want a sample that is as unpacked as possible.
Click create stub, the output file will be the malware sample used for this case study.
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Figure 9-C-9: Pony Loader - Builder Configuration

Figure 9-C-10: Pony Loader - List of Load Files
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Figure 9-C-11: Pony Loader – Settings

1.4.



Smoke Loader:
There are no options to here configure here as this is a cracked loader. The Panel URL
must be kept as is.
Clicking generate will generate the sample required for this case study.

Figure 9-C-12: Smoke Loader - Trojan Forge Configuration

1.5.




Zeus version:
First open the config.txt file and edit the following to:
o url_config “http://malicious-domain.com/config.bin”
o url_loader “http://malicious-domain.com/bot.exe”
o url_server “http://malicious-domain.com/gate.php”
Exit and save the config and open the builder, set the encryption key to “admin”.
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Select the builder tab and select the build the bot executable button. This will build the
malware sample for this case study.

Figure 9-C-13: Zeus - Configuration File

Figure 9-C-14: Zeus - Information

Figure 9-C-15: Zeus - Builder
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2. Packing the malware:
The following method was used on each of the five vanilla samples, so that the packing
configuration was the same in each instance.

2.1.










Armadillo:
Create a new project by typing the Project ID as “test” and selecting the file to be packed
as the Primary file to pack.
Keep the default settings for the splash screen; these are not key activation products so
those settings can be ignored.
On the protection options, hardware locking tab the defaults can be left.
On the code defences tab there are a lot of settings and most can be left alone. For this
sample I set the following in addition to the defaults:
o Basic Protections to “Standard protection only”
o Advanced Protections, selected all boxes
o Interception options to “Intercept None”
Check the external files tab contains the original executable selected for packing
On the miscellaneous settings all options were left blank
A new certificate has to be added in order to protect the file. Simply clicking certificates
to add a new one and generate a public/private key pair. Leave all options as default.
Finally clicking the protect button to create the Armadillo packed sample.

Figure 9-C-16: Armadillo - New Project
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Figure 9-C-17: Armadillo – Start up Options

Figure 9-C-18: Armadillo - Hardware Locking
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Figure 9-C-19: Armadillo - Code Defences

Figure 9-C-20: Armadillo - External Files
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Figure 9-C-21: Armadillo - Miscellaneous Settings

Figure 9-C-22: Armadillo - Certificate for Encryption

2.2.




ASPack:
Selecting the file to be packed on the open file tab and clicking the open button loads the
file.
On the options screen all options were left as default, there are not many settings here
that can be used in demo mode.
Selecting the compress and tab and clicking “go” creates the compressed file.
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Figure 9-C-23: ASPack - Open File

Figure 9-C-24: ASPack - Compression
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Figure 9-C-25: ASPack -Options

2.3.






ASProtect:
On the application info tab named the product “tester” and selected the file to pack in
the “File to Protect” selector.
On the options tab set the following:
o All compression options to selected
o Anti-debugger protection option to yes
o Checksum protection to yes
o Protect original entry point to yes
o Emulate standard system functions to yes.
On the protect tab click go to create the packed file that will be used within this case
study.
The status of the protection appears in the log window to show success or failure
alongside the status messages.
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Figure 9-C-26: ASProtect - Application Information

Figure 9-C-27 ASProtect - Options
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Figure 9-C-28: ASProtect - Protecting File

2.4.



2.5.




FSG:
Opening FSG gives the option to select the file that needs packing.
Once selected a copy is made of the file and the packing immediately takes place, there
are no further options to select.

Obsidium:
On the project tab, select new project
Under the basic settings tab I left all defaults selected
In the advanced settings tab the following were set to selected:
o Visual Studio Fix
o Void unneeded resources
o Remove byte at OEP
o Disallow execution in virtual machines
o Runtime Tracing
o Check encrypted sections
o Don’t display messages
o Verify file size
o Random section names
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No settings were required under the keys tab as this was not going to be a key licensed
product.
On the protect executables tab select the add button to add all samples to be packed.
Select the output directory to place the packed executables in and click the “protect all”
button to produce the packed samples to be used in this case study.

Figure 9-C-29: Obsidium - New Project

Figure 9-C-30: Obsidium - Basic Settings
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Figure 9-C-31: Obsidium - Advanced Settings

Figure 9-C-32: Obsidium - Encryption Keys
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Figure 9-C-33: Obsidium - Protect Executables

Figure 9-C-34: Obsidium - Protection Settings
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2.6.





PECompact:
In the main screen select browse for files to select all the files to be packed.
Click the settings button and use the following settings:
o Compress exports
o Backup before compression
o Compress resources
o Emulate overlay
o Perform code integrity check
o Preserve overlay
o Restore import at runtime
o Strip debug data
o Strip fix-ups
o Strip unused resources
o Use Windows DLL loader
Select the compress selected button to pack the files, these will be the packed samples
used in this case study.

Figure 9-C-35: PECompact - Load Executables
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Figure 9-C-36: PECompact - Settings

2.7.






PELock:
On the PELock tab, select open file to select the file to be packed
On the options tab, advanced select the following options.
o Detect Breakpoints
o API redirection
Leave all other configuration settings as the default
Select protect file button to create the packed executable, this will be the sample used
within this case study.
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Figure 9-C-37: PELock - Load Files

Figure 9-C-38: PELock - Options

2.8.


Thermida:
On the application information tab select the file to be packed in the Input Filename
selector
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On the protection options tab select the following options:
o Anti-debugger Detection – set to advanced
o Advanced API wrapping – set to level 2
o Select all options for compression
o Anti-Dumpers – set to enabled
o Anti-Patching - set to none
o Entry point obfuscation – set to enabled
o Metamorph security – set to enabled
o Monitor Blockers – set both to enabled
o Resource encryption – set to enabled
o Memory guard – set to enabled
o Delphi/BCB protection – set to enabled
o VMWare compatible – set to enabled
o When debugger found – set to exist silently.
On the virtual machine tab leave the settings as default; this will set up the code
obfuscation used to on the sample.
Selecting Protect will build the packed sample that will be used in this case study.

Figure 9-C-39: Thermida - Application Information
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Figure 9-C-40: Thermida - Protection Options

Figure 9-C-41: Thermida - Virtual Machine
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2.9.





UPX:
The only packer that is opened from the command line.
Typing UPX will present the options
To use the default options simply type “UPX “<path to file to pack>”
The output will be the packed sample to use within this case study

Figure 9-C-42: UPX - Command Line Packing

2.10.





VMProtect:
Open the file from the menu using the open file icon, this is how the file to pack is
selected and should show an entry point on the procedures for protection tab.
On the options tab make the following selections:
o Level – set to maximum protection
o Debugger detection – set to user mode
o Virtualisation tools detection – set to yes
o Compilation – virtual machines – set to 1
Select the save icon to output the packed file that will be used in this case study.
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Figure 9-C-43: VMProtect - Procedures to Protect

Figure 9-C-44: VMProtect - Options

2.11.




Yoda’s Protector:
On the project tab create a new project and use the default project name. In the file to
protect selector open the file to be packed. In the output to filename selector modify the
original name to pack to a different file.
On the options tab select yes to the following options:
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o Anti Softice protection
o Checksum protection
o API redirection
o Anti-Dump protection
o Clear import information
o Remove .reloc section
o Remove debug information
Keep the default for other settings
On the protect tab select the protect button to output the packed sample that will be
used in this case study. The protection status window will inform the success or failure of
the packing process.

Figure 9-C-45: Yoda's Protector - New Project
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Figure 9-C-46: Yoda's Protector - Options

Figure 9-C-47: Yoda's Protector - Protect File
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9.4. Appendix D – Case Study 1 Results
This Appendix provides the full results acquired for eleven packers for each of the five samples
from Virus Total.

1. Dark Comet:
Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
androguard
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

unpacked
44/49
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

armadillo
9/49

Backdoor/Win32.Graybird

Backdoor/Win32.Graybird

aspack
33/49
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Backdoor.DarkKomet!CvgwCZh3b/A
Backdoor/Win32.Graybird

BDS/DarkKomet.GR

BDS/Backdoor.Gen

Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]
BackDoor.Delf.DMT

Win32:KeyLogger-AXF [Spy]
BackDoor.PoisonIvy.BQ

Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]
BackDoor.Delf.DMT

Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
W32.OnGamesLTKVPOK.Trojan

GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
HW32.CDB.6fd5

Backdoor.Fynloski.A9
WIN.Trojan.DarkKomet
Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet!O
W32/Downloader.C.gen!Eldorado
Backdoor.Win32.Agent.XAB
BackDoor.Comet.152

Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet!O
W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi

W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi

BackDoor.Tordev.8

Win32/Fynloski.AA
W32/DarkKomet.ID!tr.bdr
W32/Downloader.C.gen!Eldorado
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Win32.CDur
Trojan/Generic.afytr
Backdoor ( 0039fb811 )
Backdoor ( 0039fb811 )
Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet.xyk
Win32.Hack.HuigeziT.cz
Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic BackDoor.xa
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious.H
Backdoor:Win32/Fynloski.A
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Win32.DarkKomet.clwukn
DarkComet.F
Trojan/W32.Agent.674304.BC
Trj/Packed.B
PE:Backdoor.Pontoeb!1.6637
Troj/Backdr-ID
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Fynloski
Backdoor.Graybird
Backdoor/Finlosky.at
Win32/Fynloski.A!generic
TROJ_AGENT_058807.TOMB
TROJ_AGENT_058807.TOMB
Backdoor.DarkKomet
Trojan.Win32.Generic!BT
Backdoor.Win32.Agent.674304.A
15
29
44

Win32/Fynloski.AA
W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi

W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan-Dropper.Small
Trojan/Generic.afytr
Backdoor ( 004252ca1 )
Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet.aagt

Win32.Hack.HuigeziT.cz
Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.O

Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
Adware:Win32/Cashback
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Win32.DarkKomet.cqolcm
DarkComet.F
Trojan/W32.Agent.261120.GF
Suspicious file
Troj/Backdr-ID
Suspicious.Cloud.5

HV_DARKKOMET_CB242CA3.TOMC
Backdoor.DarkKomet
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski.A (v)

1
8
9

9
24
33
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
androguard
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

asprotect
26/49
GenPack:Backdoor.Fynloski.C
Backdoor/Win32.Graybird

fsg
38/49
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Suspicious!SA
Backdoor/Win32.Graybird

obsidium
22/49
Gen:Variant.Kazy.56126
Suspicious!SA
Backdoor/Win32.Graybird

BDS/Backdoor.Gen

TR/Patched.Ren.Gen

TR/Crypt.XPACK.Gen

Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]
Win32/Blacked

Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]
BackDoor.Delf.DMT

Luhe.Packed.AH

GenPack:Backdoor.Fynloski.C
HW32.CDB.6082

Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
HW32.CDB.4a28

Gen:Variant.Kazy.56126
HW32.CDB.7649

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Packed.Win32.TDSS!O
W32/Banload.A.gen!Eldorado

Packed.Win32.Toggaf.5!O

W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi
Backdoor.Win32.Agent.XAB
BackDoor.Comet.152

BackDoor.Comet.152

a variant of Win32/Fynloski.AA

a variant of Win32/Fynloski.AM
W32/DarkKomet.ID!tr.bdr
W32/D_Downloader!GSA
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski
Trojan/Generic.afytr
Trojan ( 00361abb1 )
Trojan ( 00361abb1 )
Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet.aagt

W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi
GenPack:Backdoor.Fynloski.C
GenPack:Backdoor.Fynloski.C
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski
Trojan ( 00361abb1 )
Trojan ( 00361abb1 )

Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C
GenPack:Backdoor.Fynloski.C
Suspicious.C6!genr
Suspicious file

Gen:Variant.Kazy.56126
Gen:Variant.Kazy.56126

Trojan ( 7000000f1 )
Trojan ( 7000000f1 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
Adware:Win32/Cashback
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Win32.DarkKomet.cqolcm
Suspicious_F.E
Generic Trojan
PE:Backdoor.Pontoeb!1.6637
Mal/Behav-004
Trojan.Agent/Gen-FSG
Backdoor.Graybird

Suspicious.MH690.A

PE:Malware.XPACK-HIE/Heur!1.9C48

TROJ_AGENT_058807.TOMB
TROJ_AGENT_058807.TOMB
Backdoor.DarkKomet
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski.A (v)

Backdoor.DarkKomet

9
17
26

Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Generic.gj
Backdoor:Win32/Fynloski.A
Gen:Variant.Kazy.56126

Possible_Virus
Possible_Virus

8
30
38

1
21
22
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
androguard
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

pecompact
33/48
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

pelock
23/46
MemScan:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Suspicious!SA

themida
18/44
Gen:Variant.Barys.380
Suspicious!SA

Backdoor/Win32.Graybird
BDS/Backdoor.Gen
Backdoor/Win32.DarkKomet.gen
Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]
BackDoor.Delf.DMT

TR/Crypt.FKM.Gen
Win32:JunkPoly [Cryp]
Luhe.Packed.AH

GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
HW32.CDB.13c3

MemScan:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

Gen:Variant.Barys.380
HW32.CDB.Ac4a

(Suspicious) - DNAScan
Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet!O
W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi
TrojWare.Win32.TrojanDownloader.Dadobra.~JH9

Trojan.Win32.Krap.1!O
W32/Virut.AI!Generic

W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi

BackDoor.Comet.152
a variant of Win32/Fynloski.AM

a variant of Win32/Fynloski.AA

W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski
Worm/Mabezat.cx
Trojan ( 00361abb1 )
Trojan ( 00361abb1 )
Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet.aagt
Win32.Hack.DarkKomet.e.(kcloud)
Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C!87
Adware:Win32/Cashback
GenPack:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

W32/Virut.AI!Generic
MemScan:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
MemScan:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski

W32/Threat-SysVenFak-based!Maxi
Gen:Variant.Barys.380
Gen:Variant.Barys.380
Trojan-Dropper.Small

Trojan ( 7000000f1 )
Trojan ( 7000000f1 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Trojan ( 7000000f1 )
Trojan ( 7000000f1 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
Backdoor:Win32/Fynloski.A
MemScan:Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.EPO.R

DarkComet.F
Trojan/W32.Agent.242176.FK
Trj/Packed.B

Gen:Variant.Barys.380

Trj/Genetic.gen

Mal/Behav-058
Suspicious.MH690.A

Backdoor.DarkKomet
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski.A (v)

Backdoor.DarkKomet

9
24
33

5
18
23

0
18
18
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
androguard
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

upx
39/46
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

vmprotect
26/48
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

yoda
27/49
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.040044E110

Backdoor/Win32.Graybird

Trojan/Win32.Agent

BDS/Backdoor.Gen

BDS/DarkKomet.GR

BDS/DarkKomet.GR

Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]
BackDoor.Generic15.CFFJ

Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]
Luhe.Packed.AH

Win32:Delf-SQI [Trj]

Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
W32.HfsAutoA.8c9d

Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.040044E110
HW32.CDB.A85b

Backdoor.Fynloski.A9

(Suspicious) - DNAScan
WIN.Trojan.DarkKomet

Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet!O
W32/Downloader.C.gen!Eldorado

W32/Banload.A.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.TrojanDownloader.Delf.gen
BackDoor.Comet.152

BackDoor.Comet.152
a variant of Win32/Fynloski.AM
W32/DarkKomet.ID!tr.bdr
W32/Downloader.C.gen!Eldorado
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Win32.CDur
Trojan/Genome.bift
Backdoor ( 003b505d1 )
Backdoor ( 003b505d1 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic
Win32.Hack.HuigeziT.cz.(kcloud)
Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C
Adware:Win32/Cashback
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Win32.DarkKomet.clwukn
DarkComet.F
Trojan/W32.Agent.257536.HL
Trj/Packed.B
PE:Backdoor.Pontoeb!1.6637
Troj/Backdr-ID
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Fynloski
Backdoor.Graybird
Win32/Fynloski.DY
TROJ_AGENT_058807.TOMB
TROJ_AGENT_058807.TOMB
Backdoor.DarkKomet
Backdoor.Win32.Fynloski.A (v)
Backdoor.Win32.Agent.674304.A[UPX]
11
28
39

W32/Banload.A.gen!Eldorado
Backdoor.Win32.Agent.XAB
BackDoor.Comet.152
a variant of Win32/Fynloski.AM

W32/Banload.A.gen!Eldorado
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178
Trojan.Win32.CDur

W32/D_Downloader!GSA
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.040044E110
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.040044E110

Backdoor ( 003b505d1 )
Backdoor ( 003b505d1 )

Trojan-Downloader ( cc8935350 )
Backdoor.Win32.DarkKomet.xyk

Backdoor.Agent.DCRSAGen
Generic.gj
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.SuspiciousPE.J
Backdoor:Win32/Fynloski.A
Trojan.Generic.KDV.651178

Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
Backdoor:Win32/Fynloski.A
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.040044E110

Suspicious.C3!genr

Suspicious_Y.gen

PE:Backdoor.Pontoeb!1.6637

Generic Trojan
PE:Backdoor.Pontoeb!1.6637
Troj/Backdr-ID

Backdoor.Graybird

Backdoor.Graybird

Backdoor.DarkKomet

Cryp_Yodap
Cryp_Yodap
Backdoor.DarkKomet

5
21
26

6
21
27
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2. Poison Ivy:
Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

unpacked
45/49
Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
Trojan.DL.CKSPost.Gen
Win-Trojan/Agent.8192.EL
TR/Dropper.Gen

armadillo
14/41
Gen:Trojan.Heur.JP.1zW@ayMmHao
Suspicious!SA

aspack
22/47
MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB
Suspicious!SA
Trojan/Win32.LdPinch

TR/Crypt.ASPM.Gen

Win32:Tiny-ADY [Trj]
Win32/Agent.BB

Win32:Tiny-ADY [Trj]
Win32/Heur

Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
W32.OnlineGameXIUB.Trojan
Backdoor.Poison.pg.n2
Trojan.Downloader-24568
Backdoor.Win32.Poison!O
W32/Agent.G.gen!Eldorado
Backdoor.Win32.Poison.NAE
BackDoor.Poison.686

Gen:Trojan.Heur.JP.1zW@ayMmHao

MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB
W32.HfsAutoB.3886

Trojan.Win32.Monder.2!O

Backdoor.Win32.Poison!O
W32/PoisonIvy.B.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Agent.smak
BackDoor.Poison.419

TrojWare.Win32.Agent.smak

Win32/Poison.NAE
W32/Poison.CWKQ!tr.bdr
W32/Agent.G.gen!Eldorado
Backdoor:W32/PoisonIvy.GI
Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
Virus.Win32.Poison
Backdoor/Poison.bp
Backdoor ( 00028bd51 )
Backdoor ( 00028bd51 )
Backdoor.Win32.Poison.aec
Win32.Hack.Poison.pg.5844
Backdoor.Poison
BackDoor-DSS.gen.a
BackDoor-DSS.gen.a
Backdoor:Win32/Poison.E
Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
Trojan.Win32.Poison.vmzl
PoisonIvy.gen21
Backdoor/W32.PoisonIvy.9216
Bck/Poison.E
NORMAL:Hack.Win32.Agent.fb!1510270
Troj/Keylog-JV
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Frauder
Backdoor.Darkmoon
W32/Ivy.gen
Win32/SillyDl.DQU
BKDR_POISON.SMP
BKDR_POISON.SMP
Backdoor.Win32.Hupigon.dguz
Backdoor.Win32.Poison.Pg (v)
Backdoor.Win32.Poison.8704.M
27
18
45

Win32/Poison.NAE
W32/PoisonIvy.B.gen!Eldorado
MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB
MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB

Gen:Trojan.Heur.JP.1zW@ayMmHao
Gen:Trojan.Heur.JP.1zW@ayMmHao
Trojan.Crypt

Backdoor ( a3d7c7f90 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic
Backdoor.PoisonIvy
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.SuspiciousPE.R!89 Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.K
Gen:Trojan.Heur.JP.1zW@ayMmHao

MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB
PoisonIvy.gen25

PE:Malware.XPACK-LNR/Heur!1.5594
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Poison
Suspicious.MH690.A

Backdoor.Androm

0
14
14

12
10
22
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

fsg
38/48
Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
Trojan.DL.Agent.XGB
Trojan/Win32.Poison
TR/Patched.Ren.Gen

obsidium
16/48
Gen:Trojan.Heur.nmZ@ImjCrcd
Suspicious!SA
Trojan/Win32.Poison
TR/Crypt.XPACK.Gen

pecomp
32/49
Generic.PoisonIvy.0C8D4C16
Trojan/Win32.Poison
TR/Crypt.PEPM.Gen

Win32:Tiny-ADY [Trj]
BackDoor.PoisonIvy.U

Win32:Tiny-ADY [Trj]
BackDoor.PoisonIvy.AD

Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
HW32.CDB.4814

Gen:Trojan.Heur.nmZ@ImjCrcd
HW32.CDB.D096

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Packed.Win32.TDSS!O
W32/PoisonIvy.I.gen!Eldorado
Packed.Win32.MFSG.Gen
BackDoor.Poison.40

Packed.Win32.Toggaf.5!O

Generic.PoisonIvy.0C8D4C16
HW32.CDB.Fce6

Backdoor.Win32.Poison!O
W32/PoisonIvy.B.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Agent.smak
BackDoor.Poison.419

a variant of Win32/Poison
W32/Poison.CWKQ!tr.bdr
W32/PoisonIvy.I.gen!Eldorado

Win32/Poison.NAE

Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
Backdoor.Win32.Poison
Backdoor/Poison.sy
Trojan ( 0036e6f71 )
Trojan ( 0036e6f71 )
Backdoor.Win32.Poison.ckym

W32/PoisonIvy.B.gen!Eldorado
Generic.PoisonIvy.0C8D4C16
Generic.PoisonIvy.0C8D4C16
Backdoor.Win32.Poison
Backdoor/Poison.ltt
Backdoor ( a3d7c7f90 )
Backdoor ( 04c4ed621 )
Backdoor.Win32.Poison.ckym

Gen:Trojan.Heur.nmZ@ImjCrcd

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Trojan.Downloader
Generic BackDoor
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C!83
Backdoor:Win32/Poison.E
Backdoor:Win32/Poison.E
Backdoor.PoisonIvy.EL
Gen:Trojan.Heur.nmZ@ImjCrcd
Trojan.Win32.Poison.wxzv
Suspicious_F.B
Generic.PoisonIvy.4917E740

BackDoor-DSS.gen.a
BackDoor-DSS.gen.a
Backdoor:Win32/Poison.E
Generic.PoisonIvy.0C8D4C16
Trojan.Win32.Poison.vmzl
PoisonIvy.gen25
Generic.PoisonIvy.0C8D4C16

PE:Packer.Win32.Mian007.a!1074235325
Mal/Packer
Trojan.Dropper/Packed
Backdoor.Darkmoon

Troj/Keylog-JV
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Poison
Suspicious.MH690.A

Win32/PoisonIvy!generic
Mal_Bits
Mal_Bits
Backdoor.Win32.Hupigon.dguz

Possible_Virus
Possible_Virus

PAK_Generic.001
PAK_Generic.001

Backdoor.Win32.Poison.5501
20
18
38

2
14
16

20
12
32
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

pelock
20/48
Trojan.Downloader.Agent.ZCR
Suspicious!SA
TR/Crypt.PEPM.Gen

yoda
25/49
MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB
Suspicious!SA
Trojan/Win32.Poison
HEUR/Crypted

Win32:Injector-ARH [Trj]

Win32:Tiny-ADY [Trj]

Trojan.Downloader.Agent.ZCR
HW32.CDB.93eb

MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB
HW32.CDB.9bb4
(Suspicious) - DNAScan

W32/PoisonIvy.I.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Agent.smak
BackDoor.Poison.1032

W32/PoisonIvy.J.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Agent.smak
BackDoor.Poison.812

W32/PoisonIvy.I.gen!Eldorado
Trojan.Downloader.Agent.ZCR
Trojan.Downloader.Agent.ZCR

W32/PoisonIvy.J.gen!Eldorado
MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB
MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB

Backdoor ( 908ed9cf0 )

Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C
Backdoor:Win32/Poison.E
MemScan:Backdoor.PoisonIvy.CB

Trojan.Downloader.Agent.ZCR

PoisonIvy.gen25
Trojan.Downloader.Agent.ZCR
Suspicious file
PE:Malware.XPACK-LNR/Heur!1.5594
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Poison
Suspicious.MH690.A

Mal/Behav-164
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Poison
Suspicious.MH690.A

Mal_Xed-3
Mal_Xed-3

Cryp_Yodap
Cryp_Yodap

LooksLike.Win32.Malware!A (v)

4
16
20

12
13
25
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3. Pony Loader:
Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
petool
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

unpacked
31/48
Gen:Variant.Kazy.2137

armadillo
3/48

aspack
17/49

TR/PSW.Fareit.iloen

TR/PSW.Fareit.iloen

Win32:Agent-AOOD [Trj]
Win32/Heur

Win32:Agent-AOOD [Trj]
Win32/Heur

Gen:Variant.Kazy.2137
HW32.Laneul.zeci
HW32.CDB.0b4c
Trojan.Malware.Obscu.Gen.002
PWS.Fareit.E3

HW32.CDB.8791

TrojWare.Win32.PSW.Fareit.A
Trojan.PWS.Stealer.1932

TrojWare.Win32.PSW.Fareit.A
Trojan.PWS.Stealer.1932

a variant of Win32/PSW.Fareit.A
W32/Agent.NTM!tr

a variant of Win32/PSW.Fareit.A

Gen:Variant.Kazy.2137
Gen:Variant.Kazy.2137
Trojan-PWS.Fareit
Trojan/Generic.aysdp
Password-Stealer ( 0040f4f51 )
Password-Stealer ( 0040f4f51 )
Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.gen
Spyware.Zeus
PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C
Gen:Variant.Kazy.2137

Trojan-PWS.Fareit
Trojan/Generic.aysdp
Riskware ( f15000051 )
Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.gen

Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.SuspiciousPE.R!89

Fareit.T

PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C

Fareit.T

Trj/Genetic.gen

Mal/Pony-A

Mal/Pony-A

Downloader.Ponik

BKDR_PONY.SM
BKDR_PONY.SM
Backdoor.Androm
Trojan.Win32.Fareit.gi (v)

Trojan.Win32.Fareit.gi (v)

13
18
31

0
3
3

9
8
17
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
petool
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

fsg
33/48
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GZ.ciadbKwapVg
Suspicious!SA

obsidium
14/48
Gen:Trojan.Heur.pmZ@IqUWmgl
Suspicious!SA

pecompact
21/49
Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12

TR/PSW.Fareit.iloen

TR/Crypt.XPACK.Gen

TR/Crypt.PEPM.Gen

Win32:Agent-AOOD [Trj]
Win32/Heur

Win32:Agent-AOOD [Trj]
Win32/Heur

Gen:Trojan.Heur.GZ.ciadbKwapVg

Gen:Trojan.Heur.pmZ@IqUWmgl

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Packed.Win32.TDSS!O
W32/Heuristic-210!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.PSW.Fareit.A
Trojan.PWS.Stealer.1932

Packed.Win32.Toggaf.5!O

Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12
HW32.CDB.85ee

Packed.Win32.MNSP.Gen

Packed.Win32.MPEC.Gen
Trojan.PWS.Stealer.1932

a variant of Win32/PSW.Fareit.A
W32/Agent.NTM!tr
W32/Heuristic-210!Eldorado
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GZ.ciadbKwapVg
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GZ.ciadbKwapVg

a variant of Win32/PSW.Fareit.A

Gen:Trojan.Heur.pmZ@IqUWmgl
Gen:Trojan.Heur.pmZ@IqUWmgl

Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12
Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12

Trojan/Generic.aysdp
Trojan ( 0036e6f71 )
Trojan ( 0036e6f71 )
Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.gen

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Password-Stealer ( 0040f4f51 )
Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.gen

Trojan.Downloader
PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GZ.ciadbKwapVg
Gen:Trojan.Heur.pmZ@IqUWmgl

PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C
Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12

Suspicious_F.E

Fareit.T

Suspicious file
PE:Packer.Win32.Mian007.a!1074235325
Mal/Pony-A
Trojan.Agent/Gen-FSG
Downloader.Ponik

Mal/Pony-A

BKDR_PONY.SM
BKDR_PONY.SM

PAK_Generic.001

Trojan.Win32.Fareit.gi (v)

Trojan.Win32.Fareit.gi (v)

10
23
33

1
13
14

6
15
21
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
petool
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

pelock
20/48
Gen:Heur.Krypt.15
Suspicious!SA

themida
19/47
Gen:Variant.Symmi.3372
Suspicious!SA

upx
28/47
Gen:Variant.Kazy.61489

TR/Crypt.PEPM.Gen

TR/Crypt.TPM.Gen

TR/PSW.Fareit.iloen

Win32:JunkPoly [Cryp]

Win32:Agent-AOOD [Trj]
Win32/Heur

Gen:Heur.Krypt.15
HW32.CDB.5c88

Gen:Variant.Symmi.3372
HW32.CDB.071d

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Gen:Variant.Kazy.61489

W32/Virut.AI!Generic
TrojWare.Win32.PSW.Fareit.A
Trojan.PWS.Stealer.1932

Trojan.PWS.Stealer.1932

W32/Virut.AI!Generic
Gen:Heur.Krypt.15
Gen:Heur.Krypt.15

a variant of Win32/Packed.Themida

a variant of Win32/PSW.Fareit.A
W32/Agent.NTM!tr

Gen:Variant.Symmi.3372
Gen:Variant.Symmi.3372
Backdoor.Win32.Prorat

Gen:Variant.Kazy.61489
Gen:Variant.Kazy.61489
Trojan-PWS.Fareit
Trojan/Generic.aysdp
Password-Stealer ( 0040f4f51 )
Password-Stealer ( 0040f4f51 )
Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.gen
Win32.Troj.Undef.(kcloud)

Trojan ( 0040f4ef1 )
Trojan ( 0040f4ef1 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic
VirTool.Vbcrypt

PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.F PWS-Zbot.gen.atz
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C
Gen:Heur.Krypt.15
Gen:Variant.Symmi.3372
Gen:Variant.Kazy.61489
Crypt.AWHI

Fareit.T
Trj/Genetic.gen

Mal/Agent-AFL

Mal/Pony-A

Suspicious.MH690.A

Downloader.Ponik
Posible_Worm32

Mal_Xed-3
Mal_Xed-3

PAK_Generic.010

BKDR_PONY.SM

Trojan.Win32.Fareit.gi (v)

Backdoor.Win32.Ircbot.gen (v)

Trojan.Win32.Fareit.gi (v)

2
18
20

0
19
19

11
17
28
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
petool
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

vmprotect
18/49

yoda
18/48
Gen:Variant.Zusy.7728

TR/PSW.Fareit.iloen

TR/Crypt.XPACK.Gen

Win32:Agent-AOOD [Trj]

Win32:Agent-AOOD [Trj]

W32.HfsAutoA.Bafc

Gen:Variant.Zusy.7728
HW32.CDB.957d
(Suspicious) - DNAScan

W32/Heuristic-210!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.PSW.Fareit.A
Trojan.PWS.Stealer.1932
a variant of Win32/PSW.Fareit.A
W32/Agent.NTM!tr
W32/Heuristic-KPP!Eldorado

W32/Heuristic-210!Eldorado
Gen:Variant.Zusy.7728
Gen:Variant.Zusy.7728

Trojan-PWS.Fareit

Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.gen
Spyware.Zeus
BackDoor-FJW!99427DDC88A0
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.SuspiciousPE.F!81 Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C!87
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!C
PWS:Win32/Fareit.gen!I
Gen:Variant.Zusy.7728
Crypt.AWHI

Obfuscated_VPE

PE:Packer.Win32.Mian007.a!1074235325
Mal/Behav-164
Downloader.Ponik

Downloader.Ponik

Cryp_Yodap
Cryp_Yodap
Trojan.Win32.Fareit.gi (v)

8
10
18

2
16
18
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4. Smoke Loader:
Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

unpacked
38/49
Gen:Variant.Zusy.Elzob.3614

aspack
19/48
Trojan.Peed.Gen

Dropper/Win32.Dapato
TR/Crypt.XPACK.Gen
Trojan/Win32.Blocker
Win32:Dofoil-BA [Trj]
Downloader.Generic13.ADGA

TR/Crypt.ASPM.Gen
Win32:Dofoil-BA [Trj]
Win32/DH{O1AWgQVUgQYgfAMKZmUJCA8kIiVb}

Gen:Variant.Zusy.Elzob.3614
W32.HaluosysLTC.Trojan
Virus.Win32.Heur.d

Trojan.Peed.Gen
HW32.CDB.15d7

Trojan-Downloader.Win32.Dofoil!O
W32/Downloader.EI.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Downloader.Zurgop.AVA
BackDoor.Tishop

Trojan-Downloader.Win32.Dofoil!O

BackDoor.Tishop

a variant of Win32/TrojanDownloader.Zurgop.AV
W32/Zurgop.AV!tr.dldr
W32/Downloader.EI.gen!Eldorado
Gen:Variant.Zusy.Elzob.3614
Gen:Variant.Zusy.Elzob.3614
Trojan-Downloader.Win32.Dofoil
Trojan/Generic.axjzi
Riskware ( 9c90fa260 )
Backdoor ( 04c4dcaf1 )
Trojan.Win32.PEF13C.xj
Win32.Troj.Undef.(kcloud)
Trojan.Downloader
Downloader-FHK!6FB8C28E84C2
Downloader-FHK!6FB8C28E84C2
TrojanDownloader:Win32/Dofoil.R
Gen:Variant.Zusy.Elzob.3614
Trojan.Win32.Tishop.wadtf

Trojan.Peed.Gen
Trojan.Peed.Gen
Trojan/Generic.axjzi
Riskware ( f15000051 )
Trojan.Win32.PEF13C.xj

Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
TrojanDownloader:Win32/Dofoil.R
Trojan.Peed.Gen
Trojan.Win32.Tishop.wadtf

Trojan/W32.Agent.10240.UB
PE:Trojan.DL.Zurgop!1.65C3
Troj/DwnLdr-KMU

Troj/DwnLdr-KMU

Suspicious.Graybird.1
Trojan/Downloader.Zurgop.av
Win32/Pigeon.BDBK

Malware-Cryptor.Inject.gen.2
Trojan.Win32.Dofoil.zx (v)

Trojan.Win32.Dofoil.zx (v)

7
31
38

6
13
19
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

pecomp
20/48

pelock
22/49
Gen:Trojan.Heur.diX@IK7Ly6
Suspicious!SA

TR/Crypt.PEPM.Gen

TR/Crypt.PEPM.Gen

Win32:Dofoil-BA [Trj]
Win32/DH{eTtQFoEFVIEGIHwDCmZlCQgPJCIlWw}

Win32:JunkPoly [Cryp]
Win32/DH{O1AWgQVUgQYgfAMKZmUJCA8kIiVb}

HW32.CDB.3609

Gen:Trojan.Heur.diX@IK7Ly6
HW32.CDB.9fb4
(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Trojan-Downloader.Win32.Dofoil!O
W32/Virut.AI!Generic
Packed.Win32.MPEC.Gen
BackDoor.Tishop

BackDoor.Tishop

a variant of Win32/TrojanDownloader.Zurgop.AV

a variant of Win32/TrojanDownloader.Zurgop.AV
W32/Virut.AI!Generic
Gen:Trojan.Heur.diX@IK7Ly6
Gen:Trojan.Heur.diX@IK7Ly6

TrojanDropper.VB.acoq

Trojan.Win32.PEF13C.xj

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Invader
Trojan.Agent.MRGGen

Downloader-FHK!0B40D01D8C6B
Downloader-FHK!0B40D01D8C6B
TrojanDownloader:Win32/Dofoil.R

TrojanDownloader:Win32/Dofoil.R
Gen:Trojan.Heur.diX@IK7Ly6

Trojan.Win32.Tishop.wadtf

Troj/DwnLdr-KMU
Suspicious.Graybird.1

Suspicious.MH690.A

PAK_Generic.001
PAK_Generic.001
Malware-Cryptor.Inject.gen.2
Trojan.Win32.Dofoil.zx (v)

PAK_Generic.001
PAK_Generic.001
Malware-Cryptor.Inject.gen.2

6
14
20

2
20
22
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

vmprotect
20/45
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.1004022001
Suspicious!SA

Win32:Dofoil-BA [Trj]
Win32/DH{MTtQFoEFVIEGIHwDCmZlCQgPJCIlWw}
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.1004022001
W32.HfsAutoA.9eb1

Packed.Win32.Hrup.2!O
W32/Virut.AI!Generic

W32/Virut.AI!Generic
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.1004022001
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.1004022001
Trojan-Downloader.Win32.Dofoil

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Invader

Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.SuspiciousPE.F!88
TrojanDownloader:Win32/Dofoil.R
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.1004022001

PE:Trojan.DL.Zurgop!1.65C3

Possible_Virus
Possible_Virus
Malware-Cryptor.Inject.gen.2

3
17
20
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5. Zeus:
Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

unpacked
30/39
Gen:Variant.Kazy.165

armadillo aspack
0/37
29/49
Gen:Variant.Symmi.26399

TR/Spy.ZBot.aoqb.5
Trojan/Win32.Generic.gen
Win32:Zbot-NRC [Trj]

TR/Crypt.XPACK.Gen

Gen:Variant.Kazy.165

Gen:Variant.Symmi.26399
HW32.CDB.17e3
Virus.Win32.Heur.l

Win32:MDE-B [Susp]
Agent.7.BB

Trojan.Zbot.AJ3
Trojan.Spy.Zbot-142
Packed.Win32.Toggaf.4!O
W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Kazy.MKD

Packed.Win32.Toggaf.4!O
W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Kazy.MKD
Trojan.PWS.Panda.655
a variant of Win32/Spy.Zbot.ZR

W32/Zbot.AT!tr
W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
Trojan-Spy:W32/Zbot.AVTH
Gen:Variant.Kazy.165
Trojan-Spy.Win32.Zbot

W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
Gen:Variant.Symmi.26399
Gen:Variant.Symmi.26399

Spyware ( 002891031 )
Spyware ( 002891031 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic
Win32.Troj.Generic.a.(kcloud)
Spyware.Zbot
PWS-Zbot.gen.ds
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.K

Riskware ( 5e2046950 )
Riskware ( f15000051 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Gen:Variant.Kazy.165

PWS-Zbot.gen.ds
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
PWS:Win32/Zbot.gen!Y
Gen:Variant.Symmi.26399

Crypt.BAJJ

Crypt.BAJJ

PE:Stealer.Zbot!1.648A
Troj/PWS-BSF
Trojan.Agent/Gen-FakeAlert

Troj/PWS-BSF
Trojan.Agent/Gen-MalPE

Win32/Zbot.CXZ
TSPY_ZBOT.SMIG

Cryp_Xin1
Cryp_Xin1
SScope.Trojan.FakeAV.01110
Trojan-PWS.Win32.Zbot.aac (v)

Trojan-PWS.Win32.Zbot.aac (v)

15
15
30

0
0
0

6
23
29
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

asprotect
21/49
Gen:Trojan.Heur.ouXa7J48cKn

fsg
37/49
Gen:Trojan.Heur.RP.fiada0nfFgf
Suspicious!SA

obsidium
14/49
Gen:Trojan.Heur.smZ@IeFnh6l
Suspicious!SA

Spyware/Win32.Zbot
TR/Kazy.MK
Win32:MDE-B [Susp]
Win32/Blacked

Win32:Zbot-NRC [Trj]
Agent.7.BB

Gen:Trojan.Heur.ouXa7J48cKn
HW32.CDB.C063
Virus.Win32.Heur.l
(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Gen:Trojan.Heur.RP.fiada0nfFgf
HW32.CDB.8a51

Gen:Trojan.Heur.smZ@IeFnh6l
HW32.CDB.9547

Trojan.Zbot.mue
Packed.Win32.TDSS!O
W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Kazy.MKD
Trojan.PWS.Panda.655

TrojWare.Win32.Kazy.MKD

a variant of Win32/Spy.Zbot.AAQ

Packed.Win32.Toggaf.5!O
Packed.Win32.MNSP.Gen

a variant of Win32/Spy.Zbot.ZR
W32/Zbot.AAU!tr
W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
Gen:Trojan.Heur.RP.fiada0nfFgf
Gen:Trojan.Heur.RP.fiada0nfFgf
Trojan-PWS.Win32.Zbot

Gen:Trojan.Heur.ouXa7J48cKn
Gen:Trojan.Heur.ouXa7J48cKn

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C
Gen:Trojan.Heur.ouXa7J48cKn

Gen:Trojan.Heur.smZ@IeFnh6l
Gen:Trojan.Heur.smZ@IeFnh6l

EmailWorm ( 000116d11 )
Trojan ( 0036e6f71 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Trojan.Downloader
PWS-Zbot.gen.ds
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.G
PWS:Win32/Zbot.gen!Y
Gen:Trojan.Heur.RP.fiada0nfFgf

PWS:Win32/Zbot.gen!Y
Gen:Trojan.Heur.smZ@IeFnh6l

Suspicious_F.E
Trj/Genetic.gen

Trj/Genetic.gen
PE:Stealer.Zbot!1.648A
Troj/PWS-BSF
Trojan.Agent/Gen-FSG
Trojan.Zbot!gen19

Trojan.Agent/Gen-MalPE
Suspicious.Cloud

PE:Packer.Win32.Mian007.a!1074235325

Win32/Zbot.CXZ
TSPY_ZBOT.SMIG
TSPY_ZBOT.SMIG
SScope.Trojan.FakeAV.01110
Trojan-PWS.Win32.Zbot.aac (v)

Cryp_Xin1
Cryp_Xin1
SScope.Trojan.FakeAV.01110

2
19
21

Possible_Virus
Possible_Virus

14
23
37

1
13
14
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

pecompact
27/49
Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12
Spyware/Win32.Zbot
TR/Kazy.MK

pelock
22/49
Gen:Trojan.Heur.hmX@I4AVORp
Suspicious!SA

themida
16/46
Gen:Variant.Symmi.21163
Suspicious!SA

TR/Crypt.PEPM.Gen

TR/Crypt.TPM.Gen

Win32:Zbot-NRC [Trj]
Agent.7.BB

Win32:JunkPoly [Cryp]

Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12
HW32.CDB.3965
Virus.Win32.Heur.l

Gen:Trojan.Heur.hmX@I4AVORp Gen:Variant.Symmi.21163
HW32.CDB.B6a9
HW32.CDB.20be

Win32/Heur

(Suspicious) - DNAScan
Packed.Win32.Toggaf.4!O

(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Trojan.Win32.Krap.1!O
W32/Virut.AI!Generic
Heur.Packed.Unknown

Trojan.PWS.Panda.655
a variant of Win32/Spy.Zbot.ZR a variant of Win32/Spy.Zbot.ZR
W32/Virut.AI!Generic
Gen:Trojan.Heur.hmX@I4AVORp Gen:Variant.Symmi.21163
Gen:Trojan.Heur.hmX@I4AVORp Gen:Variant.Symmi.25060

Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12
Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12
Trojan-PWS.Win32.Zbot

Spyware ( 002891031 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

PWS-Zbot.gen.ds
PWS-Zbot.gen.ds
PWS:Win32/Zbot.gen!Y
Gen:Variant.Nebuler.12

Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.F
PWS:Win32/Zbot.gen!Y
Gen:Trojan.Heur.hmX@I4AVORp Gen:Variant.Symmi.21163

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Crypt.BAJJ

Troj/PWS-BSF
Trojan.Agent/Gen-MalPE

Trojan.Agent/Gen-MalPE

Cryp_Xin1
Cryp_Xin1
SScope.Trojan.FakeAV.01110
Trojan-PWS.Win32.Zbot.aac (v)

Mal_Xed-3
Mal_Xed-3
SScope.Trojan.FakeAV.01110
LooksLike.Win32.Malware!A (v)

8
19
27

Mal/Agent-AFL
Trojan.Agent/Gen-MalPE

Cryp_Xin1

Backdoor.Win32.Ircbot.gen (v)

2
20
22

0
16
16
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Product
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Positive ID
Unknown ID
Negative ID

vmprotect
28/49
Gen:Variant.Symmi.23221

yoda
28/49
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.014400A000

TR/Hijacker.Gen

TR/Kazy.MK

Win32:Zbot-NRC [Trj]
Win32/Heur

Win32:MDE-B [Susp]

Gen:Variant.Symmi.23221
W32.HfsAutoA.8fbf

Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.014400A000
HW32.CDB.7636
(Suspicious) - DNAScan

Trojan.Spy.Zbot-142
W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Kazy.MKD

W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
TrojWare.Win32.Kazy.MKD
Trojan.PWS.Panda.655

a variant of Win32/Spy.Zbot.ZR a variant of Win32/Spy.Zbot.ZR
W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
Gen:Variant.Symmi.23221
Gen:Variant.Symmi.23221
Trojan-Spy.Win32.Zbot

W32/Zbot.BR.gen!Eldorado
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.014400A000
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.014400A000

Riskware ( 5e2046950 )

Riskware ( 5e2046950 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Trojan.Agent.ED

PWS:Win32/Zbot.gen!Y
Gen:Variant.Symmi.23221

PWS-Zbot.gen.ds
Heuristic.LooksLike.Win32.Suspicious.C
PWS:Win32/Zbot.gen!Y
Gen:Trojan.Heur.GM.014400A000

Crypt.BAJJ

Obfuscated_VPE

Suspicious file
PE:Stealer.Zbot!1.648A
Mal/Behav-010
Trojan.Agent/Gen-MalPE

Suspicious file
PE:Stealer.Zbot!1.648A
Troj/PWS-BSF
Trojan.Agent/Gen-MalPE
Trojan.Zbot!gen19

Win32/Zbot.CXZ
Cryp_Xin1
Cryp_Xin1
SScope.Trojan.FakeAV.01110
Trojan.Win32.Zbot.n (v)

Cryp_Xin1
Cryp_Xin1
SScope.Trojan.FakeAV.01110

10
18
28

7
21
28
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9.5. Appendix E – Case Study 2 Implementation
This appendix contains details of the plan of execution for case study 2.

9.5.1. Plan of Execution

The task of performing this case study would first need to be broken down into the following
steps:
1. Identify the malware family that the tests will be run against. It needs to be one that
there is a high confidence of regular packing; so some of the largest current botnet
threats would make an excellent choice. It is also important to some degree that the bot
is not a commercially sold kit such as Zeus. The reason for this being that there are more
divisions of potential difference. Multiple malicious operators will have their tools
configured differently and the amount of work to establish links between similar samples
through behavioural analysis alone will likely be too complex for this case study. So
enough research should be carried out to find a current, mass deployed botnet that is
controlled by a single group or entity.
2. A set of behavioural criteria should be selected that can be used to initially find samples
of the selected malware family and then to further verify the likelihood that these
samples are very similar or the same once unpacked. It is beyond the scope of this case
study to unpack each sample. A number of samples should also be agreed at this stage
and once this number.
3. The analysis of these samples should then be obtained to show how a range of security
products performs against them specifically meeting the aims of the case study in regards
to correct identification. The results should be collated and summarised to meet this
objective.

Selecting the Family:
In order to find a good candidate for this case study I investigated the well-known current
samples on the security researcher forum kerenlmode.info [86]. The candidate should meet the
following criteria:
 Regularly updated and widely spread botnet
 Likely to be regularly packed, many hashes available
 Ran by an individual or single group, not sold as a kit
 There should be some obvious simple behaviour that can be used to identify samples.
 Recent samples available
Shylock or Caphaw, seemed to meet these criteria in the following ways:



It appears to fairly common and widespread financial Trojan
Being mass deployed and a high number of samples indicate it is likely packed
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 Appears to be ran by a single group
 Appears to use SSL and use “cc” and “su” top level domains
 Recent samples appeared within the forum.
Further analysis from Detica [87] confirmed the original findings and also showed that it has
stayed fairly consistent over a prolonged period, giving a list of previous domains used by the
malware.

Identifying and Verifying Samples:
Shylock was selected as the malware family to test. I will initially identify samples of Shylock using
the following domains that are used for command and control:
 lbp.cc
 sge.su
 kre.cc
 ioh.cc
 rwn.cc
The Shylock malware will append random subdomains that are used as part of the traffic
encryption key, however all communications will contain these higher level domains and thus can
be used in a search to find samples.
As previously I will use the malware knowledge base Virus Total to enable the analysis of these
samples. This time I will use the research access [88] to enable me to search files based on a
criteria, view those files analysis and download the samples.
Using the above identifiers a search will be performed for samples containing any of the above
domains. The latest twenty five samples will be downloaded in addition to their corresponding
analysis. The samples will be verified using the following criteria:
 Use of port 443 and SSL in communication
 Use of similar sub domain format
 Use of similar mutexes
 Use of a similar registry key for persistence
 Use of a similar directory for storing the malware
The analysis of the twenty five samples will be collated to show a representative of detections
and security product identifications.
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9.6. Appendix F – Case Study 2 Results
This Appendix provides the full results acquired for all twenty five samples from Virus Total.

Engine
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Detection
Correct Identification
Incorrect Identificaiton

fbad0053394a73dd92aa8957 f6964b7d1eccde4ce122775b8cfaa0 f32aa693cfbbdbbf1a836c417ab7895
af7ce4eabfddaa79
0347bf3fea
2733af1de

Win32:Malware-gen

Trojan.Foreign!cIvwAzEsoIw
Trojan/Win32.Agent
TR/Rogue.10116116

Trojan.Foreign!S3Xl2aq/fsY

Win32:Malware-gen
Generic35.ASTP
Trojan.Win32.Ransom.AsNP

Win32:Agent-ASME [Trj]
Generic35.ASPH

TR/Graftor.124617.2

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Win32/Caphaw.I

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BREM
W32/Foreign.BREM!tr

a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BRCU
W32/Foreign.BRCU!tr

Trojan.Generic.10116116
Trojan.Generic.10116116
Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign

Gen:Variant.Zusy.75994
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75994

Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign.jtgy Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign.jtfr
Win32.Troj.Undef.(kcloud)
Trojan.Agent.EDSH
Trojan.Agent.ED
RDN/Ransom!dw
RDN/Generic.bfr!fl
Artemis!7C3A520D1750
Artemis!4A9A3657503B
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A

Trojan.Shylock.ED

Trojan.Win32.Foreign.crbsrb

PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S

Trj/CI.A
PE:Malware.XPACK-HIE/Heur!1.9C48
Mal/Generic-S

PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Troj/Agent-AFFY

WS.Reputation.1

TROJ_GEN.R072H08LH13
Trojan.Compcert.121613 (fs)
7
2
5

Trojan.Win32.Generic!BT
19
0
19

20
2
18
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Engine
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Detection
Correct Identification
Incorrect Identificaiton

f7f6835508ed845d22556fb7e4d697
34ffbe686b
Gen:Variant.Graftor.123019
Trojan.Foreign!hjnfNGx3qqY
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.26093
Trojan/Win32.Generic.gen
Win32:Malware-gen
Agent4.BJHV
Trojan.Win32.Ransom.As
Gen:Variant.Graftor.123019

ee31294839118a2a176dade4f2e ed618235b97ba5533541baca47a73
843b1afb9c522
d72a96ebe0f

Trojan/Win32.Foreign

Trojan/Win32.Agent
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.39677

Backdoor/Win32.Caphaw
Win32:Malware-gen
Crypt_s.FBZ

Crypt_s.FBR

Packed.Win32.FakeAV-Crypter.6!O

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Graftor.123019 (B)
Win32/Caphaw.I
W32/Caphaw.I

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75386 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQSY a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQXU
W32/Caphaw.AFEV!tr
W32/SystemSecurity.AL!tr

Gen:Variant.Graftor.123019
Gen:Variant.Graftor.123019
Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw

Gen:Variant.Kazy.308099
Gen:Variant.Kazy.308075

Gen:Variant.Zusy.75386
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75386

Backdoor/Caphaw.hz
Trojan ( 00377ab71 )
Trojan ( 00377ab71 )
Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign.joja
Win32.Troj.Undef.(kcloud)
Malware.Packer.GPC
RDN/Generic.bfr!fi
RDN/Generic.bfr!fi
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A
Gen:Variant.Graftor.123019
Trojan.Win32.Foreign.coabaw
Troj_Generic.RIVHA
Generic Malware
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Muldrop
WS.Reputation.1

TROJ_SPNR.35LB13
TROJ_SPNR.35LB13
Hoax.Foreign
Trojan.Win32.Generic!SB.0
36
5
31

Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw.zj

Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw.zm

Trojan.Agent.ED
Artemis!780099AE72B9
Artemis!780099AE72B9
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A

Rogue.FakeAV.ED
Artemis!259BD57BA93B
Artemis!259BD57BA93B

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.crckxv

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.crfhxu

Trj/Caphaw.C
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Troj/Agent-AFEV

Generic Malware
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.k (v)

Trojan.Compcert.121313 (fs)
18
8
10

20
3
17
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Engine
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Detection
Correct Identification
Incorrect Identificaiton

e235206f11fa9b3e7aba803730719 e2fd1870f9377dbe60690aad827e6 d3843ab06d80e0b0350f4905acf9
d2c0e8160df
35a5c282eed
6b6e9b096c43
Gen:Variant.Kazy.303161
Trojan.Agent!NHhcEO5v5Uo
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
BDS/Caphaw.AA.61
Trojan/Win32.Generic
Win32:Dropper-gen [Drp]
Win32:Malware-gen
Crypt_s.FCX
BackDoor.Generic17.COHJ
Trojan.Win32.Generic.Ac
Gen:Variant.Kazy.303161
W32.FalaminX.Trojan
Trojan.Agent.su

Backdoor.Caphaw

Packed.Win32.FakeAV-Crypter.6!O
TrojWare.Win32.Genome.xhtk
BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Trojan.GenericKD.1459661 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BREL
W32/SystemSecurity.AL!tr

Packed.Win32.FakeAV-Crypter.6!O

BackDoor.Caphaw.2

Trojan.GenericKD.1459661
Trojan.GenericKD.1459661
Trojan.SuspectCRC

Trojan.Win32.Agentb.anpe

a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BRJF
W32/SystemSecurity.AL!tr

a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQMC
W32/Generic.GFWFGLX!tr

Gen:Variant.Graftor.124960

Gen:Variant.Kazy.303161
Gen:Variant.Kazy.303161
Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw

Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign.jujo

Rogue.FakeAV.ED
Artemis!59AC4EDAB4AB
Artemis!59AC4EDAB4AB

Suspicious file
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S

Riskware ( 0040eff71 )
Riskware ( 0040eff71 )
HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic
Win32.Troj.Generic.a.(kcloud)
Trojan.Ransom.ED
BackDoor-FBMH!10095503E55C
BackDoor-FBMH!10095503E55C
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.AA
Gen:Variant.Kazy.303161

Generic Malware
Mal/Generic-S

Trojan.Shylock
Win32/Caphaw.LPRcLN
TROJ_GEN.R0CBC0DLA13
TROJ_GEN.F47V1213

TROJ_GEN.F47V1218

Trojan.Compcert.121313 (fs)

Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw
21
1
20

7
0
7

31
6
25
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Engine
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Detection
Correct Identification
Incorrect Identificaiton

cd087a7db7997a541dd1a2eb cb86b231237f1e4b0a319b26b894c58c113a707 cabc14dbea3ddbca392077afcf
9d61bbd9663b945d
1
2cfe67f79ceb3e

Crypt2.CCXM

Win32/Caphaw.I

Win32/Caphaw.I

Gen:Variant.Symmi.36603
Gen:Variant.Symmi.36603

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic

Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign.juul

Trojan.Ransom.NR

Trojan.Agent.ED
Heuristic.BehavesLike.Win32.Suspicious-BAY.K

PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59

PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59

PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59

Trojan.Compcert.121613 (fs)
8
1
7

5
1
4

1
0
1
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Engine
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Detection
Correct Identification
Incorrect Identificaiton

c32150cf79d8f44a17757abdc42275
f6b01d9eca
Gen:Variant.Symmi.35900
Trojan.Foreign!Nw1f7qfTNMs
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.Gen8

Crypt2.CBVG
Trojan.Win32.Ransom.aDAz
Gen:Variant.Symmi.35900

aaffa9031bc116ad170e52b4b7a
2d0199bd7fc47
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72972
Trojan.Caphaw!50f79kKUl1Q
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.38669
Trojan/Win32.Generic
Win32:Malware-gen
Crypt2.BXEI

a7ebc97f56aa50d32a2b217780a
5d432c183bcbe

Trojan/Win32.Agent
TR/Zusy.75927.1

Crypt_s.FBY

Gen:Variant.Zusy.72972

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Symmi.35900 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQAV
W32/Foreign.BQAV!tr

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Graftor.90836 (B)
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75927 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BPFP a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQYC
W32/Kryptik.BPFP!tr

Gen:Variant.Symmi.35900
Gen:Variant.Symmi.35900
Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw

Gen:Variant.Zusy.72972
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72972
Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw

Gen:Variant.Zusy.75927
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75927

Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign.joxr HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic
Win32.Troj.Undef.(kcloud)
Trojan.Agent
Malware.Packer.GPC
Trojan-FDHL!7E55A135AE66
RDN/Generic BackDoor!vl
Trojan-FDHL!7E55A135AE66
RDN/Generic BackDoor!vl
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A
Gen:Variant.Symmi.35900
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72972
Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.cqskiv
Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.crahaj

Trj/Zbot.M
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S

Trojan.Agent.ED
Artemis!0259183AA410
Artemis!0259183AA410

Trj/dtcontx.I
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Unruy
WS.Reputation.1
Trojan/Kryptik.bpfp

WS.Reputation.1

TROJ_GEN.R021C0DLE13
TROJ_GEN.R021C0DLE13

TROJ_GEN.R021C0DLE13
TROJ_GEN.R021C0DLE13

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.ljb (v)

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.ljb (v)
28
5
23

Trj/Genetic.gen
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Troj/Agent-AFFY

Trojan.Compcert.121313 (fs)
32
6
26

14
0
14
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Engine
Ad-Aware
Agnitum
AhnLab-V3
AntiVir
Antiy-AVL
Avast
AVG
Baidu-International
BitDefender
Bkav
ByteHero
CAT-QuickHeal
ClamAV
CMC
Commtouch
Comodo
DrWeb
Emsisoft
ESET-NOD32
Fortinet
F-Prot
F-Secure
GData
Ikarus
Jiangmin
K7AntiVirus
K7GW
Kaspersky
Kingsoft
Malwarebytes
McAfee
McAfee-GW-Edition
Microsoft
MicroWorld-eScan
NANO-Antivirus
Norman
nProtect
Panda
Rising
Sophos
SUPERAntiSpyware
Symantec
TheHacker
TotalDefense
TrendMicro
TrendMicro-HouseCall
VBA32
VIPRE
ViRobot
Detection
Correct Identification
Incorrect Identificaiton

68517565be6c38db5bc112002884b 3871b0fc2be8dbe9cdb1bb4c978 182a448d357cc93e412ed67ae935f
4113c5e3be0
fa5cbe15430f8
dcc75cd8b90

Trojan/Win32.Agent
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.39686

Trojan/Win32.Agent
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.37942
Backdoor/Win32.Caphaw

Win32:Malware-gen
Crypt_s.FBZ

Crypt_s.FBR

Crypt_s.FBZ

Packed.Win32.FakeAV-Crypter.6!O

Packed.Win32.FakeAV-Crypter.6!O

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75386 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQXU
W32/SystemSecurity.AL!tr

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75627 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQSY a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQXU
W32/SystemSecurity.AL!tr

Gen:Variant.Zusy.75386
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75386

Gen:Variant.Kazy.308099
Gen:Variant.Kazy.308099

Gen:Variant.Zusy.75627
Gen:Variant.Zusy.75627
Trojan.Crypt_s

Backdoor/Caphaw.hz

Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw.zm

Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw.zj

Rogue.FakeAV.ED
Artemis!018FF1D9E470
Artemis!018FF1D9E470

Trojan.Agent.ED
Artemis!4D8429002638
Artemis!4D8429002638
`

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.crfhxu

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.crckxv

Generic Malware
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S

Trj/Caphaw.C
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Troj/Agent-AFEV

Win32.Troj.Generic.a.(kcloud)
Rogue.FakeAV.ED
Artemis!0981966E0225
Artemis!0981966E0225

Suspicious file
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S

BKDR_CAPHAW.BA
BKDR_CAPHAW.BA
Trojan.Compcert.121313 (fs)

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.k (v)
20
3
17

Trojan.Compcert.121313 (fs)
16
6
10

21
3
18
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6470e4ec9
f9885e2e7
6b6eaf312f00808
Trojan.Foreign!hhvsoEg2MhA
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.Gen8

TR/Crypt.ZPACK.39330
Win32:Malware-gen
Generic35.ASQL
Trojan.Win32.Ransom.Aew

Crypt_s.FBY

Win32:Agent-ASMF [Trj]
Generic_s.CKV

a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BRBQ

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Kazy.308289 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQYQ

Packed.Win32.FakeAV-Crypter.6!O

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BREL
W32/SystemSecurity.AL!tr
Gen:Variant.Zusy.76062
Gen:Variant.Zusy.76062
Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign

Gen:Variant.Kazy.308289
Gen:Variant.Kazy.308289
Trojan.Crypt_s

Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Foreign.jtgw
Win32.Troj.Undef.(kcloud)
Rogue.FakeAV.ED
Artemis!96D540B676F5
Artemis!96D540B676F5

UDS:DangerousObject.Multi.Generic
Win32.Troj.Agentb.an.(kcloud)
PUP.Optional.Prestigio
Artemis!B91F70B77299
Artemis!B91F70B77299

Trojan.Win32.Agent.ibhw
Trojan.Ransom.ED
Artemis!906578B44BFF
Artemis!906578B44BFF
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.AA

Trojan.Win32.Foreign.crbcgm
Caphaw.T
Generic Malware
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S

PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Troj/Agent-AFFY

Mal/Generic-S

Trojan.Compcert.121313 (fs)

Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw

WS.Reputation.1

TROJ_GEN.R0CBB01LI13
Trojan.Win32.Generic!BT
23
1
22

11
0
11

18
4
14
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63a60806a319767bf3d6c846d36 62cceb7dfe295125c23acc234f59c9 0e75449d6c0a2c67ae636bc5ab
8f52b8063b7f8
ddf314120e
b0f15d6a3d643e
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72309
Trojan.GenericKD.1435164
Trojan.Foreign!VB66qq11Qec
Trojan.Agent!WtA4oe5uvYc
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
Trojan/Win32.Foreign
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.Gen8
TR/Crypt.ZPACK.Gen8
Backdoor/Win32.Caphaw
Trojan/Win32.Generic
Trojan/Win32.Agent
Win32:Rootkit-gen [Rtk]
Win32:Malware-gen
Crypt_s.FBR
Generic35.AEXH
Agent4.BKEN
Trojan.Win32.Agent.ApKv
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72309
Trojan.GenericKD.1435164

Packed.Win32.FakeAV-Crypter.6!O
UnclassifiedMalware
BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Trojan.GenericKD.1435164 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQIZ
W32/Agent.ADASJ!tr

BackDoor.Caphaw.2
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72309 (B)
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BQSY a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BPAL
W32/Kryptik.BPAL!tr
Gen:Variant.Kazy.308075
Gen:Variant.Kazy.308099

Gen:Variant.Zusy.72309
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72309
Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw

Trojan.GenericKD.1435164
Trojan.GenericKD.1435164
Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw

Backdoor/Caphaw.hz

Backdoor.Win32.Caphaw.zj

Trojan ( 0049094b1 )
Trojan ( 0049094b1 )
Trojan.Win32.Agent.adasj
Win32.Troj.Agent.(kcloud)
Rootkit.0Access.ED
RDN/Generic.bfr!fj
RDN/Generic.bfr!fj
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A
Trojan.GenericKD.1435164
Trojan.Win32.Agent.cqrtvm
Kryptik.CCZB

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic
Win32.Troj.Undef.(kcloud)
Malware.Packer.GPC
RDN/Generic BackDoor!vm
RDN/Generic BackDoor!vm
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A
Gen:Variant.Zusy.72309
Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.cqeofl

Trojan.Agent.ED
Artemis!40C08CCC2C7E
Artemis!40C08CCC2C7E
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.A
Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.crckxv

Trj/Caphaw.C
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Troj/Agent-AFEV

Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.k (v)
17
7
10

Generic Malware
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Mal/Generic-S
Trojan.Agent/Gen-VBKrypt

Trj/Genetic.gen
PE:Malware.Obscure!1.9C59
Troj/Agent-AFEV
Trojan.Agent/Gen-Kazy
WS.Reputation.1

TROJ_GEN.R0C1C0DL213
TROJ_GEN.R0C1C0DL213
Hoax.Foreign
Trojan.Win32.Caphaw.ljb (v)

TROJ_GEN.R0CBC0DL713
TROJ_GEN.R0CBC0DL713
Trojan.Agent.adasj
Trojan.Win32.Generic!SB.0
32
5
27

37
3
34
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0ae3dca2ede39025dc993b5a869478e
8347a6a96
Count

TR/Caphaw.A.113
Win32:Agent-ASME [Trj]
Generic35.ASPH

UnclassifiedMalware
BackDoor.Caphaw.2
a variant of Win32/Kryptik.BRCU

Gen:Variant.Graftor.124617
Gen:Variant.Graftor.124617

Win32.Troj.Generic.a.(kcloud)
Trojan.Agent.ED
Artemis!C05DA5C52873
Artemis!C05DA5C52873
Backdoor:Win32/Caphaw.AA

PE:Malware.XPACK-HIE/Heur!1.9C48
Mal/Generic-S

Trojan.Compcert.121313 (fs)
16
3
13

6
9
14
15
8
14
21
6
6
1
0
2
0
7
0
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14
11
24
15
0
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21
11
3
3
3
21
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9.7. Appendix G – The PaX PAGEEXEC Project Research
This Appendix contains the detailed technical research on Pax and the PAGEEXEC project that is
the mechanism behind the way Omniunpack tracks memory.

PaX PAGEEXEC:
The PaX project enabled software support for this process in X86 chips that Omniunpack then
built into its tool [97]. The software support works based on Translation Lookaside Buffers, TLB’s,
used to cache lookups within the CPU to maximise performance. In order for virtual memory to
work with a paging system there must be a lookup performed within the page tables to find the
physical memory address from the virtual one provided. This can be a costly process so to
increase performance recent virtual to physical page table lookups are cached in the TLB, the TLB
is then the first place checked when a memory page is required by the CPU. If the page lookup is
not cached then page table is walked to find the correct entry. The important aspect of TLB’s is
that there are two; one for executing instructions, the ITLB, and one for data, the DTLB. Because
of this split it is possible to mark pages as requiring supervisor access for either ITLB or DTLB. A
user mode process would then trigger a page fault that could be handled by a kernel mode driver,
checked as to whether it is data or an executing instruction and then allowed to proceed.
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Figure 9-G-1: Utilisation of TLB within a Page Lookup
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9.8. Appendix H – Defeating Protection Mechanisms Used in
Packers
This Appendix contains the detailed technical descriptions of how to overcome the protection and
anti-analysis techniques used by packers and obfuscators.

9.8.1. Anti-Dumping Techniques
1. SizeOfImage:
The PE file contains a field called size of image which determines the size of the file in memory.
Packers can alter or delete this value making dumping tools that use this field fail or produce
unreliable results [113]. To get around this problem dumping tools should not rely upon the PE
header but instead use the windows API call VirtualQuery to obtain the size directly from the
used memory allocations.

2. Erasing the PE Header:
Dumping tools may rely on other aspects of the PE header in addition to the SizeOfImage field in
order to create a valid dump file. As with the SizeOfImage field other parts of the PE header or
even the whole header can be tampered with or deleted back packers instigating ant-dumping
techniques. Again using the windows API call VirtualQuery will enable the enumeration of the size
and the file sections but information about their names and important import address table
information will be lost.

3. Stolen Bytes:
A packer can remove bytes from the original sample code and place it into alternative sections of
memory replacing the original code with garbage and enabling access to the moved code via
transition instructions such as a JMP, CALL or RET. Standard process dumping will not catch this.
However if a process is examined with a user mode debugger such as Ollydbg and allowed to fully
execute, presuming there are no anti-debugging tricks any memory sections with executable will
be allocated. Any sections allocated but not linked to a DLL can be sorted by those that are Read,
Write and Execute (RWE). These can then be dumped by selecting backup, Save Data to file [114].
Any stolen bytes can then be added back manually with a hex editor or the memory dumps can
be joined together to enable full analysis.
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Figure 9-H-1: RWE Memory Sections in Ollydbg for Dumping

4. Nanomites:
A packer can create a secondary process that acts as a debugger for the main process, replacing
code branch instructions in the debugee process with interrupts that are handled by the
debugger process [113]. To get around this protection dumps will be required of both processes
and an amount of static code reverse engineering will be required to figure out where the
debugger is storing the code transitions for the debugee. Depending on the configuration it may
be possible to write a script that replaces the instructions back into the debugee using IDA Python
[115].

5. Guard Pages:
A packer can set up, using exception handlers, a method for selective section by section
decryption using guard pages. The malware sets all sections of the encrypted malware as
guarded. Thus when execution attempts to access a guarded page an EXCEPTION_GUARD_PAGE
is raised and handled by the packer. If this is implemented badly, as it is in Armadillo [113] it can
be trivially exploited by dumping tools; whilst the code only decrypts when an attempt to execute
it occurs if a sample is left to run it will decrypt most of the pages. A more sophisticated setup
would see the page re-encrypted when a new EXCEPTION_GUARD_PAGE exception is raised and
reset the guard page on that re-encrypted page. If this type of protection were implemented it
would require a dump for each page every time a guard page was activated by a debugger with
standard dumping tools being unsuitable.
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6. Virtual Machines:
Virtual Machines are the ultimate in anti-dumping packers since the original executable code is
never actually visibly in memory [113]. The only way to obtain this is to write a full decoder from
the P-Code instruction set back to X86, which would mean fully understanding every P-code
opcode that is used, in essence writing a full P-Code disassembler where dumping of the process
offers no improvements to performing this process.

9.8.2. Defeating Anti-Debugging Techniques
1. Using the API:

1.1.
IsDebuggerPresent:
This API call can be called at any point and simply reads the value from the Process Execution
Block (PEB) field BeingDebugged [117]. This is a simple Boolean flag check for whether the
process is being debugged or not. There are many ways around this for security analysts; setting
the API call to always return false is one, but even more simply the flag can be cleared. There are
plugins for user mode debuggers such as Ollydbg Hide Debugger that can automate the clearing
of this flag amongst other settings [118].

Figure 9-H-2: Ollydbg Plugin Hide Debugger
1.2.
NtQueryInformationProcess:
This Native API call takes a number of different class types to query information from the kernel
in regards to the selected process. There are many classes that can be passed to obtain
information about potential debugging in all cases Since this information is obtained by the kernel
the only way to avoid this type of detection is to perform some hooking of this API.
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One of these class types is the SystemKernelDebuggerInformation class, with value 0x23. Passing
this value will get the API to return two data flags; KdDebuggerEnabled and
KdDebuggerNotPresent. The function hook would need to modify these values to lie about the
presence of a debugger.
Another class type is the ProcessDebugPort class, with the value of 0x7. Passing this value to the
API will return a value of the port number being used for debugging, if it is not being debugged it
would return 0. The hooked function would need to make sure that this value always returned a
zero.
Another class type is the ProcessDebugObjectHandle, with the valley of 0x1e. This will return a
handle to the debugging object if the process is being debugged or else NULL. The hooked
function must make sure that a NULL value is always returned.
Finally another class type ProcessDebugFlags, with the value 0x1f. This will return true or false
value. False means a debugger is attached and true means no debugger is attached. The hooked
function would need to make sure that the true value is always returned.
Since the API is used extensively a filter would need to be applied so that only the relevant class
code is examined and the rest are passed through. This hook could take place at the user mode
level, hooking the call in ntdll.dll or in the kernel by hooking the System Service Descriptor Table,
although in patch guard enabled systems this would cause a crash. Below is an example of how
this hook could work:

Figure 9-H-3: Flow of Execution in an NtQueryInformationProcess Hook
2. Manually checking offsets in structures:
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2.2.
BeingDebugged Flag:
This is the same as the IsDebuggerPresent API call, since this API looks for this flag. It can be
simply changed within the PEB or by using a user mode debugger plugin such as Hide Debugger
mentioned earlier.

2.3.
ProcessHeap Flags:
There are two locations within the first allocated heap that potentially leak information about
debugging [117]. The first is the Flags field that indicates the settings used for the current heap
block; the default value for this field is two. The second is the ForcedFlags field and indicates the
settings to be used for the next heap allocation; the default value is zero. In both cases particular
values usually replace the default values when a debugger is attached. To avoid this type of
detection a security analyst can simply change the values here back to their defaults.

2.4.
NtGlobalFlag:
The NtGlobalFlag is an offset within the PEB that use to help specify settings about newly
allocated heaps for the whole process. When a process is configured in a debugger a 0x70 value is
logically added to the NtGlobalFlag. Since packers can examine this flag and using a logical and
with 0x70 potentially use this detect a debugger [117]. A security analyst can get around this by
replacing the value of NtGlobalFlag with the result of the current NtGlobalFlag data logically XOR
against 0x70, thus removing the debug settings.

3. Identifying Debugger Behaviour:

3.1.
Breakpoint Scanning:
Packers can scan for both hardware and software breakpoints. Software breakpoints place a 0xCC
opcode or INT 3 into the code being debugged. Hardware breakpoints are set by utilising the DR0
to DR3 registers. Unfortunately both methods are detectable; packers can scan memory sections
looking for 0xCC byte code where they are not expecting them and on detection change
behaviour. Packers can also examine the currently executing thread context to examine the data
that is stored in the debug registers.
Unfortunately there is no easy way of overcoming this in all cases. The following are a few steps
that can be taken by a security researcher to overcome these checks:





Where possible utilise memory breakpoints, setting GUARD_PAGES on sections of
memory or API calls that are of interest. This will not always be suitable as these types of
break points are set at a page level and are simply not granular enough in some cases.
Where software breakpoint checks are observed during debugging, it may be possible to
replace them with hardware breakpoints.
Where hardware breakpoint checks are observed during debugging it may be possible to
replace them with software breakpoints.
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Be creative with debugging and utilise non-standard methods for creating a breakpoint
[119]. Rather than using debug registers or INT 3 any of the following can be used as long
as a specific debugger is coded with the necessary exception handling structure to handle
them:
o Setting an invalid opcode
o Use of a privileged instruction within user mode execution
o Divide by Zero
o Access Violation; writing to a read only memory section for example

3.2.
Checksums:
Checksums are used to make sure changes are not made to code sections and packers can utilise
them to make sure code sections do not contain any breakpoints [117]. To get around this
security analysts can utilise memory or hardware breakpoints where appropriate or through
analysis must make sure software breakpoints of any time are removed before the checks are
made, finding the check function and setting a breakpoint on entry is likely to be the best way to
achieve this.

3.3.
Timing Checks:
The very nature of debugging massively slows down the execution of the instruction set and this
can be exploited by packers. Timing checks will be performed before and after key sections that
the packer wishes to protect. A threshold of time difference is set up front and then a time check
is taken before and after. If the difference is greater than the threshold a debugger is believed to
be detected. Some examples of these checks are the X86 instruction RDTSC, the GetTime API call
or the GetTickCount API [117]. The best way for a security analyst to overcome these checks is to
identify where they are being made and either to avoid performing debugging between these
checks or to patch the code in such a way that the results of both checks are the same.

4. Interfering With Debugger Functionality:

4.1.
TLS Call backs:
A TLS or thread local storage call back is used to execute code when a thread is first initialised. TLS
information is stored within the PE header and where a TLS is present the code is executed before
the start of the main function [120]. Packers can use this to run code before a debugger is
attached that could easily enable the debugger to be detected and the malware file to behave
differently. This can be easily avoided in most common user mode debuggers today by setting the
option to break on process creation and not on main.
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Figure 9-H-4: Ollydbg Configuration to Avoid TLS Call backs
4.2.
Exceptions:
When a debugger attaches to a process, it adds itself as the exception handler for all exceptions
for this process. This can be exploited by packers by raising exceptions to check for debugger
presence where it has its own exception handler that may make timing checks or be used to
redirect the flow of execution [117]. In both cases if these exceptions are intercepted by the
debugger it is likely the malware will be able to detect it is being debugged. To counter this
protection a security analyst can get the debugger to pass all exceptions through to the sample; if
this happens straight away it will defeat the timing checks and flow of execution redirection.
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Figure 9-H-5: Ollydbg Configuration to Pass Exceptions to Program

4.3.
Inserting Interrupts:
As with exceptions a debugger is responsible for handling all interrupts that are generated by that
process. A packer can exploit this by setting up its own interrupt handler and inserting interrupts
such as the INT 3 software breakpoint into the executing code. Exactly as with exceptions if the
sample can detect the interrupt is being intercepted by a debugger it will assume it is being
debugged. A security analyst can overcome this problem by passing all interrupts not set by the
debugger itself back to the program to be handled.

4.4.
Process and Thread Tricks:
Self-Execution: A process can execute another copy of it and use a synchronisation object such as
a mutex to identify whether it is the original copy or the new copy [117]. By executing in this way
the sample will effectively bypass the debugger. The simplest way for a security analyst to bypass
this method is to prevent the execution of the new process; generally this could be achieved by
setting a breakpoint on the CreateProcess API calls. Then if they hit starting the process again in a
second debug session and skipping the CreateProcess call.

4.5.
Name Checks:
A simple but very effective method of detecting both debugging and the use of other security
tools is the usage of process enumeration. The Windows API calls CreateTool32Snapshot,
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Process32First and Process32Next can be used to enumerate all the processes on the system and
identify the names of known security tools and debuggers [117]. Security analysts can overcome
this problem by either changing the names of the tools they are running or by setting a
breakpoint on Process32Next and clearing the data on return each time a likely black listed
security process is found. A give away for this kind of approach would be strings of blacklisted
tools and debuggers within the malware sample.

4.6.
Threads:
Threads can make the process of debugging more complex and as such are a method that packers
and protectors will use to defeat security analysts [117]. Threads may get created behind the
analysts back to perform actions discussed earlier like looking for the presence of a debugger or
searching code for breakpoints. If found the thread can be told to cause the debugger to exit or
even more sneakily change the decryption key for the packed sample to an invalid one. This can
be defeated by a security analyst by setting breakpoints on CreateThread so that any new threads
that get created can be checked to make sure they are not performing these kinds of actions
before being allowed to continue executing.

9.8.3. Defeating Anti-Emulation Techniques
1. Instructions:
Different emulators have different capabilities for the instructions which they can emulate and
exactly how these instructions are emulated. The Intel 8086 instruction set is extremely complex
and feature rich and it is unlikely emulators will cover the whole instruction range. Packer can
exploit this by using instructions not typically emulated to cause the emulator to give up such as
undocumented instructions, FPU; floating point instructions or MMX instructions [121]. The best
way to overcome this is to implement an emulator that has the full range of instructions in it. This
may not be possible within an anti-virus product running on a client that must consume minimal
resources but in a lab environment a product such as QEMU [122] can be installed and configured
to better handle a wider instruction set range. Where missing instructions such as FPU or MMX
instructions cannot be implemented, it may be possible to find search for those opcode’s in a
sample that requires emulation and patch the offending bytes with no operation, NOP,
instructions. Below is an example of some FPU instructions that could be identified by signature
and patched if the emulator was known to not deal with FPU instructions [123]:
 FLD;
Load floating point value
 FILD;
Load integer
 FIST;
Store integer
 FCOMI;
Compare floating point and set EFLAGS
 FINCSTP;
Increment FPU register stack pointer
 FDECSTP;
Decrement FPU register stack pointer
Time Locks:
The time an emulator can run for is finite and normally requires configuring. A
technique packers have to defeat emulators is to make sure they do not run any malicious
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instructions until after that timeout period has expired [121]. This is very difficult to overcome
within the confines of an on box anti-virus product due to constrained time and resources.
However within a lab analysis environment this can be done by extending the run period, making
it considerably longer. Other manipulations can take place to speed up this process, where calls
to sleep are made for example, the value can be set to always be 1. Alternatively where a
threshold is set and reached the emulator could indicate the section being emulated when it was
reached. Some manual analysis could then be to identify sections of the packed sample to ignore
when emulating, or instructions could be patched with NOP’s.

2. API Calls:
Windows API calls are another complex element for emulators to contend with. A particular
problem is recognising when an invalid parameter is being passed to them. The return value for
an invalid parameter will differ across API calls but could be checked or used in some way by a
packer or protector. Since the emulator must return value to continue executing if it is not
programmed to recognise the invalid parameters it will likely always return true to successful and
this can be detected [121]. There is no easy way to overcome this as there are more specific error
codes returned for different types of invalid parameters than it is feasible for an emulator to be
aware of. In a lab environment however emulation logs of system calls can be made trivially and
analysed by a security analyst. If emulation fails as a result of this the last few API calls before
failure can be examined and can be verified. If invalid parameters exist this section of code can be
manually analysed to determine the correct error code that is expected.
Similarly to the above API calls such as GetProcAddress can have an infinite number of return
values, since there are an infinite number of potential process names that exist and may be
legitimate in different circumstances. The only method for an emulator is to always return a value
to this function call and of course a packer can exploit this to call a non-existent process and if a
value is returned it can detect the emulator. As with the above method to get around this in a lab
environment logs of API calls would reveal the process that this is looking for. The emulator could
then be told to return false in this particular instance to get past this check.

9.8.4. Defeating Anti-Virtual Machines Techniques
1. Instructions:
There are a number of descriptor tables used within a running operating system; the interrupt
descriptor table, global descriptor table and local descriptor table. Since these are stored in fixed
locations on a physical machine and to avoid conflicts on a virtual machine these locations are
different if the machine is a virtual one. A packer or protector can exploit this using the SIDT,
SGDT and SLDT instructions respectively [124].
Other instructions do not behave the same within a virtualised environment. The STR function
interacts with the segment selector from the task register and the SMSW instruction stored the
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machine status word into the destination operand, both betray the existence of a virtualised
environment [125].
Finally the IN instruction is used by VMWare specifically to communicate messages back to the
host. Normally the IN instruction can only be used by privileged code running in the kernel thus
the use of it here causes an exception that is handled by VMWare for communication. This of
course can be exploited for detection [124].
In all cases there is no easy way to prevent this since the behaviour of these instructions is based
on the configuration of virtual machine software that a security analyst has no control of.
However during analysis these instructions can be signatured and thus offending samples can be
manually examined and when required the instructions can be patched with NOP’s to prevent
detection. The following instructions should be flagged as indicators of potential VM awareness
tricks:


SIDT, SGDT, SLDT, STR, SMSW, IN

2. Artefacts:
The use of virtualisation leaves a number of potential artefacts that can be detected by packers or
protectors, these include:
Processes; the names of any processes used to aid virtual to host integration such as
VMWare tools.
 Files; as above with processes, if any VM specific tools are installed they may be detected
by the existence of the associated files.
 Hardware configuration; There may be numerous registry entries in regards to the
hardware configurations of a VM. All hardware installed contains references to the
virtualisation product and thus can easily be detected via a string search.
 Registry entries; associated with all of the above categories there may be settings in the
registry that refer to the virtualisation product.
 Drivers; for specific VM emulated devices will likely contain the name of the virtualisation
product or the software developer for that product.
 Default MAC address ranges will also likely betray the VM product since these default
ranges are allocated to companies to avoid address conflicts.
Security analysts can harden their virtualisation environments against most of the above artefacts
to some degree and can almost wipe out detection via this method by taking the following steps:






Do not install the tools provided by the VM software provider for the guest OS. It will
make it slightly less usable but even uninstalling these leaves some trace they were there
[126].
Set all options to change the names of devices before installing the virtual machine.
Popular products such as VMWare and Virtual Box enable these to be changed. Below are
some of the values of devices for Virtual box that can be changed to help evade leaving
any artefacts on the guest, any name can be used so long as it does not pertain to be
related to a virtualisation product [127]:
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o VBoxInternal/Devices/ahci/0/Config/Port0/ModelNumber
o VBoxInternal/Devices/ahci/0/Config/Port0/SerialNumber
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiBIOSReleaseDate
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiBIOSVendor
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiBIOSVersion
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiSystemFamily
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiSystemProduct
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiSystemVendor
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiBoardVendor
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiBoardProduct
o VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/DmiChassisVendor
Change the MAC address from the default to one in the same range as the physical
machine to avoid the vendor based detection [128].
After making the above configurations and installing the guest search the registry for
references to the virtualisation product that is being used and rename those values. For
example on a virtual box configuration look for “VBOX”.
In general configure the box to use generic names, do not opt for obvious ones such as
“sandbox” for the machine name or username.
Patch or download patched drivers that refer to the virtualisation product vendor.
Kernelmode.info has some of these for virtual box but this can be done for any product
once the offending drivers have been found [127].

9.8.5. Defeating Code Obfuscation
The range of obfuscation techniques covered in the first section of the report was:










Abusing control flow
o Making conditional jumps unconditional by always evaluating the same way
o Inverse conditional jumps that jump to the same part but guarantee the next
portion of code is unused
o Use of return to make a jump by changing the value of the return pointer
Insertion of garbage code either in isolation or in tandem with control flow abuse
Push and Pop maths to utilise the stack in obfuscating the location to be jumped or
returned to
Exception handlers setup to obfuscate the control flow within a program
Function pointers; either used deliberately to obfuscate control flow or as a consequence
of using object oriented programming such as C++.
API obfuscation such as dynamically loading API’s, obscuring the strings being used to
perform this dynamic loading putting in API redirects that are stored in different memory
sections to prevent import table reconstruction.
Advanced Opaque predicates or the use of a state machine variable [130]. This is where a
global variable is used to determine the programs flow, this variable is determined using
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complex methods such as a separate thread generating a random value and a jump is
only made based on this value being below a certain threshold.
Virtual machine code obfuscation; where the whole program is converted into a different
instruction set known as P-code, this is then executed with a custom virtual machine
engine that is likely in itself written using other obfuscated code methods to complicate
disassembly.

These methods of code obfuscation broadly fit into two categories; those that can be automated
easily and those that cannot. A determined reverse engineer will always be able to overcome
code obfuscation with enough effort but this is a trade-off; if enough obfuscation is used then it
becomes too much effort to perform this work.
Simple opaque predicates are generally easy to automate and fit into the first category [130].
These include most abuse of control flow, the insertion of garbage code, utilisation of push pop
maths and simple API obfuscation that uses fixed constants or fixed behaviour types, such as
using GetProcAddress with a fixed string into a fixed global variable. In general a simple opaque
predicate will be based on completely static bytes that can easily be calculated by a human
reverser and once a method is found to identify them can be easily automated to remove all such
instances from the analysis. An example of this would be the usage of inverse conditional jumps:
Back to back inverse jump functions to the same address:
o JZ 4011C5
o JNZ 4011C5
 The address 4011C5 will always be accessed.
 The code immediately after the second jump will never be accessed.
 The area that is never accessed will be filled with garbage code that breaks disassembly.
This scenario can be easily automated in IDA using IDA Python [131] to remove all instances
where this occurs, the more static the behaviour the easier it is to automate out; so if the same
jump instructions are always used for example. The process would be:


 Find all instances of two jump instructions together
 Assess whether they jump to the same location.
 Un-define or patch with NOP instructions after those that jump to the same location
 Make into code from the value where the two jump instructions point
Even with a simple opaque predicate such as this an amount of code analysis would be required
to determine if the jumps are always the same, how many bytes to patch after jumps and
whether there are false positives. It is already clear why this method of automation would not
work for advanced opaque predicates with dynamically generated variables. The process below
demonstrates the process for automating the removal of simple code obfuscation:
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Figure 9-H-6: Flowchart of Analysis for Simple Code De-obfuscation
For the more advanced opaque predicates, those that use dynamically changing variables or are
linked based on run time behaviour it is unlikely that these can be automated in this fashion. In
order to overcome this problem a security analyst will likely need to study the code whilst
executing in order to figure out its behaviour. It may then be possible to combine the dynamic
and static assessments to automate or manually link sections together. Obviously this is a time
consuming process so would have to be weighed up with the benefit of performing this analysis.
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9.9. Appendix I – Lab Configuration for Case Study 3 and 4
This appendix provides the configuration of the lab environment used to carry out the third and
fourth case studies in performing manual unpacking.

9.9.1. Lab Configuration for Case Study 3
The following software was installed for the lab configuration:












VMWare 8 Workstation was installed on the host to enable the lab to be built on a virtual
machine.
Windows XP installed on a VMWare guest machine, default installation with no service
packs, Windows updates or AV software.
Virtual machine tools were installed for sharing files but noting that this could cause VM
aware malware to fail to unpack.
IDA Pro 6.2: software for disassembling executable files.
Ollydbg: User mode debugger for manual debugging of executable files.
Ollydump: A plugin for Ollydbg that enables executable files to be dumped from memory
Hide Debugger: A plugin for Ollydbg that offers some protection against anti debug
techniques.
Import Reconstructor: A tool for attaching to processes with the aim of rebuilding import
address tables on dumped executable files.
HXD: A Hex editor that enables editing of binary files in addition to joining to memory
sections or raw hard disk.
PEID: A PE analysis tool with a number of built in signatures for known and popular
packers.
Exeinfo: An alternative PE analysis tool to PEID with additional options and a slightly more
complex configuration.

9.9.2. Additional Configuration for Case Study 4
The kernel mode debugging labs in case study 4 required some additions to the previous lab:





Installation of Windows Debugger on the host machine.
Configure the option for kernel debugging in the file “C:\boot.ini” file by adding the
following setting:
o Multi(0)disk(0)rdisk(0)partition(1)\WINDOWS="Microsoft Windows XP
Professional" /noexecute=optin /fastdetect /debugport=com2 /baudrate=115200
Set up VMWare serial port 2 to communicate over a named pipe with the following
settings:
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o Use Named Pipe = \\.\pipe\com_1
o Yield CPU on poll = selected
o This end = the server
o The other end = the application
Configure the following shortcut for Windbg so that when the VM is launched in
debugger mode this shortcut will enable the debugger to be attached over the named
pipe to perform kernel debugging:
o "C:\WinDDK\7600.16385.1\Debuggers\windbg.exe -QY -k
com:pipe,port=\\.\pipe\com_1,resets=0"
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9.10. Appendix J – Case Study 3 Manual Unpacking of Known
Packers
This appendix provides a more detailed description of the methodology used in unpacking the
samples for the third case study

9.10.1.

Unpacking ASPack

First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases it was
correctly identified as ASPack.

Figure 9-J-1: Result of Exeinfo for ASPack

Figure 9-J-2: Results of a PEID Scan for ASPack
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Figure 9-J-3: PEID Extra Information for ASPack
Next the file was run in Ollydbg, setting the following breakpoints:
 VirtualAlloc()
 VirtualProtect()
For this packer the allocations can be ignored. Instead there are two sets of protections, the first
enables the unpacking the second sets things back to how they were and as the second set
finishes the jump to OEP follows shortly. The protection calls made are:
 First section starting with one from address 0x42A39E
 Six from address 0x42A3F1
 One from address 0x42A3FC
 Second section stating with one from address 0x42739E
 Three from address 0x4273F1
 One from address 0x4273FC
The jump to OEP can be found at address 0x427425 with the actual malware OEP being 0x41a80c.

Figure 9-J-4: Original Entry Point in Ollydbg
The file can now be dumped using the Ollydump plugin, since the imports will be rebuilt after
dumping the box to rebuild imports is unselected.
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Figure 9-J-5: Ollydump Plugin to Dump Unpacked File
Finally now the file is dumped, keep the process running and attaché Import Reconstructor.
Import Reconstructor should be able to locate the imports in memory, rebuild the import table
and patch the binary file.
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Figure 9-J-6: Import Reconstructor for Rebuilding the Import Table

9.10.2.

Unpacking PECompact

First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases it was
correctly identified as PECompact.

Figure 9-J-7: Result of Exeinfo for PECompact
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Figure 9-J-8: Results of a PEID Scan for PECompact

Figure 9-J-9: PEID Extra Information for PECompact
As previously to unpack the sample run in Ollydbg and setup the same breakpoints on VirtualAlloc
and VirtualProtect. This time however an access violation is hit as the sample attempts to redirect
memory using an exception. The packer will then do a timing check if the exception is caught but
the debugger to detect that it is being debugged. To avoid this set Ollydbg to pass access violation
exceptions to the application.

Figure 9-J-10: Attempted Access Violation in Ollydbg
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Figure 9-J-11: Setup Ollydbg to Pass Access Violations to the Application
Not long after this exception analysis of the allocated memory section can be made and a tail
jump can be observed, using a JMP instruction to EAX. This occurs at address 0x428059 and the
original entry point that it jumps to is at 0x 41a80c.

Figure 9-J-12: Tail Jump to Original Entry Point
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Once at the original entry point, the Ollydump plugin can be used to write the executable to disk
and with the debugger still open, Import Reconstructor can be used to rebuild the import table
and patch the dumped file.

9.10.3.

Unpacking ASProtect

First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases it was
correctly identified as ASProtect.

Figure 9-J-13: Result of Exeinfo for ASProtect

Figure 9-J-14: Results of a PEID Scan for ASProtect
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Figure 9-J-15: PEID Extra Information for ASProtect
The approach taken this time was different. Rather than monitoring the allocation and protection
changes for memory the aim was to bypass unpacking altogether by selecting an API called by the
unpacked sample early in its execution. The API call GetCommandLineW was selected. However
an error occurred that showed a debugger had been detected and the process then exited. This
could be subverted using the Hide Debugger plugin.

Figure 9-J-16: Debugger detected

Figure 9-J-17: Configure Hide Debugger Plugin
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Once the breakpoint in GetCommandLineW hits, step out of the function back into user code to
get just past the OEP within the unpacked sample. From here the same method can be reused as
previously of dumping with Ollydump and reconstructing the import table using Import
Reconstructor.

Figure 9-J-18: Return to User Code from GetCommandLineW

9.10.4.

Unpacking PELock

First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases it was
correctly identified as PELock.

Figure 9-J-19: Result of Exeinfo for PELock
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Figure 9-J-20: Results of a PEID Scan for PELock

Figure 9-J-21: PEID Extra Information for PELock
First attempt was to run the sample using the GetCommandLineW breakpoint set to skip the
unpacking process. When first executing the sample the packer would use divide by 0 errors to
cause and exception and try to detect the debugger. Setting all exceptions to be passed to the
application and setting the Hide Debugger plugin up helped to remedy this.

Figure 9-J-22: Use of Divide by Zero to Cause Exception
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Figure 9-J-23: Setting Debug Options to pass all Exception to the Program
Neither the setting of breakpoints on VirtualAlloc and VirtualProtect or the GetCommandLineW
appeared to work. For the VirtualAlloc option after two allocations the process would terminate
by trying to execute invalid code, the same happened immediately if a breakpoint was set on
GetCommandLineW.

Figure 9-J-24: Transfer of Execution to Invalid Code
Some analysis was required to figure out which protection mechanism was causing this problem.
After the second allocation the memory allocated by the first allocation was populated with
executable code. Analysing this code in IDA showed it was heavily obfuscated but you could make
out a few functions from within.
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The code would lookup API calls it required using CRC32 checksums of API names and
would manually parse the PE header to find the necessary exports from the required DLL.
 The code would examine API calls for software breakpoints, looking for the 0xCC code.
 Not all sections of this code were decrypted at once; each section would be decrypted as
required, but luckily not re-encrypted after.
Armed with this analysis it was possible to set a breakpoint on another API call that occurs early in
the unpacked malware, SetErrorMode. Instead of setting the breakpoint on the first byte, due to
the software breakpoint checks, it was set on the return. Executing now would bypass the
unpacking stage and taking a single step will return to just after the original entry point in the
unpacked code.


Figure 9-J-25: Setting a Breakpoint on SetErrorMode Return
The file is still not quite in its original format.



The original entry point is slightly mangled, it is missing a few bytes but these could with
knowledge of what they are be manually replaced.
The Imports are being redirected so no Import Reconstructor or similar can be used.
However by dumping the memory section that the imports are redirected to a script
could be constructed to facilitate repopulating these on the data sections of the main
dumped executable.
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Figure 9-J-26: API Redirection Section of Memory
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9.11. Appendix K – Case Study 4 Manual Unpacking of Unknown and
Complex Packers
This appendix provides a more detailed description of the methodology used in unpacking the
samples for the fourth case study

9.11.1.

Unpacking Shylock

1. Sample 1:
First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases no packer was
identified.

Figure 9-K-1: Result of Exeinfo for Shylock Sample 1

Figure 9-K-2: Results of a PEID Scan for Shylock Sample 1
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Figure 9-K-3: PEID Extra Information for Shylock Sample 1
Checking this IDA showed a large amount of code that did not disassemble correctly suggesting
that although PEID and Exeinfo tools suggested otherwise that this file was in fact packed.
Since it is not clear what API calls are made early in an un-packed sample the best approach is to
set the following breakpoints:
 VirtualAlloc
 VirtualProtect
The following calls are made:

Figure 9-K-4: Clipboard Copy of Calls Made to VirtualAlloc
At this stage the memory section 0x9B0000 can be saved to a file and contains the first unpacking
stub. The next breakpoint his on a call to VirtualProtect by which time the second allocation is
now populated with executable code. This memory section 0x9c0000 can be saved to a file and
contains the second unpacking stub that is itself UPX packed; running UPX on the command line
successfully unpacks this stub.
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Figure 9-K-5: Saving Memory Section to a File in Ollydbg
There two further calls to VirtualProtect that appear to be executing from the main file, followed
by a further VirtualAlloc that appears to reallocate the memory section 0x9c0000.
Setting a memory breakpoint on access to this memory section and allowing execution to
continue reveals a memory copy taking place at address 0x4011D3. Saving the memory section
this is executing from and opening it in IDA reveals this copy occurs within a simple function.
Stepping out of this function reveals a CALL EAX at 0x40107C. Removing the memory breakpoint,
setting a software breakpoint here and then executing allows for dumping at OEP.

Figure 9-K-6: OEP for Shylock in IDA
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Import Reconstructor is unable to rebuild the import table from here is at is executing out of an
unnamed memory section. Looking in Olly at the import table section does not reveal many
imports which suggest that Shylock may dynamically load the imports as it requires them.

2. Sample 2:
First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases no packer was
identified.

Figure 9-K-7: Result of Exeinfo for Shylock Sample 2

Figure 9-K-8: Results of a PEID Scan for Shylock Sample 2

Figure 9-K-9: PEID Extra Information for Shylock Sample 2
Checking this IDA showed a large amount of code that did not disassemble correctly suggesting
that although PEID and Exeinfo tools suggested otherwise that this file was in fact packed.
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Since the memory allocation and protection approach worked for the previous sample it makes
sense to reuse this on the second sample.
Unpacking this sample was almost identical to the first one with some minor changes to the
process and the exceptions. The unpacking differences included:




The previous sample performed three allocations and three memory protection changes
before allocating the memory for the final unpacked sample. This sample replaces one of
the first allocations with a protection change.
The previous sample contained no exceptions to detect debugging, this sample contains
two such exceptions;
o An access violation
o An unknown exception with ID 0xE06D7363

Figure 9-K-10: Unknown Exception Generated by Shylock Packer

Figure 9-K-11: Set the Necessary Exception Handlers in Ollydbg
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As with the previous sample after the final allocation the setting of a memory breakpoint will
cause the application to stop as it is being unpacked. There are two key addresses and they are
identical to the previous sample:
 Memory breakpoint hits at memory copy address 0x4011D3
 Call into original entry point at 0x40107C
As with the previous sample there are very few visible imports and no easy way to perform
import table reconstruction.

9.11.2.

Unpacking Mebroot

1. Loader:
First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases no packer was
identified.

Figure 9-K-12: Result of Exeinfo for Mebroot Loader

Figure 9-K-13: Results of a PEID Scan for Mebroot Loader
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Figure 9-K-14: PEID Extra Information for Mebroot Loader
Run the file using Ollydbg and noted that it was a DLL file. As with previous user mode samples;
set breakpoints on VirtualAlloc and VirtualProtect.
The VirtualAlloc reveals a large memory section which can then be followed in the dump.

Figure 9-K-15: Follow Mebroot Loader Memory Allocation in Dump
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On execution resumption three further breakpoints hit on VirtualProtect, one for each section
whose protection is being changed. Just down from this call to VirtualProtect is a call to ECX,
which becomes the jump to the OEP in the packed section. This is at address 0x100010D8.

Figure 9-K-16: Call to OEP for Mebroot Loader
The sample is now fully unpacked, but as with previous samples as it is running from a memory
section Import Reconstructor fails to rebuild the import table. By finding the function pointers for
the API calls in Ollydbg the memory section can be copied to the clipboard, including the API
function names. A little bit of editing can convert this into an IDA Python script to rename these
data sections in the dumped file and rebuild the imports in the IDB file.

Figure 9-K-17: IDA Python Code to Repopulate Import Address Names
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The loader does not contain a copy of the Mebroot rootkit driver. It instead contacts the internet
to retrieve this file. Since the command and control server that hosted this for the sample being
analysed is no longer on line the file had to be downloaded from a research forum separately.

2. Rootkit Attempt 1:
The Mebroot driver is not loaded using the normal method of installing as a service and instead in
an effort to remain as stealthy as possible is only every launched via the MBR and boot loader
with special non-standard arguments to the DriverEntry routine.
One method of loading this demonstrated on the Kernelmode.info forum,
http://www.kernelmode.info/forum/viewtopic.php?f=16&t=543&hilit=mebroot&start=60. The
process involves modifying the MBR, adding boot loader code and adding the malicious packed
rootkit driver to the disk using a disk editor.
Within the download for installing this root kit were the following items:
“IF_MBR.bin”; A binary file containing an infected MBR
“SinowalStuff.exe”; an executable that examines the MBR and gives a disk offset where
the loader and driver need to be positioned.
 “Sinowal Start Sector, LDR and peSys.bin”; This file contains the loader and bootkit driver
The first step was to obtain the sector to place the loader and root kit into. This could be done by
running the infected MBR file through the command line application. It revealed the driver should
be placed at sector 0x2625A58 of the hard disk.



Figure 9-K-18: Using SinowalStuff Application to Determine the Sector to Load Mebroot Driver
Once located the Hex Editor HXD can be used to manually modify the HDD, one edit requires
replacing the valid MBR with the infected MBR file, the other requires putting the loader and
driver in the specified sector.
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Figure 9-K-19: Editing the MBR using HXD to Load Mebroot
Unfortunately repeated attempts to infect the lab machine in this manner failed, and the machine
would not boot once the MBR had been modified.

3. Rootkit Attempt 2:
An alternative to this approach is to force the encrypted driver to act like a user mode process
and to unpack the real malicious driver from its data section. This process is documented on the
Woodmann reverse engineering forum with the necessary tools to perform it,
http://www.woodmann.com/forum/archive/index.php/t-13621.htm.
Within the provided files were the following:
“Prova.c” and “prova.dsp”; the necessary code and project file to compile the user mode
unpacker.
 “Driver_code.asm”; the code from the driver in assembly
 “Driver_data.asm”; the data of the packed driver that gets unpacked
 “"driver_sector_094FE9D6.bin"; the full driver that is mapped into memory by this
emulator
The source code works in the following way:




Maps the driver code into memory
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Contains definitions for all structures used in the kernel that are not present in a normal
user mode process Windows header file.
 Emulates all system calls that are made that cannot be made from a user mode process,
causing an INT 3 to occur. This will enable data to be manipulated in a debugger and on
resumption the call will return successfully.
 Executes the driver code
To attempt this method of driver unpacking required loading the code into Visual Studio and
compiling the application.


Figure 9-K-20: Visual Studio Development Code for User mode Mebroot Unpacker
Unfortunately it was not possible to get the code to compile and too complex to successfully
troubleshoot. Included with the file was a successfully unencrypted Mebroot driver that could
then be analysed.
However this driver was still heavily obfuscated with both spaghetti code and state machine
obfuscation. It would also not load correctly into the kernel to be properly debugged due to the
way in which it was unpacked which meant it could not be dynamically analysed.
The Spaghetti code splits a linear process of execution into many sub functions that are called by
not other code. This complicates analysis but with enough time could be reversed by developing a
script to identify these situations and reduce the complexity of the functions.
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Figure 9-K-21: Spaghetti Code in Mebroot – The Flow of Execution
The state machine obfuscation breaks individual functions into many complex sub functions
where a state variable is used to determine which sub function to run. All sub functions are
governed by a dispatcher routine and after each sub function the state is updated. This is very
difficult to analyse statically and would require running the sample dynamically to accurately
determine the flow of execution.
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Figure 9-K-22: Example of Mebroot State Machine Obfuscation in IDA

9.11.3.

Unpacking Rustock

1. Loader:
First checked whether the packer was identified by PEID and Exeinfo, in both cases no packer was
identified.
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Figure 9-K-23: Result of Exeinfo for Rustock Loader

Figure 9-K-24: Results of a PEID Scan for Rustock Loader

Figure 9-K-25: PEID Extra Information for Rustock Loader
Checking this IDA showed a large amount of code that did not disassemble correctly suggesting
that although PEID and Exeinfo tools suggested otherwise that this file was in fact packed.
So far the most effective unpacking method was to use breakpoints on VirtualAlloc and
VirtualProtect so it makes sense to continue this process here.
The unpacker performs four allocations and six protection changes before setting up the stack to
return to a VirtualFree before returning to the original code at the original entry point. This
transfer of code happens at address 0x3C0838 via a RET instruction. The allocations are as
follows:
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First allocation is used for the unpacking stub and in this sample was at 0x3c0000
The second allocation for storing unpacked data during processing and in this sample was
at 0x3E0000
 Finally both the last allocations are to 0x3F0000 and will contain the unpacked executable
in full form.
After the first VirtualProtect the file can be dumped form the third allocation and will be fully
formed including a fully functioning import table that does not require a rebuild.



Figure 9-K-26: Code Execution Transfer to OEP in Rustock Loader
As with the Mebroot loader the Rustock loader does not contain the encrypted root kit but
instead requests it from its command and control server. Since this server was no longer active
during this practical the root kits had to be downloaded from a separate source.
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Figure 9-K-27: Wirehshark Capture of Rustock Loader Attempting to Download Rootkit

2. Rootkit:
Unlike Mebroot this root kits is loaded in a normal fashion, the loader writes the file to disk,
attempts to gain administrative permissions and then uses the service manager to load the driver.
After developing a small tool to replicate this installation process of loading a driver as a service it
was possible to test this in a lab environment with Windbg running on a host machine, kernel
debugging set up on a guest machine with a pipe used to send debugging information over.
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Figure 9-K-28: Using Driver Load Application to Install Rustock Rootkit

Figure 9-K-29: Configuration from Drive Load Application in Registry
Before loading the driver a breakpoint needs to be set on the IopLoadDriver API at offset 0x66a.
This is where the driver routine jumps into the DriverEntry point of the loaded driver and was
found from a security researchers Twitter post,
https://twitter.com/Ivanlef0u/status/15097666217.
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Figure 9-K-30: Debugging Rustock Rootkit in Windbg – Loading Driver
Stepping into this function in Windbg enables debugging of the malicious driver. Unfortunately
the allocation and protection routines used for unpacking user mode packed malware do not
work so well in the kernel. This is because all actions in the kernel share the same memory space
meaning many threads will be looking to call allocation APIs and once running there is no
guarantee of intercepting those coming from the current driver.
Instead analysing the code in IDA revealed a POPA instruction followed by junk instructions, the
junk will be replaced at runtime so this address, 0xB20E6232 is a good place to set a breakpoint.
When this breakpoint is hit it reveals a jump to newly unpacked section. Stepping into this
followed by dumping the section reveals the first layer of unpacked code.
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Figure 9-K-31: Debugging Rustock Rootkit in Windbg – Jump to Unpacked Section
Unfortunately at this stage the dumped code is heavily obfuscated with Spaghetti code of many
functions that do not appear to perform any actions, similar but possibly more complex than that
used by Mebroot. It is also not possible to set breakpoints on the API calls not only is this difficult
to monitor in the kernel as previously mentioned but is also protected by examining breakpoints.
Without de-obfuscating the code it is not possible to easily mitigate this.
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Figure 9-K-32: Rustock Layer 2 Spaghetti Obfuscation – Flow of Execution
The blog from ESET, http://www.welivesecurity.com/2008/06/10/rustockc-kernel-modeprotector-short-analysis/, determines all the complexities of the protection mechanisms in this
and the final layer of the unpacking. The main obstacles that would need to be overcome but are
before the constraints of this project are:



Develop a de-obfuscator for the Rustock assembly code and use it to normalise the
disassembled code
Locate the protection mechanisms, analyse the inner workings and develop a technique
to work around them.
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Develop a brute force decryptor for the protected section in the final layer that is
protected by environmental keying. This is where the key was derived by the loader from
the Device ID and Vendor ID. Since the machine I am running on is different I would need
to develop a way to brute force this key and decrypt the necessary sections.
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